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In May last year, as part of the G2E Asia exhibition, I was interviewed for the
launch of the show’s Gaming Decision Maker TV channel. I was asked to talk
about European gaming markets, especially new developments in Spain. The
Las Vegas Sands development was the only European project of interest to the
Asian audience and most of the questions were related to its impact on the
wider market. The problem, being a huge skeptic of the development, was in
trying to be positive about something that I’d seen mooted far too many times.
I’m not surprised that Las Vegas Sands has withdrawn from the project, just
disappointed. Again.
I’d followed the procrastination of Harrah’s development in Spain and the supposed opening of EuroVegas in Hungary, with a variety of different international and domestic companies all backing and then withdrawing from the
projects. Having reported extensively on the mythical Gran Scala, watched the
presentations and interviewed the principles behind the project, when Sands
came along I think I’d debated the merits of a destination resort in Europe once
too often.
I even had a spat with Marc Etches, now Chief Executive of the Responsible
Gambling Trust, but back in 2001 when he was working to promote Blackpool
as a mega-resort in the ailing seaside town. We politely agreed to disagree though I’d have to say that hindsight is
a wonderful thing.

I HOPE THAT BARCELONA
WORLD CONTINUES ITS
PLANS TO LAUNCH ITS
RESORT, IF ONLY BECAUSE
I’M MODERATING A PANEL
AT THE ICC CONFERENCE
ON THE TOPIC.

I have no idea if Europe will ever get
its own true casino mega-resort,
though I still keep fingers-crossed
that such a development will come to
fruition. I certainly hope that
Barcelona World continues its plans to
launch its destination resort, if only
because I’m moderating a panel at the
ICC Conference on the topic. It would
be a bit of a dull session if the plug is
pulled before we get to February.
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January 14-17, 2014

IMA 2014, Germany

Location
Exhibition Centre, Dusseldorf,
Germany
Organiser
Reed Exhibitions Deutschland
Volklinger Str. 4, Dusseldorf
Germany 40219



January 21-23, 2014

EAG London 2014

Location
ExCeL London Exhibition Centre,
London, UK
Contact
Karen Cooke
Organiser
EAG/Swan Events



ICE Totally Gaming, London, UK
London SW6 3JW, UK
Contact
Sam Chance
Tel: +44 207 384 8119
Email: sam.chance@clarionevents.com
Web: www.icetotallygaming.com

March 19-21, 2014

ENADA Spring, Rimini, Italy

Location
Rimini Fiera, Rimini – Italy
Contact
Sonia Bodellini
Organiser
Rimini Fiera Spa
Via Emilia 155
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Office 10, Clare Lodge,
41 Hollybush Lane,
Harpenden, Herts,
UK AL5 4AY
Tel: +44 1582 767254
Email: karencooke@eagexpo.com
Web: www.eagexpo.com

February 4-6, 2014

Location
ExCeL London Exhibition Centre,
London, UK
Organiser
Clarion Events
Fulham Green, Bedford House
69-79 Fulham High Street



Contact
Petra Lassahn
Tel: +49 211 901 91134
Email:
info@ima-messe.com
Web: www.ima-messe.com

Rimini, Italy 47900
Show Times:
10:00 - 18:00
Final day: 10:00-16:00
Tel: +39 0541 744250
Email: s.bodellini@riminifiera.it
Web: www.enadaprimavera.it



March 25-27, 2014

FER-Interazar 2014, Spain

Location
Pabellon 6, IFEMA, Feria de
Madrid, Madrid – Spain
Organiser
Zarkia Hispania SL
c/Marques de la Ensenada,
No 4-4a, Madrid
Spain 28004

Show times:
Tues 25th: 11:30 - 20:00
Wed 26th: 10:00 - 20:00
Thurs 27th: 10:00 - 15:00
Tel: +34 91 310 1072
Email:
info@ferinterazar.com
Web: www.ferinterazar.com



April 1-3, 2014

SALEX 2014, Brazil

Location
Pavilion of Anhembi, Sao Paulo,
Brazil
Organiser
Grafite Feiras E Promocoes Ltda
Avenue Presidente Juscelino
Kubitschek, 1830
Tower 2, 13 Floor



April 23-24, 2014

FADJA Colombia

Location
Corferias, Bogota, Colombia
Organiser
3A Producciones SAS
Av Carrera 60 No 22-99 Arboleda
de Salitre
Torre 1, Oficina 2201



Vila Nova Conceicao, Sao Paulo, SP,
Brazil 04543-900
Contact
Oscar Reginato
Tel: +55 11 2105 7000
Email:
info@salex.com.br
Web: www.salex.com.br

Bogota, Colombia
Contact
María del Pilar Brown
Tel: +57 1 803 4973
Email: info@fadja.com
Website:www.fadja.comWeb:
www.fadja.com

May 7-8, 2014

SAGSE Central America

Location
El Panama Hotel, Panama City,
Panama
Organiser
Monografie SA, Avenida Alvear
1883, Loc. 21, Bueno
Avenida Alvear 1883, Loc. 21

Buenos Aires
Argentina
1129
Tel: +54 11 4805 4623
Fax: +54 11 4805 4791
Email: info@monografie.com
Web: www.sagsepanama.com
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Casino Closures hiTs jobs hard
The closure of casinos across Mexico is
damaging the industry, destroying jobs
and causing US$23m in lost revenue
Mexico - Legislation

Tras meses de ConTinuas negoCiaCiones Con
diversas instancias del Gobierno español y numerosos
trámites internos, Las Vegas Sands ha confirmado que «su
propuesta formal de invertir más de 30 000 millones de
dólares en el desarrollo de una serie de complejos integrados
en Madrid no va a salir adelante».
según miembros de la asoCiaCión del juego de
México (AIEJA), la reciente racha de cierres de casinos en
México está suponiendo un duro peaje para el sector, con
recortes de puestos de trabajo y pérdidas anuales de 300
millones de dólares mexicanos (unos 23 millones de dólares
estadounidenses). Representantes del sector han advertido
que las administraciones locales han cerrado hasta ahora un
total de 25 casinos en todo el país, con doce de los cierres
concentrados en los estados de Coahuila, Monterrey y
Chiapas.
se ha alCanzado un imporTanTe aCuerdo
entre el gobierno de la ciudad autónoma de Buenos Aires y el
Gobierno nacional acerca de los impuestos sobre el juego
dentro de los límites de la ciudad. A partir de 2014, la ciudad
de Buenos Aires recibirá una cantidad adicional de 300 millones de pesos anuales del empresario del sector del juego
Cristóbal López, cuya empresa está en posesión de Casino
Club.
la dispuTa ConTinuada enTre el gobierno de la
provincia argentina de Salta y la empresa del sector del juego
ENJASA ha dado como resultado la suspensión de las operaciones por parte de casinos y establecimientos de lotería. La
empresa recibió otro duro golpe cuando la autoridad que regula el juego denegó la moción de reconsideración presentada
por ENJASA para seguir operando rifas, loterías, bingos, tragaperras y casinos
dos senadores han presenTado una nueva
propuesta destinada a regular el sector del juego online en
Chile. Los senadores Antonio Horvath y Ricardo Lagos Weber
han presentado ante el Comité Financiero planes que aspiran
a disponer un nuevo marco legal para la operación y la gestión
del juego online en plataformas múltiples.
el money money huanCayo Casino, operado
por Alpamayo Holdings, ha concedido el mayor premio pagado hasta la fecha por el juego eMILLIONS Wide Area
Progressive (WAP) de GTECH en Perú. El premio de 68 870
PR. S/. (nuevos soles peruanos), que equivale a unos 24 600
dólares, fue para Ricardo Rojas, un jugador habitual de este
popular casino.
la Carrera a Tres bandas para Conseguir el
segundo casino de la isla de Mallorca ha sido ganada finalmente por un grupo de empresarios locales que han presentado ambiciosos planes para crear un casino en el Teatro
Balear de Palma.
ausTrian gaming indusTries (agi) ha seleccionado
la impresora GEN2 Universal de FutureLogic como medio de
impresión de tiques exclusivo para la totalidad de sus 10 000
terminales de videolotería en Rumanía (Loteria Romana).
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The recent spate of casino closures in Mexico is
according to members of the Mexican Gaming
Association (AIEJA) taking a heavy toll on the
industry with job cuts and losses of 300 million
Mexican dollars (around US23m) a year. Industry
representatives have warned that local governments have so far closed a total of 25 casinos
nationwide with twelve closures in the states of
Coahuila , Monterrey and Chiapas alone.
The President of the AIEJA Miguel Angel Ochoa
(pictured), said that the casinos are initiating legal
proceeding in order to try and reopen. The AIEJA
also confirmed that 7,000 people have been left
jobless due to the Mexican government’s increasingly tough stance on the industry. Mr Ochoa also
claimed that a lack of local regulation on a state
level in place means that legal avenues for casinos
to reopen once they are closed are limited and
take considerable time.
President of Mexican gaming organization ASPJAC
(Asociación de Permisionarios y Proveedores de
Juegos y Sorteos, A.C) Alfonso Pérez Lizuar has
also criticised local laws when it comes to gaming
saying that: “As far as the state and municipal
legislation in concerned we do not exist. We only
exist in order to pay tax.”

Gaming in Mexico, especially on a local level,
looks increasingly controversial with a special
investigative committee now looking into how
licences have been granted in the past. In addition
the issue of local courts and the granting of
licences and stays of closure is becoming a focal
point leading to increasing speculation that the
government could soon move to pass a wide
sweeping new gaming act.
The Mexican Ministry of the Interior confirmed
that there are a total of 43 casinos in Mexico
which are operating illegally. The agency made
the announcement while it delivering its report to
the Special Commission of Gaming of the
Chamber of Deputies. SEGOB also differs from the
number provided by the Mexican Gaming
Association saying that just seven casinos have
been closed so far this year.

Chile
The resolution council of the chilean Gaming control Board (scJ) has announced that starting this month it
will begin the licensing process for a new casino after Termas de chillan withdrew from the market. The sJc
officially accepted the withdrawal in November after the operator blamed bad market conditions as well as
the location of the casino for its decision to close. The sJc has announced that the resolution council will
evaluate proposals put forward by operators and will announce its final decision by the end of July 2014.

Buenos Aires’ casino taxation
exemption deal thrown out

equivalent of 3 per cent of the net
profits generated by both the
floating casinos and the slots
based in the Palermo Racetrack.

ARGENTINA
An agreement which would have
seen the casinos located in capital
Buenos Aires being let off billions
of pesos in back taxes has been
suspended by a local judge. Judge
Elena Liberatori has filed an
injunction against the new law
suspending clause 3.2 of the
agreement which would have let
local operator Casino Club off a
massive $2.4bn pesos in back
taxes.

In return, the measure contained
an exemption from the payment
of gross income tax for the gambling establishments based within the city limits and clause 3.2
ruled that the casinos would no
longer have to pay a debt of
between $1.5bn pesos and $2.4bn
pesos in gross gaming back taxes.

The Buenos Aires Justice filed an
injunction that restrains one of
the clauses of the agreement
which benefits gambling entrepreneur Cristóbal López whose
company Casino Club has the
right to run the slot machines in
the racino in downtown Buenos

Aires and has a significant share
of the floating casinos moored
permanently to the city harbour.
The complaint was filed by constitutional lawyer Andrés Gil
Domínguez. The suspension of
the bill was justified as the new
law included a clear waiver when
it came to the paying of back
taxes for casinos in the city.
According to the new act, which
was passed by a majority of 42
votes to 15 votes, beginning in
2014 the city of Buenos Aires will
receive additional $300m pesos
annually from casinos in the city.
In addition, the agreement provides that the National Lottery
will also transfer an additional
fee which will be paid by gaming
operators which will be the

There has been growing speculation over the new agreement
after Mayor Mauricio Macri
seemed to deny reports in
December that the new deal
struck between the city and the
national government would
allow gaming operators to avoid
paying years of back taxes on
gross gaming tax revenue tweeting: “The City would not overlook
the debt of gaming companies.”
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rubbing salTa inTo The wound
Following the ongoing dispute in the
North West Argentine city of Salta,
ENJASA and the government fight on
Argentina - Government

los líderes políTiCos israelíes han visiTado
Las Vegas en un intento por descubrir la forma de «construir
ciudades en el desierto» y sopesar las posibles ventajas que
conllevaría para el Estado judío incorporar el juego en casinos al
desierto israelí de Negev. El gobernador de Nevada, Brian
Sandoval, debatió el tema del impacto causado por el juego en
sendas reuniones con el Primer Ministro israelí, Benjamin
Netanyahu, y el Presidente, Shimon Peres.
beT365 se dispone a Crear 600 puesTos de
trabajo en una reubicación de sus oficinas centrales de Stoke
valorada en millones de libras. La compañía permanecerá en
Stoke, pero tiene previsto desplazarse desde Festival Park a las
antiguas oficinas de The Sentinel en Etruria.
el operador franCés parTouChe ha vendido
Casino Knokke, el mayor casino de Bélgica, al grupo de casinos
online Napoleon Games NV por un importe de 16,5 millones de
euros a través de su holding Belcasinos.
el gobierno briTániCo ha voTado a favor de la
propuesta de cambiar las apuestas y los premios tal como se
esbozó en la revisión trienal, de forma que los jackpots de las
máquinas de categoría C subirán de 70 a 100 libras esterlinas.
Este cambio legislativo no incluirá ninguna modificación en las
apuestas y los premios de las terminales de apuestas fijas.
el CenTro vaCaCional de benidorm, en la CosTa
levantina española, dará la bienvenida a su primer casino en
julio del próximo año cuando se concluyan las obras de construcción de un hotel, casino y centro comercial iniciadas en la
Avenida del Mediterráneo, en el distrito de rascacielos del
Rincón de Loix.
solo unos meses después de que los primeros
juegos H5G-Bally salieran al mercado, Bally Technologies y
High 5 Games han alcanzado un acuerdo para incrementar
significativamente en los próximos años su cooperación en el
ámbito del juego en casinos físicos. Este nuevo acuerdo
supone que High 5 Games producirá para Bally más juegos
que nunca, lo que hay que añadir a los juegos ya concertados
según su contrato de 2012.
jCm global ha Conseguido oTro gran éxiTo, en
esta ocasión ganando el 100 por ciento del negocio de los validadores de billetes en el recientemente inaugurado Downtown
Grand, en Las Vegas. El Downtown Grand, operado por Fifth
Street Gaming, cuenta con 600 máquinas tragaperras, y cada
una de ellas está protegida por la poderosa tecnología antifalsificación que alberga el interior del galardonado validador de billetes iVIZION de JCM.
hasTa la feCha, CuaTro empresas han
presentado su solicitud ante el Ministerio de Finanzas de
Jamaica para desarrollar y operar uno de los tres proyectos de
desarrollo de complejo recreativo integrado (Integrated Resort
Development, IRD) destinados a la isla. Dichas empresas son
Casino Royale Limited, Amaterra Jamaica Limited, Celebration
Jamaica Limited y Harmony Cove Limited, si bien solo esta
última ha pagado íntegramente la tasa de solicitud de 16 millones de dólares jamaicanos (150 000 dólares estadounidenses).
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The continuing dispute between the government
of Salta and gaming company, ENJASA has meant
that casinos and lottery outlets have suspended
their operations. The company was dealt another
blow when the regulatory gaming body denied the
motion for reconsideration filed by ENJASA to
continue managing raffles, lotteries, bingos, slot
machines and casinos. After the decision ENJASA
decided to shut down their casinos and lottery
offices temporarily in order to avoid a possible
fine. The situation has led to a great deal of uncertainty regarding the future of gaming in the
province and has not only affected casinos but
local lottery games as well with lottery customers
forming lines outside lottery points of sale in order
to collect refunds.
After gaming was privatised in Salta in 1998,
ENJASA was given the exclusive right to run gaming in the province. In December 2006, Casinos
Austria International strengthened its cooperation
with ENJASA acquiring a majority stake in Leisure
& Entertainment – a company that owns 90 per
cent of ENJASA’s shares. Under a new deal which
was agreed to in October, Casinos Austria would
own 100 per cent of Leisure and Entertainment SA
– ENJASA’s mother company. However, in August

this year Minister of Economy, Carlos Parodi
announced that ENJASA’s license, which it has
held since 2000, would be revoked due to apparent breeches in anti-money laundering standards.
These allegations have been denied and the company responded with an administrative appeal
and an appeal to the local courts. The latest appeal
was rejected in December meaning that the company’s licence has, to all intents and purposes,
finally been revoked.
For now there has been no official word as to the
fate of gaming in the province although Labour
Minister Eduardo Costello told press that the government would ensure that no gaming jobs would
be lost. Meanwhile, according to member of the
regulatory gaming body, Silvina Cainelli casinos
and lottery outlets will open to the public once
again before the end of the month. Despite this the
future of gaming in the province looks increasingly uncertain and there have been no announcements as to exactly how gaming will be regulated
in the long term.

Senators put forward motion to
regulate online gaming sector
CHILE
Two Senators have put forward a
new proposal which would regulate the online gaming industry in
Chile. Senators Antonio Horvath
and Ricardo Lagos Weber have
put plans before the Finance
Committee which aims to provide a new legal framework for
the operation and management
of online gaming across multiple
platforms.
In response to the growing popularity of the industry, the project
introduces regulatory standards,
both for operators and players
alike and seeks to introduce a
number of player protection
measures such as self exclusion
and stricter control when it
comes to underage gambling. The
new law, now under consideration by the Finance Committee
would, if approved, amend a total
of eighteen provisions in Chile’s
gaming laws so that current rules
would be adapted in order to pro-

vide suitable control over the
industry.
While introducing the bill the
senators highlighted the fact that:
“The situation created by the
emergence of new technologies
and remote channels, has led to
the appearance in the gaming
market of new operators for
which the current legislation
does not provide adequate regulatory control . . .” and added
that " this growing form of online
gambling on offer has generated
the need to establish clear a regulatory framework.”
Both Senators have in the past
been instrumental in moving for
changes to Chile’s gaming laws
when it comes to online gaming.
In June 2012, together they put
forward legislation that would
have granted a limited number of
online licenses to casinos that
were already licensed to operate
in Chile.

Although online gambling is forbidden by Chile’s gambling laws
of 1995, online gaming is becoming increasingly popular and is
generally speaking tolerated by
the government.
While the exact size of the total
online gaming market is
unknown it is estimated that
Chileans gamble US$150m a year
on online casinos. A regulated
online gaming industry would
undoubtedly generate significant
additional gaming tax income as
in 2012 land based casinos in
Chile generated US$98.7m in a
special gaming tax alone.
The additional tax revenue could
be used to make up for land
based casino revenues which
have fallen sharply over recent
months due to the rise of illegal
gambling.
In September the Chilean Gaming
Control Board (SCJ) reported that
gross gaming income generated
by the 17 new casinos licenced in
Chile stood at US$36.5m in
September, a 29.6 per cent
decrease when compared to the
same month in 2012.
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new gaming law on The Cards
Legislation that will significantly impact
upon the gaming industry in Mexico is
expected to be debated next month
Mexico - Legislation
Law makers are analysing a new law which could
be debated in the Mexican Congress as early as
next February. The initiative is coming from member of the select committee which has been tasked
with investigating the industry since April.
Headed by Ricardo Mejía Berdeja its remit has
been to investigate how licences have been handed out in the past under the previous administration and to make recommendations as to how
Mexico’s gaming laws could be changed in order to
more fully regulate a sector which has seen a
rapid proliferation in recent years

uruguay – inTerbloCk punTa del esTe insTall
Interblock’s South American distributor Koala Gaming has
installed another G4 Organic Roulette designed in a football
layout with 10 player stations in Punta del Este, Uruguay as
part of the strategic plan for South American market for continued expansion.
Gonzalo Téllez, Director of Koala Gaming, said: “Interblock’s
Organic Roulette in the eye-catching Football shape is one of
the most sophisticated products to enter first the Chilean
market and soon after the Uruguayan market. Our next step
will be Peru, a country we look at, with great interest.”
Tomaz Zvipelj, CEO at Interblock, added: “In the past year we
have made tremendous steps forward in South America.
After placing several products in Chile and Uruguay and then
exhibiting at Peru Gaming Show in August, we believe
Interblock brand awareness has been strengthened and that
the market is starting to open up with several new opportunities.”
mexiCo - hard roCk ends mexiCan franChise
Hard Rock International has terminated its franchise relationship with Operadora DB Mexico, S.A. de C.V., Hard Rock
Cafe franchisee in Mexico, after several years of disputes
relating to non-compliance with franchise standards and
franchise payment obligations. The termination follows the
successful outcome of arbitrations in Mexico and final adjudication by Mexican arbitrators under the oversight of the
International Chamber of Commerce (“ICC”) in Paris.
In 2001 Robert Earl, owner of the twice bankrupt Planet
Hollywood chain, acquired controlling interest in Grupo ECE
Mexico, S.A. de C.V., and its subsidiary Operadora DB Mexico,
S.A. de C.V. Over the last decade, Operadora DB Mexico, S.A.
de C.V. locations throughout Mexico have deteriorated dramatically and subsequently defaulted on obligations under
the master franchise agreement. The franchisee frequently
failed to pay merchandise vendors and landlords, did not
upkeep Hard Rock Cafe quality standards and defaulted on
its obligations to pay royalty payments to Hard Rock
International. There have been additional issues regarding
the scope of the use of the brand permitted for the franchisee. Prior to the current ICC ruling, Hard Rock International
engaged in arbitration in 2008. The ICC rendered final judgments, determining the limited scope of rights provided
under the Hard Rock Cafe master franchise agreement and
confirmed that Hard Rock International could continue its
successful brand expansion into luxury hotels in Mexico,
which had previously been challenged by Operadora DB
Mexico, S.A. de C.V.
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Speaking during the first public consultation on
the issue which was held at the Graduate School
of Public Administration and Public Policy in
December, members of the committee argued that
the way forward was to allow Mexico’s gaming
industry to grow while regulating and taxing the
gaming sector more efficiently. Federal deputies
José Arturo Salinas Garza, Aurora de la Luz Aguilar
Rodríguez, Héctor Gutiérrez de la Garza and
Ricardo Mejía Berdeja, who all attended the forum,
argued that Mexico’s antiquated gaming laws of
1947 need to be replaced with a new law so that
Mexico may benefit more fully from gaming tax
revenue in the future.
Head of the committee Ricardo Mejia Berdeja told
the forum that his commission had “not
demonised the industry” but called for “clear rules

and transparency” so that gaming is regulated.
Meanwhile, referring to Mexico’s Gaming laws of
1947 legislator Arturo Salinas Garza said. “It's one
of the shortest laws in the country and yet it is one
of the laws that govern one of the most important
and controversial issues in Mexico.” Mr Salinas
went on to say that: “The task both we and the
government have as legislators is to put into place
clear rules and to regulate and establish the
parameters of action so that finally each Mexican
can use the freedoms that we have in order to
decide whether to participate in these games or
not.”
Mr Salinas said that a new law was also vital for
investors. “It is urgent that we can issue a new
law. It is urgent that those who decide to invest in
this sector can do so with the peace of mind of any
other investor as in any other business segment in
the country,” he said.
It is expected that the new gaming law could be up
for debate as early as next February once
Congress begins its next session and that it will
cover every aspect of gaming including online
gaming.

GTECH’s eMILLIONS WAP has
spectacular jackpot win in Peru

PERU
The Money Money Huancayo
Casino, operated by Alpamayo
Holdings, has awarded the highest prize paid to date by GTECH´s
eMILLIONS Wide Area
Progressive (WAP) game in Perú.
The prize of PR. S/. 68,870 (US$
24,600) was won by Ricardo
Rojas, a regular player at the
popular casino. While he was

playing Maximum Bet, five winning eMILLIONS symbols lined
up, earning him the prize.
“I am very excited; I never
thought I would win such a high
prize. This arrived at a good time!
Thank you very much for everything!” said Mr. Rojas.
The casino staff joined in the
happy event, sharing in Rojas’

excitement, because they had
never seen such a large progressive awarded. The progressive
restarts with PR. S./ 30,000.00.
"Awarding such a valuable prize
is very special for us. This award
underlines our commitment to
providing the clients of Money
Money Casino with a choice of
games and jackpots according to
their preferences,” said Casino
Manager Jose Pacheco.
Available exclusively on GTECH’s
e-motion cabinets, the
eMILLIONS WAP is delivering
great results and gives every
player the chance to become a
millionaire. To qualify for the
jackpot, players must play Max
Bet, although players who bet
less than the max are still eligible
for a fixed-credit jackpot.
The eMILLIONS WAP is only
available in casinos operated by
Alpamayo Inversiones and
Nevada Entretenimientos in
cooperation with GTECH´s commercial partner, Negocios e
Inversiones Expert Games S.A.C.

Insight
paNaMa

suN is sET To shiNE iN paNaMa WiTh 600 sloTs
Sun International has secured a deal to
create a 600 slot casino in Panama’s
capital city as part of a 20-year licence
South African operator Sun International and
Newland International Properties, the developer
behind Trump Ocean Club International Hotel
and Tower in Panama City, have confirmed the
conclusion of a US$45.5m deal that will bring a
600 slot casino to Panama.
This partnership aims to introduce superior
entertainment and an ultimate guest experience
that is unparalleled in Latin America. This highly
anticipated addition to the hotel is scheduled to
commence construction in December 2013 and is
expected to open in the second half of 2014.
Sun International has now bought three floors of
what is the tallest building in Panama on a
freehold basis and has secured a 20-year casino
licence. The casino is slated to be open in June
2014. Sun plans to invest a further amount of
$60m to build-out and fully develop the multiple
spaces.
Encompassing 75,000 sq. ft, the casino will
occupy the second level of the hotel. It will
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"We're thrilled to embark on our second
venture in Latin America. Latin America
has become an area of focus for Sun
International as we have applied for a
casino license in Cartagena, Colombia
and we are also looking to enter
Uruguay and Peru; we consider
Panama to be a very important and
strategic market for us and are happy to
be aligning ourselves with Newland.”,"
John Fraser, Commercial Manager,
Sun International.

include 32 gaming tables for blackjack, poker,
roulette and baccarat, along with a superior
collection of 600 slot machines showcasing
numerous diversions for both the amateur and
experienced gamer. Additionally, a fine-dining
restaurant and extensive bar and lounge will
offer guests the finest of dining and drinking
experiences.
On the 65th and 66th level of the hotel, Sun
International will present the Salon Privé, a
separate gambling space reserved for VIP guests.

Here, the highest clientele will find private suites
and an exclusive restaurant and lounge only
accessible to guests on these floors. Sun
International plans to invest a total of $60m to
build-out and fully develop the multiple spaces.
"We're thrilled to embark on our second venture
in Latin America," said John Fraser, Commercial
Manager from Sun International. "Latin America
has become an area of focus for Sun International
as we have applied for a casino license in
Cartagena, Colombia and we are also looking to
enter Uruguay and Peru; we consider Panama to
be a very important and strategic market for us
and are happy to be aligning ourselves with
Newland International Properties and their
award winning hotel."
Based in Johannesburg, South Africa, Sun
International is a globally recognized public
company with an impressive portfolio of 27
resorts, luxury hotels and casinos operating in
eight countries. Within Latin America, they own
and operate the Monticello casino in Chile. The
company prides itself on successful leisure group
offerings focusing on superior gaming, hotel and
entertainment experiences that exceed customer
expectations.
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Casino balear mallorCa liCenCe
The tender for the second casino licence
on the island of Mallorca has been won
by the Gran Casino Theatre Belear
Spain - New licences

naCh monaTen anhalTender diskussionen auf
verschiedenen Ebenen der spanischen Regierung und fortgesetzter interner sorgfältiger Prüfungen bestätigte Las Vegas
Sands, dass es nicht zum „formellen Angebot, mehr als $ 30
Mrd. in die Entwicklung einer Reihe integrierter Ressorts in
Madrid zu investieren, kommen wird“.
die jüngsTe fluT von kasino-sChliessungen in
Mexiko hat laut Mitgliedern der mexikanischen Gaming
Association (AIEJA) der Branche mit Arbeitsplatzverlusten und
Verlusten in Höhe von 300 Million mexikanischen Dollar (ca.
US $ 23 Mio.) im Jahr schwere Schäden zugefügt.
Repräsentanten der Branche warnten, lokale Regierungen hätten bereits insgesamt 25 Kasinos auf nationaler Ebene
geschlossen, wobei allein 12 Schließungen auf die Staaten
Coahuila, Monterrey und Chiapas entfielen.
ein grösserer deal kam zwisChen dem sTaaT
und der autonomen Stadt Buenos Aires und der nationalen
Regierung im Zusammenhang mit der Glücksspielsteuer
innerhalb der Stadtgrenzen zustande. Ab 2014 wird die Stadt
Buenos Aires zusätzliche $ 300 Mio. Pesos vom
Glücksspielunternehmer Christopher Lopez erhalten, dessen
Unternehmen, den Casino Club besitzt.
die andauernde auseinanderseTzung zwischen
der argentinischen Regierung von Salta und dem
Glücksspielunternehmen ENJASA hat dazu geführt, dass
Kasinos und Lotto-Verkaufsstellen ihren Betrieb ausgesetzt
haben. Das Unternehmen erhielt einen weiteren Schlag, als die
Glücksspielregulierungsstelle den von ENJASA eingereichten
Antrag auf erneute Prüfung bezüglich der Fortsetzung von
Gewinnspielen, Lotterien, Bingohallen, Glücksspielautomaten
und Kasinos zurückwies.
zwei senaToren haben einen neuen vorsChlag
zur Regulierung der Online-Glücksspielindustrie in Chile unterbreitet. Die Senatoren Antonio Horvath und Ricardo Lagos
Weber legten dem Finanzausschuss Pläne vor, die darauf
abzielen, einen neuen rechtlichen Rahmen für den Betrieb und
das Management des Online-Glücksspiels über multiple
Plattformen zu schaffen.
das von der alpamayo holdings beTriebene
Money Money Huancayo Casino, hat den bislang höchsten von
GTECH´s eMILLIONS Wide Area Progressive (WAP) gezahlten
Preis in Peru vergeben. Der Preis in Höhe von PR. S/ 68.870
(US $ 24.600) wurde von Ricardo Rojas gewonnen, einem
regelmäßigen Spieler in diesem beliebten Kasino.
das Three-horse-raCe zur siCherung des zweiten Kasinos auf der Insel Mallorca wurde von einer Gruppe
lokaler Geschäftsleute gewonnen, die ehrgeizige Pläne präsentierten, um ein Kasino an das Balearic Theatre von Palma zu
bringen.
ausTrian gaming indusTries (agi) haben siCh
für FutureLogic’s GEN2 Universaldrucker als ihr exklusives
Druckmedium für Tickets für sämtliche 10.000 VLTs der
rumänischen Lotterie (Loteria Romana) entschieden.
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The three-horse race to secure the second casino
on the island of Mallorca has been won by a group
of local businessmen presenting ambitious plans
to bring a casino to the Palma Balearic Theatre.
The Gran Casino Theatre Balear, which will open
within a year, beat off competition from German
company Merkur and Nervion, the operator of the
existing casino in Porto Pi in Palma. The winning
venue will cost €10m and create 170 jobs. It will
see the renovation of the old theatre bringing a
casino, conference, restaurants, bars and an auditorium to the space. It will include 70 slots and 13
gaming tables and bingo provided by Eusebio
Cano. The group behind the project say the location in downtown Palma in Rosello Olivar market
Square mirrors the current trend for casinos in
Spain to be located in city centres.
Minister of the Economy, Joaquín García confirmed the victory for the theatre-based development revealing that it was narrow victory with
Balearic Theatre scoring 76.69 points in its review
of the three projects, compared to 75.48 for the
project designed for Platja de Palma by Nervion;
the existing operator on the island and 74.62 for
the project once destined for Bendinat. Merkur
had wanted to set up a gambling hall with 16
roulette tables and 120 slot machines in Bendinat
castle. It said its development would create 160

jobs with the casino opening in June 2014. Nervion
meanwhile planned to invest €95m in building a
5-star hotel in Playa de Palma with a development that would include an arcade.
The narrow victory is likely to be challenged by
the losing bids. The most recent round of voting
was based on the ‘personal and financial guarantees provided’ which saw the Balearic Theatre
score 8.03 points, Bendinat get 10, and Platja de
Palma sink without a trace with a score of just a
0.01, questioning the ability of its proponents to
deal with the investment planned and that included construction of a five star hotel.
The bid for Platja de Palma, considered to be the
favourite at one stage and the one with the backing of local government, scored five points in the
category marked ‘proven experience in similar
projects’ compared to the two zeros given to its
other two competitors. Having developed casinos
all over the world, Merkur is likely to contest this
score with both parties believed to be considering
a legal challenge.
The Minister of Economy defended the decision
however, saying bringing the casino to Balearic
Theatre would help revitalise the downtown area
of Palma and benefit businesses that are nearby.

UK
a team of businessmen in preston are working with the National casino industry Forum (NciF) as they bid to
win a landmark casino licence for the lancashire town. led by Edgar Wallace, owner of the former Fives bar
building in Guild hall street, the group is supporting a motion going through the houses of commons which
would see casino licences become portable. This would allow preston to use a dormant licence granted to a
town or city that has not been developed. The aim is to bring a leading casino operator to the town early next
year with a gaming floor opening in the two upper levels of the former preston conservative club building.

GEN2 exclusive for AGI VLTs
in Loteria Romania roll-out

of its excellent technical design,
its track record, and
FutureLogic’s outstanding technical support and commitment to
the gaming industry.”

ROMANIA
Austrian Gaming Industries (AGI)
has selected FutureLogic’s GEN2
Universal printer as its exclusive
ticket printing medium for all
10,000 VLTs for the Romanian
Lottery (Loteria Romana).

Novomatic as the exclusive ticket printer for all 10,000 VLT
machines. Optionally,
FutureLogic’s desktop TITO/
coupon printer, CouponXpress,
will be available at various transaction points.

After an extensive selection
process and successful negotiations with Loteria Romana, AGI
announced the selection of
Novomatic as the exclusive supplier for all 10,000 VLTs as well
as the Video Lottery System.
FutureLogic’s GEN2 Universal
printer was in turn selected by

“We certainly aim to work with
reliable partners offering firstclass quality products, excellent
service and future-proof technologies”, comments Walter
Eschbacher, CPO Austrian
Gaming Industries GmbH (AGI).
He continues: “We selected the
GEN2 Universal printer because

“We are extremely proud of
Novomatic ’s selection of the
GEN2 Universal printer as well
as our CouponXpress desktop
printer for such a prestigious
project and also of the fact that
NOVOMATIC recognises our
commitment to delivering the
best-in-class TITO printers,” said
John Edmunds, FutureLogic’s
Chief Sales & Marketing Officer.
“We have been working with the
Novomatic Group of Companies
for a long time and are extremely
pleased that they have chosen
our printing products for the
Loteria Romana.”
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Tourism sweeTens deserT plans
Israeli politicians are considering turning
the Negev Desert into a Las Vegas-style
development zone for casino operations
Israel - New Developments

führende israelisChe poliTiker haben las Vegas
besucht, um zu sehen, wie man „Städte in der Wüste bauen
kann“ und wie der jüdische Staat von einem Kasino in Israels
eigener Negev-Wüste profitieren könnte. Der Gouverneur von
Nevada, Brian Sandoval, traf sich mehrfach mit dem israelischen Premierminister Benjamin Netanyahu und Präsident
Shimon Peres, um über die Auswirkungen des Glücksspiels zu
diskutieren.

Israeli political leaders have visited Las Vegas as
they look at how to ‘build cities in the desert’ and
how bringing casino gaming to Israel’s own Negev
Desert could benefit the Jewish state.
Nevada Governor Brian Sandoval held meetings
with Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu
and President Shimon Peres where the impact of
gaming was discussed.

beT365 möChTe 600 arbeiTspläTze in einer
mehrere Millionen Pfund schweren Neuansiedlung des
Hauptsitzes des Unternehmens in Stoke schaffen. Das
Unternehmen wird in Stoke bleiben, plant aber vom Festival
Park in die früheren Büroräumlichkeiten von The Sentinel's in
Etruria umzusiedeln.

Around 50 leaders met with Governor Sandoval
with the main focus of discussion being opportunities involving water conservation, high-tech
industries and the emerging drone aircraft sector.

der in frankreiCh geborene parTouChe haT das
Kasino Knokke, das größte Kasino Belgiens über sein
Holdingunternehmen Belcasinos für € 16,5 Mio. an die OnlineKasinogruppe Napoleon Games NV verkauft.

David Siegel, the Los Angeles-based consul general, revealed that Governor Sandoval discussed
gaming when he met with Israel’s leaders. He
went on to say it was an ‘area of interest’ that it
wasn’t yet in the ‘tangible phase’ but that it was
something Israel was ‘looking at.’

die regierung des vereinigTen königreiChs haT
sich zugunsten der in der 3-Jahres-Prüfung skizzierten
Änderungen bei Spieleinsätzen und Preisen entschieden, die
eine Erhöhung des Jackpots bei der Automatenkategorie C von
£ 70 auf £ 100 vorsehen. Die Gesetzesänderung enthält keinerlei Neuerungen bei den Gewinneinsätzen und Preisen bei
Wettterminals mit festen Gewinnquoten.
das spanisChe ferienressorT benidorm
eröffnet sein erstes Kasino im Juli nächsten Jahres. Die
Bauarbeiten an einem Hotel, einem Kasino und einem
Einkaufszentrum an der Mediterranean Avenue im
Hochhausbezirk von Rincon de Loix haben bereits begonnen.
nur wenige monaTe naChdem die ersTen h5gBally-Spiele auf den Markt kamen, haben Bally Technologies
und High 5 Games einen Vertrag abgeschlossen, durch den ihre
Partnerschaft im Bereich der Glücksspielniederlassungen über
die nächsten Jahre deutlich vergrößert werden soll. Dank dieses
neuen Vertrages wird High 5 Games mehr Spiele für Bally produzieren als je zuvor und zusätzlich zu den bereits
zugesicherten Spielen aus dem Vertrag von 2012.
jCm global verzeiChneT einen weiTeren
großen Gewinn. Dieses Mal sichert sich das Unternehmen 100
Prozent des Geschäftes mit Banknotenlesern im kürzlich
eröffneten Downtown Grand in Las Vegas. Das Downtown
Grand, das von Fifth Street Gaming betrieben wird, verfügt über
600 Glücksspielautomaten, jeder von ihnen geschützt durch
die wirksame Antifälschungstechnologie im Inneren des preisgekrönten Banknotenlesers iVIZION von JCM.
bisher haben siCh vier unTernehmen beim
jamaikanischen Finanzministerium um die Entwicklung und
den Betrieb eines der drei Integrated Resort Development (IRD)
Projekte auf der Insel beworben. Anträge wurden gestellt von
Casino Royale Limited, Amaterra Jamaica Limited; Celebration
Jamaica Limited und Harmony Cove Limited, wobei nur eines
dieser vier Unternehmen, Harmony Cove, bisher die gesamte
Antragsgebühr in Höhe von J$ 16 Mio. (US $ 150.000) gezahlt
hat.
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He highlighted a town in the middle of the Negev
Desert as a possible region ripe for casino devel-

opment. It sits beside the world’s largest crater
and is developing as a tourist region. Indeed the
government recently constructed The Beresheet
Hotel, in Mitzpe Ramon, about 50 miles south of
Beersheba. It takes around two hours to drive to
the region from the capital Tel Aviv. Accounting
for 60 per cent of the country’s land, the Negev is
home to only eight per cent of the population. Mr.
Siegel said: “Gaming could add to our tourism.”
For decades the Negev was regarded as nothing
but a desolate desert, but today, the region is a
giant greenhouse of development. Think eco-villages, spa resorts and even wineries. In the next
few years a new international airport at Timna is
scheduled to open, followed by a high-speed railway to Eilat and more hotels.

Belgium
French-born operator partouche has sold casino Knokke, the largest casino in Belgium, via its holding
company Belcasinos, to online casino group Napoleon Games NV for €16.5m. Faced with potential action
from creditors, partouche plans to sell more of its assets as it looks to recover €100-130m to soften its €230m
debt. in the year 2012, Knokke recorded GGr of € 12.1m and contributed positively to the group’s consolidated
EBiTDa of €0.9m. it has also offloaded the former casino san roque in spain for $2m and is close to the sales
of two French casinos at la Grande Motte for €4.5m and Vichy for €3.3m. Fabrice pair, cEo of Groupe
partouche, said: “We will also look to sell hotels in Juan-les-pins, Divonne and lyon, yet selling casinos
remains very difficult in France. operators struggle to sell casinos in France for reasons of competition.
Moreover, our competitors Barrier or Joa are also in debt and are not, at this time, in a position to buy.”

Casinos Austria Int. relocates
its Casino Sopron in Hungary
HUNGARY
Casino Sopron, Casinos Austria
International’s popular casino in
the Hungarian border town of
Sopron, has relocated to new
larger premises with effect from
22 November 2013.
In October 2012, the Hungarian
government banned slot
machines outside casinos and
closed all slot halls across the
country. This left only three casinos in the whole of Hungary: two
in the capital Budapest and
Casino Sopron. As the ban resulted in a significantly increased
demand for its slot machines,
Casino Sopron immediately
reshuffled its gaming floor and
increased its number of slots.

However, floor space at the casino’s ‘old’ venue casino was ultimately limited, and management
decided to look for suitable alternative premises.
The Mediterrano complex seemed
the obvious choice. Located on
the main road from Austria to the
city center, the complex offers all
the facilities – restaurant, coffee
shop, dentist, beauty salon, etc. –
that visitors to Sopron generally

look for. The casino submitted its
request to relocate to the Ministry
of National Economics (aka the
Ministry of Finance) in July of this
year, and the corresponding
license was granted in midNovember.
The new venue features a choice
of popular gaming tables
(American Roulette, Blackjack,
Poker), an extensive selection of
cutting edge slot machines, and a
well-equipped bar serving a
superb variety of Hungarian and
international drinks, coffee and
speciality cocktails at reasonable
prices. The new venue is clearly a
popular choice: since reopening
on Friday 22 November, the casino has repeatedly recorded new
highest attendance figures.
Casino Sopron followed up its
soft opening with a celebratory
Grand Opening Party on 19
December 2013.
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sands axes madrid resorT plan
Las Vegas Sands has axed its plans to
develop a mega-resort in Alcorcon, just
outside of the Spanish capital of Madrid
Spain - Operations

uk - beTviCTor exTends evoluTion live Casino
Evolution Gaming has announced a three-year extension to
its agreement with BetVictor, to be followed by a series of
key Live Casino product launches at BetVictor’s Live Casino.
The move by BetVictor, one of the world’s leading independent bookmaking and gaming groups, means that its commitment to the Evolution Live Casino platform now spans
eight years.
The announcement will quickly be followed by the launch of
Evolution’s enhanced mobile Live Casino offering at
www.betvictor.com. That launch, according to BetVictor, “will
bring truly world-class Live Dealer games and convenience
to our players on iPad, iPhone and leading Android tablets
and smartphones.”
uk - ladbrokes rolls ouT firsT 1,500 ssbTs
Scientific Games and BGT have completed the rollout of over
1.500 Self Service Betting Terminals across the UK, Ireland
and Belgium. The Nevada cabinets used by Ladbrokes and
supplied by Scientific Games have been well received by customers and are operating with BGT’s new T generation software, due to be rolled out across all of the UK in Q1 2014.
John Pettit, Commercial Director at Ladbrokes, said: “SSBTs
are part of our wider strategy to evolve the retail offer by giving customers access to more markets and betting opportunities, such as betting in Play. We chose BGT because they
offer our customers the best experience."
Paddy Power meanwhile continues to lead the market and is
averaging four times more Self Service Betting Terminals in
its UK estate than FOBTS. In Ireland, the company is also
growing its SSBT footprint and another 150 terminals are set
to be installed in Q1 2014.

After months of on-going discussions with various
levels of the Spanish government and continued
internal due diligence, Las Vegas Sands confirmed
that its ‘formal proposal to invest more than
$30bn to develop a series of integrated resorts in
Madrid, Spain will not be forthcoming.’
Las Vegas Sands Chairman and Chief Executive
Officer Sheldon Adelson said: “We have reiterated
time and again that our internal development
process would dictate the outcome of a proposed
development in Spain. That process has been
extremely thorough and while the government
and many others have worked diligently on this
effort, we do not see a path in which the criteria
needed to move forward with this large-scale
development can be reached. As a result we will
no longer be pursuing this opportunity.”
The ambitious plans to bring 12 casino resorts and
36,000 rooms has now gone the way of other
failed, large-scale European projects including
Gran Scala in Spain and EuroVegas in Hungary.
Shares in Las Vegas Sands dropped 0.4 per cent in
New York following the speculation, but have
since risen. Its success in Macau and Singapore,
along with the expectation from the promise of
such a huge project in Spain, have seen Sands’
shares surge by 65 per cent this year.
The withdrawal from the project by Las Vegas
Sands owner Sheldon Adelson coincides with the
Spanish Government’s rejection of key demands
stipulated by Sands. Mr. Adelson was reportedly

in Madrid last month seeking assurances from the
Spanish Government that rates of taxation
wouldn’t alter if new governments were voted in.
Sands also wanted to circumnavigate the ban on
smoking in public places and wanted assurances
regarding restrictions on Internet gambling. The
project would have taken 12 years to complete.
Mr. Adelson said the company now planned to
concentrate on its expansion into Asia.
“Developing integrated resorts in Europe has been
a vision of mine for years, but there is a time and
place for everything and right now our focus is on
encouraging Asian countries, like Japan and Korea,
to dramatically enhance their tourism offering
through the development of integrated resorts
there,” he said. “As chairman and CEO, my role is
not only creating a vision for the company’s future,
it is also fulfilling it in a way that best represents
the interests of our shareholders.”
One gaming analyst, who didn’t wish to be named,
said: “There is one theory that Sands knew all
along that the Spanish government couldn’t and
wouldn’t approve its list of demands and that this
whole project has been about pushing up the
company’s share price.”Sands has reiterated that
it would only develop new projects that would
yield 20 per cent cash-on-cash returns.

INTRALOT launches its first
Virtual Games for Italian players
iTaly - gieffe srl delighTed wiTh suzo-happ
Gieffe SRL from Casavatore by Naples in Italy has over 30
years of experience in the Italian AWP industry. Therefore, a
customer reference from Gieffe carries real weight in Italy.
Gieffe exhibited at the ENADA Rome show in October, displaying their latest AWPs fitted with the RGB Xenon topper
from Suzo-Happ. The RGB toppers offer excellent lighting
quality in an appealing design. Furthermore, the Suzo-Happ
Synchro feature allows up to eight toppers to be connected
together. Previously, each topper worked individually, creating a multitude of topper formations. Linking the toppers
together can unify a bank of slots and makes them more
appealing to the eye.
Harald Wagemaker, Sales Director of Suzo-Happ EMEA
added: “We are known as the masters of hoppers and toppers. Thus, it is always a pleasure to receive confirmation
directly at an exhibition of the true benefits we are providing
the market. We thank the team at Gieffe for their support
and glowing recommendations of our toppers.”
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ITALY
INTRALOT Italia has announced
the launch of Virtual Games in its
retail network, enriching its current gaming portfolio with a series
of new and exciting gaming
options. INTRALOT is the first
concessionary to have passed all
the relevant prerequisites and
control procedures carried out by
Italy’s ADM-Agency of Monopoly
and Customs, Betting Department.
The new Virtual Games proposition offers players a new gaming
experience as they have the
opportunity to place their fixedodds bets on virtual sporting
events, such as football matches,
horses and dogs races, which are
readily available. This new gaming
offer is the result of a fruitful

cooperation with two main technological partners: Kiron
Interactive and Vermantia.
Vermantia, as a leading global
Gaming content provider for lotteries and bookmakers worldwide, will provide INTRALOT with
broadcasting and video information services, gaming content and
live comment in the Italian language on the virtual events, while
Kiron Interactive, a leading developer of virtual sports games’
implementation, project and management, will be the supplier of its
gaming content.
Betting will be allowed daily from
8am until 12am and the events will
be broadcast with an average frequency of five minutes.

France
French operator Viking
casinos has invested over
€10m in developing its 10th
gaming floor at casino de
Fréjus in the Var
department in the
provence-alpes-côte
d'azur region in
southeastern France.
The casino opened on
December 13, creating 50
jobs with a turnover in the
first year of operation is
expected to reach €12m.
The local council will
receive €50,000 for the
annual contribution plus a
tax calculated on the basis
of gross gaming revenue,
roughly between nine and
15 per cent of sales. luc le
Borgne, chief Executive of
the Vikings Group, said:
“There is still room for
casinos in France!”
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The Bulgarian government has approved
proposed measures to lower the rate of
tax and licences faced by operators

uk - asTrosysTems reCruiT
UK-based suppliers of currency validation solutions, AstroSystems Ltd.,
has appointed Manuel Alves as
Business Development Manager. He
brings with him an abundance of
knowledge and experience from several key markets including vending,
kiosk, gaming and parking. From working with Crane in the
UK, Manuel then became an international business consultant with various projects across Europe, before joining
Astrosystems Ltd.
iTaly - gli appoinT duTTo
Gaming Laboratories International
(GLI), has named gaming industry
expert Simona Dutto as the company’s new Business Development
Manager in Italy, joining the GLI
Europe Development team. Ms.
Dutto has dedicated the last 15 years
of her professional career to the gaming industry in Italy and
the surrounding region, and brings an important mix and
depth of experience to GLI.
holland – novomaTiC buys duTCh operaTor
Novomatic has bought the Loontjens arcade operator in the
Netherlands for around €20m marking the Austrian slot
giant’s first move as an operator in the Dutch market.
The deal will see Novomatic become a substantial street
operator with ten arcades and roughly 4,000 of The
Netherlands’ 19,000 AWPs. Loontjens has just opened a
venue in Den Helder to go with those in Goes, Haamstede,
Hulst, Middelburg, Ouddorp, Renesse, Sluis and Vlissingen.

Bulgaria - Taxation
The Bulgarian Government has approved changes
to the Gambling Act that will see a 15 per cent tax
on turnover become a 20 per cent tax on profits.
Bulgarian politicians voted to approve amendments to the Gaming Act that will change the way
gaming taxes are calculated with 110 votes in
favour, 79 against and two abstentions. A corporate tax will now be introduced for bookmakers,
lottery and lotto games organisers, as well as
poker and online casinos.
The previous turnover tax was believed to have
dissuaded operators from applying for a Bulgarian
licence from the government, ultimately reducing
the taxation received by the authorities.
The proposal was put forward by MPs of the
Bulgarian Socialist Party (BSP) and the Movement
for Rights and Freedoms (DPS), headed by the
chair of the parliamentary budget committee,
Yordan Tsonev.

The cost of a Bulgarian gambling licence will now
involve a one off fee of BGN100,000 (€51,127) and
a monthly fee of 20 per cent of the difference
between best placed and payouts. The authorities
want to reduce taxation on gambling activities to
encourage operators to set up in the country to
boost budget revenues from the business.
The number of gaming halls in Bulgaria has fallen
by 33 per cent since 2008 when 2008 975 operations were in business. In 2013 that number has
fallen to 653.
Angel Iribozov, the Chairman of the Bulgarian
Trade Association of Manufacturers and Operators
in the Gaming Industry (BTAMOGI) blames the
level of tax. In 2012, gaming operations paid BGN
120.9m in taxes to the Treasury, with a year-onyear increase of 0.24 per cent.

South Africa
having identified online sports betting as a fast‐growing sector within the gaming industry, sun
international has launched its new sports betting platform; sunbet.
after researching alternative gaming opportunities, it acquired powerbet Gaming which owned and
operated Voltbet.com. The company has now rebranded and re‐launched the site and it will be widely
marketing this new form of entertainment to sports‐mad south africans. sports betting is extremely
popular in many parts of the world, but in south africa, it is only really horse racing that has until now
received significant volumes and interest.

Grosvenor Casinos welcome
Cat. B1 stakes and prizes rise
bulgaria - apex performs sTrongly aT bege
The Balkan Entertainment & Gaming Exhibition was an ideal
opportunity for APEX gaming to demonstrate its dedication
to the Bulgarian gaming market – both in the casino and
arcade segment. Both prime cabinets are approved for the
Bulgarian market – namely the Pinnacle 22” upright and the
Pinnacle SL slant top. Adding to this, the two most successful gaming packages of all time from APEX gaming are also
readily available for players in Bulgaria – the Multi Magic
Classic and the Hot Magic Fruits XXL. Multi Magic VI will be
available from January 2014 onwards.
APEX gaming offers operators the full range of purchasing,
rent and lease possibilities. At present the attractive rent-tobuy campaign is readily bearing fruit and the company has
secured major casino and arcade operators in Bulgaria as
customers. All APEX gaming solutions in Bulgaria are
licensed via a Bulgarian company in accordance with local
laws – with Casino Game Innovation Ltd from Burgas.
Johannes Weissengruber, CEO and founder of APEX gaming,
stated: “This was like the boom times. Our stand was packed
both days. The feedback and the orders we received underline the hard work we have invested in bringing optimal gaming solutions to players in Bulgaria.”
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UK
The increase, as part of the UK
government’s Triennial Review,
of Category B1 machines’ stake
and prizes from £2 and £4,000
to £5 and £10,000 has been
warmly welcomed by the casino
sector in the UK (though there
had been calls for the prize level
to top £50,000). In addition, the
Review has also granted casinos
the option to offer a linked progressive jackpot prize up to a
maximum of £20,000 within a
premises basis. The changes are
due to take effect in Q1 of 2014.
Speaking to UK casino operator
Grosvenor Casinos, we asked
Amy Culora, Head of PR and
Marcomms, what the changes
mean to Grosvenor?
“We’re excited about the opportunity, as it has been over eight

years since the last Category B1
stake and prize change, which
was granted as an ‘early freedom’ under the then new GA
2005,” said Ms. Culora. “Our
product inventory has moved on
in leaps and bounds in the ensuing period, with video and
multigame slots coming to dominate the market, so being able
to offer bigger prizes can only
drive even more play on these
already incredibly popular
machines. The holy grail would
be Government consent to UK
casinos having more slot
machines – fingers crossed for
some future date!”
Ms. Culora also believed that the
this change would have a big
impact on Grosvenor’s customers. “Our customers will be
delighted, both that we’re able
to give them the chance to win

higher prizes and that we will
launch some new games, to
widen choice still further,”
explained Ms. Culora. “We’re
working increasingly collaboratively with the handful of international manufacturers committed to the UK market, such
as Novomatic, IGT & Spielo, so
our insight on the games our
customers enjoy helps fine-tune
and expand the selection of
games we offer. As market
leader, Grosvenor is committed
to offering the best range of slot
machines, with all our sites running on TiTo, for increased customer convenience by the end
Q1 2014.”
“The introduction of a (maximum) £20,000 Linked
Progressive Jackpot (LPJ) is also
welcome and will be really well
received by our customers, as it
will rekindle interest in the progressives (IGT’s ‘Fort Knox’ &
Astra’s ‘Flexilink’) which we
offer in the majority of our
clubs,” concluded Ms. Culora.
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Casinos del mediTerráneo 2014
The Spanish holiday resort of Benidorm
will welcome its first casino in July with
the opening of Casino Mediterranean
Spain - New operations
The Spanish holiday resort of Benidorm will welcome its first casino in July next year following the
start of construction work on a hotel, casino and
shopping centre on Mediterranean Avenue in the
high-rise district of Rincon de Loix.

franCe – suzo-happ aT The sloT summiT
The final Slot Summit of 2013 year took place between
December 10 and 12 at the Casino Enghien-les-Bains in
Paris, France with Suzo-Happ team demonstrating its dedication by exhibiting there. Suzo-Happ communicates directly
with the operators as well as the manufacturers and distributors. Therefore, local casino operators can attain information
directly from source and receive detailed information on the
benefits the individual products offer. Harald Wagemaker,
EMEA Sales Director, Suzo-Happ, explained: “Casino operators need to understand what a fundamental difference
component choice has on slots operations and thus on their
bottom line. We have the most in-depth knowledge and
product solutions. We invest in communicating with local
operators by exhibiting at the Slot Summit alongside local
gaming shows. We have received much positive feedback
from the industry for this investment we are making here.”
Cyprus – firsT operaTor geTs a head sTarT
The government in Southern Cyprus said it will consider
allowing the winner of its first casino licence to open a temporary casino until the larger resort developed is constructed,
allowing the operator and the state to both begin earning
revenue more quickly. The target is to license the casino
within 14 months. Energy and Commerce Minister Giorgos
Lakkotrypis said: “Because the integrated resort will take
time to build, one thought, which needs further study with
our consultants, is whether we could give the winning consortium the license permission to operate a casino temporarily for two or three years until the creation of the integrated
resort. This way, the government will start receiving revenue,
but also securing the license will become more attractive
because the winning consortium won’t have to wait two or
three years until there is liquidity.”
The decision to move forward with just one casino licence
has caused controversy in Southern Cyprus with the different regions complaining it is unfair to reward just one region
with a casino resort. In October a dramatic about turn, saw
Government suggest that a single investor might be given
the opportunity to run not one but three casinos as extensions of the single licence.
holland - goudsmiT leaves
Holland Casino has announced that
Senior Vice President of International
Development, Ron Goudsmit, is to
part with the state-owned gambling
company following the latest round
of redundancies. Mr. Goudsmit, who
will retain his position as President of
the European Casino Association, a role he has overseen
since 2006, will leave Holland Casino by the end of this year.
He started out with the Dutch operator in 1976 when he
worked as a dealer before becoming General Manager of
Casino Rotterdam and Vice-President of Gaming.
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Casino Mediterranean officially announced the
start of construction work for its new gaming and
entertainment property with a stone laying event
attended by the Mayor of Benidorm, Agustín
Navarro, the first Deputy Mayor and Councillor for
Tourism, Gema Amor, the President of Casino
Mediterráneo Alamo Barajas and its CEO Jesus
Antonio Barajas.
Its owner Acrismatic Group has operated Casino
Mediterráneo Alicante since 2009 and Casino
Mediterráneo Orihuela Costa is located at Zenia
Boulevard, the largest shopping centre in the
province of Alicante, since March 2013.
The latest casino in its portfolio will cost €1.8m
and will cover an area of 3,600 m. sq. in an urban
complex that its developer Convalesa will build on
Mediterranean Avenue in the bustling Rincon de
Loix part of the resort. It will consist of threestory parking, a hotel and a shopping center
attached to the building in which the casino will

be located. During his speech, Alamo Barajas said
the project came at a time when there were signs
of economic recovery in the province of Alicante
that would help make the casino more viable. In
addition, he noted that Benidorm had always been
somewhere where the group had hoped to operate.
The Mayor welcomed the 70 jobs the construction
work would bring and described the casino, hotel
and commercial as the ‘icing on the cake’ for the
Rincon de Loix area.
The ground floor of the casino will house most of
the gambling activity including slot machines,
table games, a poker room and sports betting
while the first floor will be used for poker tournaments. The property will also boast a space for
culture through its Multi-purpose Room to be
located on the second floor along with a terrace of
300 m. sq.
As for the facade, the Benidorm casino will follow
a similar aesthetic to that used for Casino
Mediterranean Orihuela with its corporate blue
and gold palm tree.

Council approves location of
Columbus Casino Gran Madrid
SPAIN
Casino Gran Madrid, the first casino in the Community of Madrid, is
gearing up to the opening of its
first branch in the heart of the capital, at the cross roads of Recoletos
and Castellana.

tor also confirmed the new venue
will cover a floor space of 4123,28
m2, spread over four floors. The
main room with gaming tables and
slots will be located in an area of
1,732 m2. Gaming will also be
found on the ground floor.

To be called Columbus Casino
Gran Madrid, the ‘micro casino’
will be able to operate with a maximum of 65 slots and 27 tables.

The €20m reconstruction work,
which got underway in April, has
been carried out by Sistemas y
Construcciones Alvedro (SYCA),
part of the Grupo Caamano.

The opening will come some 90
years since the last casino operated in the heart of the Spanish capital and arrives following the
Madrid Council’s approval of an
amendment to its gaming legislation.
Having examined the possibility of
opening at 20 properties, the chosen location has been confirmed
as 37 to 41 Paseo de Recoletos.
Following approvals this month
from local government, the opera-

The Ministry of Economy and
Finance of Madrid said: "The
amended regulation will allow
casino gambling to open in other
geographic points in the region.
The appendix rooms are a local
casino as part of the casino, but
they are located outside the enclosure, even in another municipality.
Casinos located in Torrelodones
and Aranjuez could open another
site, although they must be smaller than the casino itself, in central
Madrid.”

Portugal
The Estoril sol group has
recorded a remarkable
turnaround in 2013 so far,
posting a profit of 1.258bn
euros from January to
september, a result 865 per
cent higher than the figure
for the same period in 2012.
however the results mask
a continued drop in
revenues at casinos across
portugal. in the first nine
months of the year, gaming
revenue from the three
casinos in the group’s
portfolio; casino lisboa,
casino Estoril and casino
de povoa, fell by 4.3 per
cent to €131.4m. The casino
market as a whole has seen
a 5.5 per cent drop in GGr
to €206.6m. The company
stated: “The successive
reductions in families’
disposable income
recorded in recent years
had already led, especially
in the last financial year, to
adjustments to in the cost
structure of the group’s
operational companies.”

Insight
sloTs plaTForMs

ThE iNNEr WorKiNGs oF sloTs
Quixant’s Nick Jarmany extolls the
virtues of working with complete gaming
computer hardware platforms in modern
slot games design and development
“Quixant’s business is the supply of highly
optimised computer platforms, designed to meet
the specific needs of the global slot machine
industry. 2013 was an exciting year for Quixant,
as we transitioned to become a public company
on the London Stock Exchange. As part of this
process we spent time explaining to investors the
unique, complex and dynamic nature of the
gaming industry we work in. This process
reminded us of why we decided to build a
business focused exclusively on supplying
computer platforms for slot machines and why
we remain so highly motivated by the
opportunities this industry continues to bring to
those prepared to invest in it.
As we all know, the origins of slot machines were
the old mechanical and electromechanical
machines from decades gone by. The big change
came with the advent of video slots. Throughout
this period there was one common thread –
everything was proprietary and almost
everything was done in-house. Internal
innovation in electronic hardware was a major
differentiator between manufacturers and was of
competitive importance.
The relatively recent move from highly bespoke
embedded electronics to PC architecture based
gaming controllers has benefited machine
manufacturers in terms of increased capability,
powerful software development tools, flexibility
and re-programmability. This has resulted in a
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greatly enhanced gaming experience. However,
the characteristics of the machines have largely
moved away from being identified by the
underlying electronics hardware to being defined
by the software that runs on it. Players are
completely isolated from the hardware
technology that beats inside. What matters to
them is the quality of the game, and that means
the software.
In gaming it is all about persuading people to play
the machines you own or you supplied rather
than your competitors. The emphasis is therefore
moving more and more towards the game
software, and the leading companies having to
focus their valuable resources in this direction;
this being the most dominant factor to success.

Nick Jarmany,
Chief Executive
Quixant plc.

Players are completely isolated from
the hardware technology that beats
inside. What matters to them is the
quality of the game, and that means the
software.

to the latest computer technology optimised for
gaming and designed to meet the regulatory
standards of all the major gaming jurisdictions.
The landscape has changed.

These pressures and realities mean that machine
manufacturers must increasingly focus their
valuable and expert resources into creating the
best possible games. These same pressures have
also recently impacted the gaming console world,
with the new Playstation 4 and Xbox One
consoles all ditching their previous proprietary
architectures and adopting PC processor and
graphic technology, all from AMD. The
performance benefits and most importantly the
ability to use standardised game development
software tools have driven this change. The
computer platform, whilst of vital importance to
the success of a machine, is not in itself a
commercial differentiator.

The final benefit of buying in the complete
gaming computer hardware platform is time to
market. Manufacturers like Quixant are able to
introduce products based on the latest technology
more quickly. We have a track record of releasing
complete gaming computer platforms on the
same day a new chipset is announced. Internal
development by slot manufacturers generally
takes a lot longer, typically one to two years. This
has two major effects - games are forced to run
on older technology platforms, and there is a
more limited stable product supply lifetime.
Typically Quixant can offer a 7-year lifetime on
its new products, removing a major headache.

In the past slot machine manufacturers could not
easily buy in complete computer platform
solutions that met all the requirements of gaming,
but this is no longer the case. Quixant’s primary
objective is to provide its customers with access

Of course, it is no surprise that our industry
continues to evolve at a fast rate. Things are not
what they used to be. Recognising change and
adapting to it always has been and always will be
the key to success.”

Insight
huNGary

ElEVEN ciTiEs apply For NEW casiNo licENcEs
Changes to the tender process in
Hungary has seen demand from cities
rise as fees become tax deductible
In 2012 the Hungarian government banned slot
machine gaming outside of the country's three
existing casinos (two in Budapest and one in
Sopron). The ban is believed to have brought the
number of slots operating in Hungary down from
approximately 24,000 to only a few hundred.
Having effectively closed slot halls across the
country, the government announced in the
summer that it planned to offer licences for nine
new casinos, a figure that has jumped to 11 as a
new amendment, which enables operators to
deduct the concession fee from gaming tax, has
reinvigorated the process.
According to the amendment, the Hungarian
Finance Minister, Mihály Varga, has the power to
concede casino opening rights to competitors
without a tender, given that they are ‘reliable
gambling organisers,’ or in other words, they have
been in the business for more than 10 years, they
have clear, straightforward ownership and have
paid all their taxes.
Those applying without tendering would have to
pay twice the concession fee and should offer a
minimum of 100 million HUF for the next year. As
one company can maintain a maximum of five
casinos and the budget is aimed at 10 locations in
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Mihaly Varga,
Hungarian
Minister for the
Economy.

The new concessions would allow the
operation of several thousands of slot
machines and hundreds of tables, with
the ministry expecting each of the new
casinos to generate tax revenue of 850
million forints per year. The state lost tax
revenue of 3.2 billion forints in the three
months following October 2012 due to
the slots ban, whereas the three big
casinos, which were exempted from the
law, saw revenue from their gambling
machines almost triple year-on-year.

total (now revised to 11), potentially only a couple
of concessions might be awarded. One popular
measure enables operators seeking to avoid the
tender and pay the higher fee, to deduct the
concession fee from their gaming taxes. This
inclusion is thought to have spurred plans for
more casinos. The 11 cities that have submitted
casino plans to date include: Győr, Debrecen,

Szombathely, Pécs, Szeged, Miskolc,
Nyíregyháza, Szentendre, Hévíz, Gyula and
Balatonfüred.
The new amendment hasn't been universally
welcomed, however, with Socialist MP Csaba
Tóth recalling that the cabinet terminated the slot
machine market in 2012, claiming the sector
posed a risk to national security: “Now you are
re-opening it. For yourself," claims Mr. Tóth. At
the same time as Hungary seeks to expand its
land-based gaming market, the government also
plans to issue 10 new online gaming licenses
under new regulations. Incentivising online
operators with a wider range of permissible
games, the carrot is quickly followed by the stick
in the form of a new 20 per cent gross gaming tax.
According to the government, the new
concessions will be valid for up to five years and
will require a minimum fee applicable for 2013 of
approximately US$450,000 per game type.
Operators will be assessed upon a 20 per cent tax
on gross gaming revenues payable every two
weeks and quarterly supervisory fees calculated
at 2.5 per cent of GGR. However, the new
regulations will expand the range of offerings to
include casino-style games and sports betting.
Unlicensed sites will be blocked, and authorities
will be able to order any data relating to illegal
gambling operations to be accessible for up to 90
days.

Insight
casiNo TEchNoloGy

BuilDiNG BriDGEs BETWEEN EasT aND WEsT
At the company celebrates its 15th
anniversary in 2014, Casino Technology
continues to look to shape the future of
gaming into the next generation of multichannel land-based and online solutions
Casino Technology starts 2014 with a new brand
identity consistent with its vision and strategy to
lead in the convergence between traditional and
online gaming. On the verge of its 15th
anniversary the company has rightly joined the
league of those industry leaxder who have
shaped the face of the modern gaming.
“We have had an interesting journey so far full of
exciting experience and challenging
opportunities”, states Milo Borissov, founder and
CEO of Casino Technology: “Building bridges
between the East and the West, adapting to the
cultures and preferences of the players, today
Casino Technology is recognised worldwide and
stands up next to the leaders in the industry.”
Through the launch of its new division this year,
Casino Technology Interactive, the company
once again demonstrates an innovative and
3 0

Milo Borissov,
Chief Executive
Officer, Casino
Technology.

“The new challenges of the gaming
technologies are the ideal perspective for
us. More than ever they open a galaxy of
unique opportunities for a team like ours
- working with imagination, boldness and
passion, always ready to experiment in
order to reach beyond familiar
boundaries.”

pioneering spirit, delivering a fully operating
convergence platform allowing operators to
distribute gaming experience without borders via
multiple channels - land-based and online, on
traditional slot machines, server based slots,
online and mobile gaming devices, in one

seamless experience for the player. “We are
mature enough and enthusiastic to build on our
core experience of creating successful games and
through our unique patented technologies to
deliver the best gaming convergence experience
to the player,” says Mr. Borissov.
Casino Technology enters the New Year with
great impetus and ambitions. “We plan new
product releases, new clients promotions and
new market expansions, which will further
enhance our positions worldwide”, says Rossi
McKee, Casino Technology’s Vice President.
The new logo of Casino Technology, symbolising
continuity, innovation and technological
advance, is also a mark of the company's
ambitions to erase the borders between landbased and remote gaming. “The new challenges
of the gaming technologies are the ideal
perspective for us. More than ever they open a
whole galaxy of new and unique opportunities
for a team like ours - working with imagination,
boldness and passion, always ready to
experiment in order to reach beyond the
boundaries of the familiar,” proudly states Mr.
Borissov.

Insight
lEs aMBassaDEurs cluB

Les Ambassadeurs Club, one of London’s
finest Mayfair casinos, has poured praise
on Cammegh Ltd for supplying and
installing bespoke, customised and highly
technical equipment across its gaming
floor efficiently and above all quickly.
Kevin McGowen, Chief Marketing Officer for Les
Ambassadeurs Club, said: “Cammegh is possibly
the very best partner we’ve worked with in this
particular type of technology. From the beginning
of the discussions through the negotiations about
the bespoke elements, they were able to
understand and cater to the needs of our brand
and the turnaround time was quick. We are very
satisfied.”
Les A placed an initial urgent order of 10 Billboard
2™ LCD displays to be installed by May in time for
the Champions League final. The club then
ordered 14 Mercury 360™ Roulette wheels with
bespoke turrets plus 24 more Billboard 2 displays
– 14 for the Roulette tables, the remainder for
baccarat and other card games – each customised
with elegant wooden bezels. The Billboard
displays also feature discreetly mounted
surveillance cameras. In addition, the rich data
flow provided by Cammegh’s products needed to
talk to Les A’s new casino management system,
supplied by Intelligent Gaming. The phased rollout was completed within 90 days of signing the
complex agreement.
Les A’s high-rolling clients are among the most
demanding in the world and Cammegh’s products
are now allowing it to meet their needs more
quickly and efficiently and in ways unthought-of
previously.
“Some of our clients, particularly those from Asia
and the Far East playing Punto Banco/Baccarat,
are very specific about how they want their
displays laid out,” said McGowen. “Cammegh’s
Billboard displays allow us to offer multiple
options, so that if we have a customer who
doesn’t care for the colour blue and prefers red, or
who likes a dragon theme, we have a bespoke
display that we can bring up in an instant. It’s
truly an elegant solution.”
Beyond the compelling exteriors and adaptable
functionality, however, the new data that the
Mercury 360 wheels and now also EyeCard™
cameras are harvesting is enhancing security and
game protection as well as the player experience.
McGowen said: “Historically we had separate
systems and databases that a human had to
analyse for patterns and averages, always after
the event and not very frequently. Now the data
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lEs a hails caMMEGh’s
TEchNoloGy aND rEspoNsE
is readily available: if a wheel is off-balance, we
know instantly and can make the appropriate
adjustments. We can tell if someone is putting
pressure on the table to try and change the
levelling of the wheel. But there’s an important
customer service element too: some customers
prefer a slower game, some a faster. We can now
monitor that and, if the rate is outside their
expectations, intercede before they even have to
mention it. The idea is to create a perfect
experience for them every time.”
Les A’s Gaming Floor Technician Michael Stalker
was Cammegh’s principal contact during the
installation. He said: “For me, the fact that
Cammegh is a family business was first and
foremost: the level of service and aftercare went
above even my expectations. I’ve worked with
bigger companies before and all you are is a name
and number, whereas with Andrew and his team,
they will do anything they can.”
He continued: “Integration with the CMS is
ongoing but has been hugely speeded up because
Cammegh did everything to the specification we
asked for first time.”
The second phase of the installation is now
underway and involves the detailed process of
configuring Cammegh’s EyeCard Plus™ system

over the card tables to provide another flow of
rich data that will allow Les A to monitor hands
per hour and quickly resolve any disputes.
“That’s very valuable to us as an organisation,”
said McGowen. “Already the Billboard displays at
the card tables offer many wonderful
promotional elements, so many that we may not
be able to capitalise on them all in the same way
that a volume house could. In this phase we’re
working with Cammegh on some marketing
elements, including hot card combinations on the
displays.”
Andrew Cammegh, director of Cammegh Ltd,
said: “Working together has been a great
experience on both sides. Les Ambassadeurs’
can-do attitude is compatible with our own, this
has brought the best out of everyone involved
with the project, which in turn has helped realise
what Les A set out to achieve.”
He added: “Les A chose Cammegh for the quality
of our roulette wheels, our displays, our system
and our expertise: but they also chose Cammegh
for our enthusiasm and commitment to deliver
exactly what they wanted, when they wanted it.”
Visit Cammegh at ICE Totally Gaming 2014 on
stand S12-220.
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nlive wakens The gaming spiriT
Aristocrat has created its newest nLive
virtual casino for Spirit Mountain Casino,
the latest tribal casino to launch nLive
Oregon - Installation

après des mois de disCussions à différenTs
niveaux du gouvernement espagnol et malgré toute diligence raisonnable en interne, Las Vegas Sands a confirmé
que sa proposition formelle d’investir plus de 30 milliards
de Dollars pour développer une série de resorts intégrés à
Madrid, en Spain, ne sera pas concrétisée.
la vague réCenTe de fermeTures de Casinos au
Mexique, selon les membres de l’Association Mexicaine des
Jeux de Hasard (AIEJA), pèse lourdement sur l’industrie
avec des suppressions de postes et des pertes de plus de
300 millions de Dollars mexicains (près de 23 millions de
Dollars US) par an. Les représentants de l’industrie ont
sonné l’alerte en précisant que le gouvernement local avait
fermé quelques 25 casinos au total à ce jour au niveau
national dont douze fermetures rien que dans les Etats du
Coahuila, de Monterrey and du Chiapas.
un aCCord majeur esT inTervenu enTre le
gouvernement de la Municipalité Autonome de Buenos
Aires et le gouvernement national portant sur les taxes
applicables aux jeux de hasard à l’intérieur des limites de la
ville. A partir de début 2014, la ville de Buenos Aires
touchera quelques $300 millions de pesos en plus par an
de l’entrepreneur Christopher Lopez dont la société est
propriétaire de Casino Club.
le désaCCord persisTanT enTre le
gouvernement argentin de Salta et la compagnie de jeux
ENJASA, a conduit à la suspension des activités des casinos et des guichets de loterie. La compagnie avait dû faire
face à des difficultés supplémentaires lorsque l’organisme
de régulation des jeux de hasard a rejeté la requête de
reconsidérer la situation présentée par ENJASA pour continuer à gérer des tombolas, des loteries, des bingos, des
machines à sous and des casinos.
le Casino money money huanCayo, géré par
Alpamayo Holdings, a accordé le gain le plus important à ce
jour payé dans le cadre du jeu GTECH´s eMILLIONS Wide
Area Progressive (WAP) au Pérou. Le gain de PR. S/.
68,870 (24,600 US$) a été remporté par Ricardo Rojas, un
joueur habitué du casino très populaire.
le resorT de loisir espagnol de benidorm
accueillera son premier casino en juillet de l’année
prochaine suite au lancement des travaux de construction
d’un hôtel, d’un casino et d’un centre commercial sur
l’Avenue de la Méditerranée dans le quartier très chic de
Rincon de Loix.
l’indusTrie auTriChienne des jeux de hasard
(AGI) a sélectionné l’imprimante FutureLogic’s GEN2
Universal comme produit exclusif pour l’impression des billets de l’ensemble de ses 10,000 VLT de la loterie
roumaine (Loteria Romana).
des responsables poliTiques israéliens étaient
en visite à Las Vegas pour en savoir plus sur la manière de
“construire des villes dans le désert” et comment amener
des casinos dans le désert du Néguev en Israël de manière
à ce qu’une telle opération bénéficie à l’Etat hébreux. Le
Gouverneur du Nevada, Brian Sandoval, s’est réuni avec le
Premier ministre israélien, Benjamin Netanyahu, et le
Président, Shimon Peres, pour débattre de l’impact des
jeux de hasard.
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Players throughout the Pacific Northwest know
Spirit Mountain Casino as Oregon’s largest casino
and entertainment destination. Now the brand
and experience they love has a new destination,
one that is as close as their computer, laptop or
mobile device.

enjoy playing their favourite games online at any
time. It will also allow us to register new visitors
in our Coyote Club membership rewards program.”

Aristocrat’s play-for-free nLive virtual casino has
“Spirit Mountain Casino has been a valued Oasis
been created specifically for Spirit Mountain
360 partner for many years, and we are thrilled to
Casino, bringing the flavour and fun of the
90,000sq.ft. land-based casino to the online space. be bringing this new offering to them and to their
players,” said Aristocrat Vice President of System
The virtual casino can be accessed from Spirit
Sales and Marketing Kelly Shaw. “Our nLive partMountain’s website at www.spiritmountain.com.
ners have been reporting tremendous successes
with the nLive platform, from increased player’s
Aristocrat’s nLive’s play-for-fun Spirit Mountain
club sign-ups to increased activity in the landCasino Online offers an incredible range of slot
based casino. nLive continues to be an exciting
games, including some of Aristocrat’s favourite
endeavour for us and for our Oasis 360 partners.”
games like 5 Dragons, 50 Lions, Big Red, Buffalo,
Imperial House, Miss Kitty, More Chilli, Queen of
Aristocrat’s innovative and award-winning nLive
the Nile and Sun and Moon; and table games Hi Lo
platform combines online and social gaming into
Solitaire, Jacks or Better, Pro Blackjack and
one powerful solution, enabling casino operators
roulette.
to attract new players, engage loyal players, and
create an integrated entertainment experience.
What’s more, Aristocrat’s nLiveLink technology
This turnkey, play-for-fun solution enables operlinks the virtual casino back to the brick-andators to extend their brand and venue experience
mortar casino. Spirit Mountain Casino General
online. To date, Aristocrat has signed multiple
Manager Randy Dugger said: “The business case
properties to the nLive platform, with many more
for our launching an nLive virtual casino was very
in the pipeline.
strong. Now our existing land-based players can
US
having just launched three internet casinos in New Jersey, caesars Entertainment is now warning that
online gaming could dent its finances rather than boost it. The operator, who went live with
caesarscasino.com, harrahscasino.com or Wsop.com at the end of November, believes the option to play
online could reduce customer desire to play in live casinos. caesars spokesperson Gary Thompson
explained that the company had to list any potential risks to its bottom line for legal reasons with other
listed risks including war, a terrorist attack and another economic downturn.

FutureLogic put Penn to paper
with TDN Money Systems
US
FutureLogic has entered into a
service agreement through
December 31, 2015 with TDN
Money Systems, a company
based in Pennsylvania and with
casino gaming and supplier
licenses in various jurisdictions.
TDN has conducted business
with over 425 casinos throughout
the US. As the exclusive service
provider for FutureLogic gaming
printer products in the eastern
states, TDN's efforts will be concentrated in New York, New
Jersey, Connecticut, Delaware,
West Virginia, Pennsylvania,
Massachusetts, Maryland, Rhode

Island, and Ohio. "We are honoured to have the opportunity to
work closely with TDN Money
Systems. Much like FutureLogic,
TDN's values are focused on the
customer's needs and requirements, and we consider that the
makings for an ideal partnership," said Nick Micalizzi,
FutureLogic's Vice President
Sales and Marketing, North
America. "TDN has been a major
contributor to the gaming evolution and with their customerfriendly and capable staff on our
team, I am certain that we will
continue to grow our portfolio of
GEN3 Evolution, GEN2 Universal
printing and PromoNet coupon-

ing solutions in the eastern
region of the United States."
"We welcome the opportunity to
join forces with FutureLogic,
whom we consider to be one of
the leading technology companies in our industry. Having serviced FutureLogic printers in
Pennsylvania the past two years,
we now look forward to expanding the relationship into eight
other neighbouring gaming jurisdictions," said Rich Orlando, TDN
President & CEO. "It is always
nice to work with a company
that brings a high level of professionalism to the industry, and I
consider FutureLogic to be at the
top of that list. Their innovative
products, starting with the very
first TITO printer in gaming, have
changed the industry for the better."
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bally & high 5 inCrease ConTenT
Bally Technologies and High 5 Games
have struck a deal to significantly
increase their land-based partnership.
US - Content Suppliers

deux sénaTeurs onT soumis une nouvelle
proposition de loi qui régulerait l’industrie des jeux en ligne
au Chili. Les sénateurs Antonio Horvath et Ricardo Lagos
Weber ont présenté devant la Commission des finances
leur projet visant à définir un nouveau cadre légal pour l’exploitation et la gestion des jeux en ligne à travers différentes plateformes.
beT365 esT en passe de Créer 600 emplois dans
le cadre d’une relocalisation se chiffrant à plusieurs millions
de Livres de ses locaux à Stoke. La compagnie restera à
Stoke, mais projette d’emménager à Festival Park dans les
anciens locaux de The Sentinel à Etrurie.
l’opéraTeur français parTouChe a vendu son
casino Knokke, le plus grand casino en Belgique, via sa
société holding Belcasinos, au groupe de casinos en ligne
Napoleon Games NV pour un montant de 16,5 millions de
Dollars US.
le gouvernemenT du royaume-uni a voTé en
faveur des changements proposés concernant les enjeux
et les gains qui et avaient été soulignés dans le cadre de la
révision trisannuelle, portant ainsi les jackpots de catégorie
C des machines de 70£ à 100£. Le changement de loi n’intègrera aucun amendement concernant les enjeux et les
gains des terminaux de jeux fixes.
quelques mois à peine après leur premier
accord, le duo H5G-Bally fait à nouveau parler de lui. En
effet, Bally Technologies et High 5 Games ont conclu un
accord pour accroître de manière significative leur partenariat sur le territoire au cours des prochaines années. Le
nouvel accord demandera à High 5 Games de produire plus
de jeux que jamais pour Bally, en plus des jeux déjà promis
au titre de leur contrat de 2012.
jCm global a remporTé un auTre marChé
important, cette fois en remportant 100% du marché des
validateurs de monnaie du Downtown Grand de Las Vegas,
récemment ouvert. Le Downtown Grand, géré par Fifth
Street Gaming, dispose de 600 machines à sous, et chacune est protégée par la technologie sophistiquée de lutte
contre les contrefaçons des systèmes primés iVIZION bill
validator de chez JCM.
a Ce jour, quaTre Compagnies onT déposé un
dossier auprès du Ministère jamaïcain des finances pour
développer et gérer l’un des trois projets « Integrated
Resort Development (IRD) » prévus sur l’île. Des candidatures ont été déposées par by Casino Royale Limited,
Amaterra Jamaica Limited; Celebration Jamaica Limited, et
Harmony Cove Limited même si seulement une des quatre
compagnies, Harmony Cove, a réglé les frais de dossiers de
16 millions de Dollars jamaïcains (150,000 US$) dans leur
intégralité.
le législaTeur japonais a soumis au parlemenT
une proposition de loi visant à légaliser et réguler les jeux
de casino dans le pays. Le Parti Libéral Démocratique au
pouvoir a soumis le texte qui pourrait faire du Japon le
deuxième marché de casinos au monde, avec l’appui du
Parti de la Restauration du Japon et de Hiroyuki Hosoda, le
Président d’un groupement transversal aux partis politiques de décideurs politiques pro-casino. Le nouveau
partenaire de coalition du Parti Libéral Démocratique, New
Komeito, a déjà approuvé la proposition.
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Just a few months after the first H5G-Bally games
hit the market, Bally Technologies and High 5
Games have struck a deal to significantly increase
their land-based partnership over the coming
years. The new agreement will call for High 5
Games to produce more games than ever for Bally,
in addition to the games already promised from
their 2012 contract.
"We are excited to continue and increase our partnership with Bally Technologies," said Med
Nadooshan, COO of High 5 Games. "This extensive
agreement will allow us to provide many more
top-quality games for our land-based casino partners, with the same high standards they are
accustomed to."
The deal comes just a few months after the first
games of the partnership debuted in land-based
casinos around the world. Shadow Diamond,
Ocean's Glory, Golden Tower, and Stella Drive and
The Orb of Chance were all created by High 5
Games for Bally and have been amongst the most
successful new games in the industry in 2013.
H5G and Bally made history when the two companies agreed to allow High 5 Casino, H5G's leading social casino, to premiere Shadow Diamond on
Facebook before the game was released in land-

based markets. High 5 Casino features a large and
highly engaged player base, with over 4m registered users.
"High 5 Casino allows us to see how our games
perform from the moment they are launched,"
said Nadooshan. "Real-time analytics and immediate player feedback are incorporated in our
game production process to create top-performing
games for the casino market."
"At High 5 Games, we are committed to distributing the best content to all mediums so that as
many players as possible can enjoy it," said
Anthony Singer, CEO of High 5 Games. "This deal
ensures that many more of our games can be
played all over the world in land-based casinos,
on social and mobile casinos like High 5 Casino
and Shake the Sky, and at real-money online
casinos, including nearly half of the online casinos
in New Jersey."
The new games will be available in New Jersey
through Vault, High 5 Games' remote game server
for regulated markets. High 5 Games has retained
the exclusive online, social, and mobile rights to
the games called for in the new agreement.

Four companies lodge interest
in operating Jamaican casinos
JAMAICA
Four companies have so far
applied to the Jamaican Ministry of
Finance to develop and operate
one of three Integrated Resort
Development (IRD) projects destined for the island.
Applications were sent in by
Casino Royale Limited, Amaterra
Jamaica Limited; Celebration
Jamaica Limited, and Harmony
Cove Limited although only one of
the four companies; Harmony
Cove, has so far paid the full application fee of J$16m (US$150,000).
The minister must select the winning projects before a casino
licence can be granted under the
Casino Gaming Act. The projects
have to include at least 2,000
rooms, of which 1,000 must be
available prior to the casino
licence being issued.
Casino Royale wants to integrate a

large casino into the Drax Hall
development, alongside 16 acres of
retail, accommodation and a marina.
Amaterra wants to develop a
2,200 room casino hotel and golf
course on 850 acres in Duncans,
Trelawny, including 3.5 acres of
beach.
Harmony Cove plans to invest
US$900m on a hotel, a championship golf course and a casino.
Located on a 2,400-acre site in
Trelawney, 30 minutes to the east
of Montego Bay and 45 minutes to
the west of Ochos Rios, the
Harmony Cove Resort will also
feature shops, spas, conference
facilities, a water-park, music
venues, and recording studios.
The government has promised
exclusivity to the winning bidders
so no further licenses will be
offered for the foreseeable future.

US
scientific Games has
signed a contract with the
california state lottery to
be the primary provider of
instant games and
associated support
services, including
account management,
instant game design,
product and player
research, game planning,
and integrated marketing
programs. The six-year
contract was awarded to
the company following a
competitive procurement
process and includes
options for the california
lottery to extend the
contract for up to six
additional years. paula
laBrie, acting Director for
the california state
lottery said: "scientific
Games gives us access to a
great team of experienced
professionals to work
with us on the execution
of our business plan.”
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wind Creek weTumpka now live
The latest Poarch Creek Tribal casino
opens its doors to the public in Alabama
after 18 months under development
Alabama - New Openings

us - mCgill joins joingo
Mobile engagement company Joingo
announced today the addition of
Seamus McGill to their leadership
team. McGill has been appointed as
Joingo’s President, tasked to head
the sales, marketing, and overall
growth efforts of the mobile software
company. “I’m delighted to transition to this market segment, and to do so with Joingo, the company that is best
positioned to revolutionize the way casinos interact with their
players and guests”
us - molinaro appoinTmenT
FutureLogic has hired John Molinaro
as its Business Development
Manager for Southern Nevada. In
addition to his sales and business
development efforts in Las Vegas,
John will manage all of FutureLogic’s
key corporate accounts. Born and
raised in Las Vegas and with over 22 years of gaming experience, Molinaro will provide insight for the company's roll-out
of GEN3 Evolution printer, PromoNet couponing and
TableXchange printer/scanner solutions into the Las Vegas
casinos. As an industry consultant and former director of
slots and technology operations, John brings an invaluable
level of industry understanding to both FutureLogic sales
team and casino operators.
us - CenTury Casino invesTs in raCeTraCk
Century Casino has confirmed it will invest US$23m developing Century Downs Racetrack and Casino, the only horse
racetrack in the Calgary area, which will house a gaming floor
offering 550 gaming machines.
Century has signed amended agreements with United
Horsemen of Alberta as well as a commitment letter with
Bank of Montreal in connection with the development of the
racino in Balzac, in the north metropolitan area of Calgary,
Alberta, Canada.
us - Crane Co. CompleTes mei aCquisiTion
Crane Co., a diversified manufacturer of highly engineered
industrial products, has completed the previously announced
acquisition of MEI Conlux Holdings. The US$804m purchase
price (on a cash free, debt free basis) for the MEI acquisition
will be financed through a combination of cash on hand and
additional debt.
The acquisition, announced December 2012, was on hold
until July, whereby Crane Co. announced that the European
Commission had cleared the pending acquisition of MEI conditioned upon Crane Co.'s entry into agreements satisfactory
to the European Commission to implement the required
Commitments regarding two Crane product lines - licensing
of the Currenza C(2) coin recycler product line for the
European marketplace and divestiture of the B2B bill recycler
product line. The two product lines have since been licensed
and sold, respectively, to the Suzo-Happ Group.
Crane Co. reaffirmed its previously announced estimate of
accretion associated with the acquisition of MEI (including
the impact of the transactions associated with the
Commitments) within the first twelve months of ownership
at $0.20 per share, including $0.07 per share of synergies.
Crane Co. will provide additional information concerning MEI
on January 27, 2014.
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Wind Creek Wetumpka, a luxury casino and hotel
development built on the banks of the stunningly
beautiful Coosa River, opened its doors to the public for the first time on December 17. The project is
owned by the Poarch Band of Creek Indians and
managed by PCI Gaming Authority.
Poarch Creek Tribal Chairman Buford Rolin said:
"The opening of Wind Creek Wetumpka is a new
beginning in many ways. Not only are we opening
the doors of a beautiful new property, but a lot of
our Tribal Members and neighbours in the area are
starting new jobs there that will support their
families and allow them to send their children to
college. We, as a Tribe, are tremendously proud to
be able to provide both a lovely new attraction for
visitors to our State and jobs in the region."
Wind Creek Wetumpka is a 20-story, deluxe hotel
and casino that features 283 rooms, 85,000 sq. ft.
of gaming space, 2,520 electronic gaming
machines, and a 16,000 gallon shark tank at the
casino's bar. Construction on the development
began in May of 2012. Over 18 months, more than
800 workers contributed an estimated 1.4 million
man-hours to the project. Payroll during this period exceeded $100m. Jay Dorris, President of PCI
Gaming, said: "Wind Creek Wetumpka is a signifiUS
isle of capri casinos has
entered into a definitive
purchase agreement with
scott county casino, llc
to sell its rhythm city
casino in Davenport,
iowa. under the terms of
the agreement, scott
county casino, led by Dan
Kehl, has agreed to pay
isle of capri casinos, inc.
approximately us$51m.
The transaction is
expected to close early in
2014, subject to regulatory
approval and other
customary closing
conditions. Virginia
McDowell, president and
chief Executive officer of
isle of capri, said: "While
there have been many
participants in this long
and sometimes arduous
process, the most valuable
contribution came from
our rhythm city
employees, who never lost
their focus on providing a
great experience for our
customers.”

cant and positive economic impact on this area
and the State. We have been able to hire people
when jobs are tight and we look forward to working with our employees and our neighbours to
make Wind Creek Wetumpka one of the finest
gaming resorts in the country.
Wind Creek Wetumpka's hotel will begin opening
floors in phases starting on Tuesday. It is slated to
be completely open by mid-February. Once fully
operational, the development is expected to
employ an estimated 1,100 people with a $34m
annual payroll. Wind Creek Wetumpka is also
expected to spur the growth of small businesses
that service and supply the development.
"Wind Creek Wetumpka is a lot like the river it's
built on," said WCW's property manager, Cody
Williamson. "The Coosa's beauty and benefits
reach far into the State, and that's what we hope
will be the case with Wind Creek Wetumpka. We
are hoping that folks across Alabama will benefit
from our efforts to make the State a destination
spot, keep tourist dollars right here at home, and
provide good jobs."

JCM Global wins 100 per cent of
new Downtown Grand business
LAS VEGAS
JCM Global has posted another big
win, this time earning 100 per cent
of the bill validator business at the
recently opened Downtown Grand
in Las Vegas.
The Downtown Grand, operated
by Fifth Street Gaming, has 600
slots, and each is protected by the
powerful anti-counterfeit technology inside JCM’s award-winning iVIZION bill validator. The
casino’s drop process is better,
faster and smarter thanks to JCM’s
Intelligent Cash Box (ICB) system.
The iVIZION bill validator is the
better, faster, smarter solution for
the gaming industry. iVIZION’s
Contact Image Sensor (CIS)
Technology captures the full
image of a note or ticket, and its
99%+ acceptance rate is unrivaled.
iVIZION has the most diligent
counterfeit protection, an RFID
ICB cashbox with encrypted and
web-enabled data, 64 megabit

FLASH memory, a self-calibrating
sensor package, modular component design, ability to read barcodes horizontally and vertically,
two high-speed processors, sealed
85 mm banknote path, patented
and proven removable stacker
mechanism, “Blind Mate” and
“Hot Swap” design and complete
compatibility with all gaming protocols.
The Intelligent Cash Box (ICB) 2.5
evolves casinos’ cash management
and asset management. With the
ICB system, casinos gain access to
detailed reporting tailored to
reduce variances, eliminate
human error and capture transactions on the cash box. ICB 2.5
Prime Reports gives users access
to web-enabled reports for anytime, anywhere detailed reporting.
JCM Global has won over 80 percent of all new casino openings in
North America over the past 24
months.

Insight
NEW JErsEy

poKErsTars BarrED FroM NJ For TWo yEars
Changing fortunes for Pokerstars in the
US as New Jersey revisits UIGEA past
and finds founder, Scheinberg, wanting
PokerStars will not be able to enter the New
Jersey online gaming market for two years
having had its application suspended by New
Jersey’s Division of Gaming Enforcement.The
company’s founder Isai Scheinberg is under
indictment for Pokerstar’s operations in the US
after the Unlawful Internet Gambling
Enforcement Act of 2006.
Lisa Spengler, Spokeswoman for the Division of
Gaming Enforcement, said: “The Division of
Gaming Enforcement has determined that the
application of Rational Services Limited
(PokerStars) casino service industry licensure
will be held in a suspended status for a period of
two years. The Division, within that period, may
consider a request for relief to reactivate the
application if significantly changed
circumstances are demonstrated at which time
the Division’s investigation of PokerStars and its
affiliated entities and associated individuals will
be resumed to assess suitability. “The Division’s
determination is based primarily on the
4 0

Mark
Giannantonio,
Resorts’ President
and Chief Executive

“We are disappointed that PokerStars
was not issued a license. We are
hopeful that they can resolve their
issues with the DGE in an expeditious
fashion.”
unresolved federal indictment against Isai
Scheinberg for the alleged violation of federal
gambling statutes, namely, the Illegal Gambling
Business Act and the Unlawful Internet Gambling
Enforcement Act and the involvement of certain
PokerStars executives with Internet gaming
operations in the United States following the
enactment of UIGEA,” the New Jersey DGE said
in its statement.
“We are disappointed that the N.J. Division of

Gaming Enforcement has suspended the review
of our application at this time,” Eric Hollreiser, a
PokerStars spokesman, said in a statement. “We
note that the DGE will resume the review of our
application if our circumstances change. We will
remain in open dialogue with the DGE and update
them on changes in our situation as they occur.”
William Pascrell, a political lobbyist working for
PokerStars, added: “PokerStars is committed to
continuing the dialogue, working towards
licensure and fulfilling their commitment to the
state of New Jersey.”
Pokerstars had planned to buy the Resorts Casino
Hotel but the deal was subjected to fierce
opposition. Following the breakdown of its
potential sale to PokerStars, the struggling casino
has now filed for bankruptcy protection to help
see through a sale. It had also signed up to provide
the casinos online gaming platform.
Mark Giannantonio, Resorts’ President and Chief
Executive, said: “We are disappointed that
PokerStars was not issued a license. We are
hopeful that they can resolve their issues with
the DGE in an expeditious fashion.”
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Deltin Group is to launch the biggest
casino in India in 2014 at The Deltin Hotel,
marking its first property in Daman
India - New operations

japan – Casino bill is on a sTriCT new year dieT
Japanese legislators have submitted a bill to legalise and regulate casino gaming in the country to parliament. The ruling
Liberal Democratic Party submitted the bill, which could
make Japan the world’s second-largest casino market, along
with the Japan Restoration Party and Hiroyuki Hosoda, the
chairman of a cross-party group of pro-casino lawmakers.
LDP’s junior coalition partner New Komeito has already
approved the submission.
Politicians now hope to pass the bill in the next DIET session
that starts in January with the hope that casinos are up and
running in time for when Tokyo hosts the Olympic Games in
2020. Timing is critical. Mr. Hosoda said that once the law is
approved, a competitive bidding process to find an operator
which could take five years.
japan – Clarion To hosT firsT japan Congress
Just days after the submission of a bill to allow casinos in
Japan, Clarion Events announced details of the first Japan
Gaming Congress (JgC) scheduled to be held in Tokyo across
May 14-16 2014 and featuring key note speaker Michael
Leven, President and Chief Operating Officer of Las Vegas
Sands. The high profile event, which is being delivered by the
team of gaming experts behind ICE Totally Gaming, ICE
Conferences, EiG and GiGse, will be the first opportunity for
the main stakeholders and government officials to discuss
the optimal regulatory and investment models to develop
casino resorts in the country.
Kate Chambers, Portfolio Director at Clarion Events, said:
“Casino advocates have been waiting ten years for a law to
bring resort-scale gambling to the world’s third largest economy. The decision by Japanese lawmakers to submit a bill to
the DIET aimed at legalising casino gambling in the country is
viewed by key stakeholders as a significant step forward and
one which is expected to have an overarching positive impact
on the whole economy.
“With the DIET likely to vote on the bill in Q2 of 2014 the
Congress will offer a unique opportunity for delegates to join
key government officials, operators and legal experts as they
provide first-hand experiences on the main points of the proposed regulatory frameworks, which will help in planning
entry strategy into the market accordingly. We are expecting
a high level of interest as Japan is a much sought after market for the gambling community.”
Michael Leven, President and Chief Operating Officer of Las
Vegas Sands, who will be speaking at JgC, said: “With
Japanese lawmakers from the ruling Liberal Democratic
Party submitting a bill to legalise casinos to parliament,
Clarion’s Japan Gaming Congress in May next year is
extremely timely and represents a unique opportunity.”

Housed over 10 acres with 35,000 sq. ft. of gaming
space and 168 rooms, the property will benefit
from the nearby markets of Mumbai and Gujarat.
In India, live gaming is only allowed in Goa,
Daman and Sikkim.
Jaydev Mody, Chairman of Deltin owners Delta
Corp, said: “The Deltin Hotel in Daman is our new
property which would be launched in the first
quarter of 2014. Daman is near Mumbai, so we
expect a good number of people coming to our
hotel. We are looking to tap the Sikkim market as
well as some international markets like Nepal and
Sri Lanka. We have already acquired property for
the casino resort in Sri Lanka and the company is
exploring the emerging Sri Lankan gaming market
which his poised for rapid growth. Indian visitors
make up the largest percentage of total visitors to
Sri Lanka accounting for 28 per cent of total Sri
Lanka tourists.”
The relatively new brand from the Deltin Group is

Deltin Group includes a portfolio of gaming and
hospitality properties in Goa and Daman, including Deltin Royale offshore casino in Goa,
DeltinJaqk offshore casino in Goa, DeltinCaravela
casino in Goa, Deltin Empress, a luxury floatel in
Goa, Deltin Palms, a boutique hotel in Goa, and
Deltin Suites, a luxury hotel in Goa.
“Rebranding our properties is an opportunity for us
to complement our continued growth and expansion as an organization, plus introduce a stronger
brand identity which is more descriptive of our
mission, products and services,” Mr. Mody said.
“Our primary focus has always been on providing
premium experiences as we stand for luxury and
glamour at each of our properties and the Deltin
brand is an accurate reflection of that.”
Among the six offshore live casino gaming licenses issued by the Government of Goa, Delta owns
three licenses, of which two are currently operational. Delta Corp also owns an in-principle
license to set up an additional casino in Daman.

Paradise Entertainment sets its
sights on conquering the States
CHINA
Macau multi-player manufacturer
Paradise Entertainment has set its
sights firmly on international
sales predicting a rise of at least 35
per cent in 2014 if expands overseas.
Chairman and Managing Director
Jay Chun said that currently the
manufacturer gets almost all its
revenue from Macau supplying
operators such as Sands China,
Melco Crown Entertainment and
SJM Holdings. Mr. Chun is now
eyeing markets such as the US,
Australia, Singapore, Cambodia
and Vietnam. He advised that
with roughly 1m gaming machines
in the US and just 16,000 in Macau
the US market would definitely be
a ‘priority’ as the company looked
to accelerate expansion next year.
Paradise Entertainment, which
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India’s first integrated gaming and hospitality
brand. It aims to reflect the glamour and lifestyle
offerings of Deltin properties and underscores
Delta Corp’s position as India’s premier Gaming
and Hospitality company.

also oversees the operation of the
Kam Pek Paradise casino under
the license of SJM, has a machine
market share of 20 per cent in
Macau and 60 per cent when it
comes to terminals. It saw profits
plunge by 15 per cent to
HK$40.2m in the first-half.
It did, however, raise HK$77.6m
by issuing 33.7m new shares at
HK$2.3 each to two U.S.-based
investment funds, which will be
used as working capital, to oversee the expansion.

Australia
less sales into Japan
dented revenue at
aristocrat leisure who
reported a strong NpaT
result of $107.2m
representing a 16.9 per cent
increase over the prior
corresponding period for
the full year ended 30
september 2013. a 3.5 per
cent decrease in revenue
largely reflected fewer
scheduled game releases in
the Japan market.
Excluding the variability
driven by the Japanese
game release schedule,
revenue increased 4.3 per
cent and EBiT increased
18.4 per cent. This result
represents the group’s fifth
consecutive reporting
period of double-digit
NpaT growth as it
continued to make progress
in line with its product-led
growth strategy.
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Crown delays
Delays have hit Crown Resort’s planned
casino resort in Sri Lanka due to
preferential concession allegations
Sri Lanka - New Operations

China – CanTor helps open Tianjin loTTery Club
Cantor Gaming has partnered with Global Entertainment
Investment & Management and the Tianjin Welfare Lottery
club to provide the technology, systems and infrastructure
driving the lottery offering at Cantor Club, a new and stylish
high frequency lottery club, spanning more than 80,000 sq.
ft. which has opened in Tianjin.
Cantor Club, which is the world's largest high frequency lottery club, offers its members lottery games as well as a
selection of private dining rooms, mah jong parlours and
lounges, within a contemporary and luxurious setting. Cantor
Gaming's best-in-class technology was selected to provide
club members a premier experience. Cantor Gaming's software supports a series of popular lottery games offered at
Cantor Club. In addition, Cantor Gaming's technology enables
an account-based membership system making it easy and
convenient for Cantor Club members to sign up and play
their favourite lottery games, in contrast to other lottery clubs
which operate a paper-based system.
Lee Amaitis, President and CEO of Cantor Gaming said:
"Cantor Gaming prides itself on innovation and the highest
standards of technology quality and excellence. We are proud
to provide Cantor Club with the very best, most sophisticated
technology systems that match this premier, world leading
venue."
China – igg and dynam develop paChinko games
IGG Inc, a fast-growing global online games developer and
operator, has entered into a memorandum of understanding
with Dynam Japan Holdings. IGG will be appointed by Dynam
to assist with the development of next-generation pachinko
machines and other electronic games, which Dynam intends
to introduce to and set up at hotels and casinos in Macau,
contingent upon approval by the Gaming Inspection and
Coordination Bureau of Macau and other relevant authorities.
Development work on next-generation pachinko machines is
expected to be completed by September 2014.
Zongjian Cai, IGG's Executive Director and Chief Executive
Officer, said: "We are very excited about the opportunity to
cooperate with Dynam in developing online casino games.
The MOU marks IGG's first step extending into the online real
money casino games by bringing state-of-the-art computer
gaming technology to the Pachinko industry. As a cornerstone investor of IGG, Dynam is a world-class leading operator of Pachinko machines. We see the appointment as a
strong endorsement of our game development capabilities.
IGG has rich experience in developing top-quality online casino games on both PCs and mobile devices. Our Poker Deluxe
and Slot Machines games are among the best user-rated
Android games among all leading casino titles. Leveraging
our strong in-house game development capabilities, worldclass technology and global vision evident in our game
design, we are confident that the new online casino games
we are about to develop will be a success."
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Crown Resorts’ US$400m expansion into Sri
Lanka is unlikely to be approved before the end of
2013 amid allegations that Crown's owner James
Packer was receiving concessions not granted to
local businesses. The complaints have come via
Buddhist leaders who believe the casino development could be damaging to the culture of Sri
Lanka. In October the government stated that
Crown’s revised proposals would be resubmitted
to parliament by November 21, however,
Lakshman Yapa Abeywardena, Investment and
Promotion Minister, confirmed the delays.
"I haven't prepared the cabinet paper yet,” he said.
“These days you can't do it because we are busy
with the budget. There is no hurry. These are longterm projects and we are aiming to start by 2015 to
2016.”
Ravi Wijeratne, the owner of Rank Holdings,
Crown’s local partner in the project added that the
deal would probably be signed off when parliament begins in the first week of January, adding
that one month would not make any difference.
The project had already been approved back in
September before several changes were made to
the details behind it.
Opposition to the development and that by John

“There is no hurry. These are
long-term projects and we
are aiming to start by 2015 to
2016.”
LAKSHMAN YAPA
ABEYWARDENA,
Investment Minister.
Keells Holdings has been building via an online
petition launched by the Muslim Council of Sri
Lanka demanding Sri Lanka’s President Mahinda
Rajapaksa scraps both projects. The ‘Stop casinos
in Sri Lanka petition’ said: We want the incumbent
government to immediately stop the concessions
proposed to be granted to hotel projects which will
house casinos in Colombo. We also call upon the
legislators to immediate ban all forms of gambling
including casinos in Sri Lanka as it is against the
teachings of all major religions.”

Grand Ho Tram Strip ups ante in
South East Asia player search
VIETNAM
The Grand Ho Tram Strip,
Vietnam’s first international luxury casino resort, has appointed
JWT Vietnam to be its Agency of
Record as it looks to target visitors
from mainland China, Hong Kong,
Taiwan, South Korea, Japan,
Russia and the “Viet Kieu” (overseas Vietnamese) community in
North America.
JWT will create print, TV and digital campaigns for The Grand Ho
Tram Strip which will run in core
target markets worldwide.
Saby Mishra, CEO of JWT Vietnam,
said: “It’s a huge mandate and we
are delighted to have won this
pitch. The Grand is a not just a
world class casino resort but a
huge step forward for Vietnam’s
tourism, and JWT is proud to be
associated with a project of this
scale and scope. We are absolutely
united with the client team in their
vision and passion for building The

Grand as a deluxe, international
destination.”
The Grand Ho Tram Strip,
Southeast Asia’s first integrated
casino beach resort, is situated just
120 km outside Ho Chi Minh City
on a 2.2 km strip of pristine beach
facing Vietnam’s East Sea.
The integrated resort, which
opened in July, includes a 541rooms, as well as world-class
restaurants, shopping and entertainment amenities. The resort’s
second wing, which will open
soon, will expand its capacity to
1,100 rooms. The project also
includes The Bluffs, an 18-hole
championship golf course
designed by Greg Norman, who
recently described it as "one of the
two most beautiful courses" that
he has ever been associated with.
The Grand’s gaming facilities
include over 600 slot machines
and 90 live tables, on par with
casinos in Singapore and Macau.

Japan
Galaxy Entertainment has
matched Wynn resorts
estimate that it would
invest up to us$5bn in a
future casino
development in Japan,
adding that it would
spend a similar amount if
given the opportunity in
Taiwan. The Macau
operator said it would
consider investing at least
hK$20bn ($2.58bn) in
Japan or Taiwan. Galaxy’s
Deputy chairman Francis
lui said: “Macau will still
be our main focus as we
have the biggest
landbank. having said
that, we would also be
interested in expanding
into sizable markets, such
as Japan and Taiwan. if
we’re given the chance to
build a casino in Japan or
Taiwan, we would at least
be spending hK$20bn or
hK$30bn. We have the
financial capacity to do
that.”
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loCal play 90 per CenT CerTain
With two international operators visiting
officials in Vietnam, the push to allow
locals to gamble gains new momentum
Vietnam - Legislation

japan – japanese Towns in The Casino running
Whilst much of the focus on a future Japanese casino sector
remains firmly focussed on the big cities of Tokyo and Osaka,
a host of smaller towns including the beach resort of
Okinawa, the mountain resort of Hokkaido, the sea ports of
Sasebo, Otaru, Tomakomai and Kushiro and the spa towns of
Atami and Naruto, are all vying for the opportunity. Indeed
legislators are proposing two types of licenses; one for large
integrated resorts operated by global companies featuring
convention and entertainment and another for smaller
resorts in the countryside. Sasebo, a port city on Japan’s
westernmost island, is hoping to develop a casino to add to
the entertainment offering Huis Ten Bosch, a theme park
based on a 17th century Dutch town.
Located in Nagasaki Prefecture, business and political leaders want to see a casino built alongside the windmills, Dutch
buildings and canals of the theme park. The development
would include a hotel and entertainment facilities in addition
to gaming tables and slot machines and would be capable of
earning nearly US$1bn in annual GGR. The hope is to attract
tourists from China, South Korea and Taiwan. The park’s heyday was 1996 when it recorded 4.25m visitors. It was
declared bankrupt in 2003 due to the dip in the economy in
Japan with debts of ¥220bn. The rebuilding plan was sponsored by Nomura Principal Finance until March 2010, when
HIS travel, took over the management by investing ¥2bn.
Hideo Sawada, the Chairman of HIS said of the casino plan:
"Tokyo shouldn't absorb everything. We need balanced
growth between Tokyo and the local cities."
Other Japanese towns share his view with two traditional hot
springs towns; Atami, in Shizuoka Prefecture, and Naruto, in
Tokushima Prefecture both looking at how the German spa
town of Baden Baden benefitted from casino gaming.
Interestingly, both Casinos Austria and Grand Casino Luzern
in Switzerland are reportedly considering investing in Japan.
Elsewhere, Japan’s most northerly island, Hokkaido, is proving a popular location for potential development. So far three
locations have been put forward as being ripe for casinos.
The port towns of Otaru and Tomakomai and Kushiro on the
eastern coast are believed to be some of the most attractive
spots outside the big cities. Casinos Austria is believed to
have shown interest in the harbour town of Otaru where
Mayor Yoshiharu Nakamatsu believes a casino in the canal
district or on board a moored cruise ship would draw tourists
to Sapporo, the biggest city on Hokkaido, to stay longer.
It is believed politicians are keen to limit the number of
licenses to locations promising the biggest economic return.
Whilst legislators have not set the number of licences to be
granted in stone, it is believed that two licenses could be
granted to the larger cities and two to regional economies.
The bill legalising casinos could even be submitted to the
current session of parliament.
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An advisor to the government claiming it was now
‘80 to 90 per cent certain’ that Vietnamese citizens
would be allowed to play in larger casino resorts
within ‘two to three years.’ The advisor, Augustine
Ha Ton Vinh, revealed that of the 13 casinos in
Vietnam, only two; the future Van Don project and
the existing Ho Tram resort would be able to
waive the safeguards against local entry with an
entrance fee and credit checks being applied. The
checks will likely mirror those used in Singapore.
“The Vietnamese government has sent a lot of delegations to Macau, Australia and Singapore to
learn best practice,” the advisor said, adding that
the necessary legislation could be drafted and
approved within two years if the Government
wished to proceed. He believes the time scale of
the new laws would coincide with the scheduled
opening of the Van Don project in Quang Ninh
province east of Hanoi.
Analysts though believe the laws should be fast
tracked to allow the foreign investment in Ho
Tram to pay dividends rather than leave it open to
foreign play only for another two years. Around
3,000 Vietnamese from the Mekong Delta
provinces of Dong Thap, Kien Giang, Long An and
Tay Ninh in the south are crossing the
Vietnamese-Cambodia border each day to play in
more than 30 casinos in Cambodia.
Only foreigners and overseas Vietnamese that

hold a valid passport granted by a competent foreign agency and have entered Vietnam legally are
allowed to gamble. A law coming in October 1 will
increase the fines for an operator allowing
Vietnamese citizens to gamble to VND200m
($9,500) and to VND100m for the individual.
The prediction of the timing for the new laws has
coincided with more international interest in
Vietnam’s casino sector. Las Vegas Sands owner
Sheldon Adelson has held discussions with
Vietnamese Minister of Planning and Investment
Bui Quang Vinh, detailing the operator’s potential
investment plans in the country.
Sands wants to build two integrated resorts,
including casinos, in Hanoi and HCM City, with a
total cost of US$6bn. They would include hotel,
restaurants, areas for exhibitions and fairs, conference halls, shopping malls, spas, sport halls, a
theatre, cinemas, a museum and other entertainment services.
Casinos Austria has also confirmed its interest in
Vietnam with plans to invest in an integrated casino resort in Quang Ninh province. Richard Lehner,
a Senior Advisor for Casinos Austria recently visited the northern province and asked for permission to conduct a feasibility study for the project.

TCSJohnHuxley wins Sand’s
supplier excellence award
MACAU
The Sands Group recently held
its inaugural Supplier Excellence
Awards at the Venetian Macau
Resort Hotel. This event is a
global initiative spearheaded by
the Sands’ Group corporate
headquarters in Las Vegas and
was set up to recognise service
providers who have enabled the
success of the Group’s business.
The event took place at an
Awards Dinner where seven
award categories covered criteria
across all areas of the procurement process.
TCSJohnHuxley was awarded
the prestigious Innovation
Award covering multiple products that have been supplied to
the Casino. This was the first
time a gaming company has been
recognized by the Sands Group at

these awards and reflects the
deep partnership
TCSJohnHuxley has formed with
the operator.
Rebecca Kingswell,
TCSJohnHuxley General
Manager Asia, was at the event
to collect the award on behalf of
the team and commented, “It is a
great honour to receive this
award from such a valued partner. We strive to deliver excellent service and innovative products to all our customers, and this
award recognizes our team’s
commitment and passion.”

Singapore
singapore is looking to
introduce new legislation
to block player access to
online gambling websites,
banning payments
methods to remote
gambling operators and
outlaw advertisements
that promote online
gambling in the country.
analysts pitch the online
gambling sector in
singapore to be worth
s$376m (us299.4m) and
believe this will increase
by between six and seven
per cent each year.
singapore's second
Minister for home affairs
s iswaren said: “While
such measures may not be
foolproof, they will
impede access to remote
gambling platforms and
send a clear signal of the
regulatory stance in
singapore.”
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Together in
Electric Dreams
Roger Seshadri, Senior VP and CIO,
Melco Crown will be speaking at the
ICC conference in February. G3 caught
up with him to discuss the event, his
affinity to the latest technology utilised
within gaming and get an insight into
integrated resort IT structures.
Roger Seshadri will be
one of the speakers at
the 6th International
Casino Conference
taking place in London
at the ExCeL exhibition centre in conjunction with the
ICE Totally Gaming Exhibition 2014. The Conference
takes place on Monday February 3, 2014.

Roger Seshadri,
Senior Vice
President and Chief
Information Officer
of Melco Crown
Entertainment.
For the best part of the last decade, Roger
Seshadri, CIO of Melco Crown, has been working
upon the creation of multi-billion dollar integrated gaming resorts in the Asian market. Having
spent 33 years in the gaming industry, with 23 of
those years in Las Vegas working for companies
such as Caesars Entertainment, Mr. Seshadri has
seen the evolution of the gaming business in the
digital era. “I have been part of the changes that
have taken place that have shown how technology is creating new business models in the gaming
sector, especially in this part of the world," said
Mr. Seshadri, speaking from his office in Macau.
"South East Asia is developing very rapidly in
terms of the integrated resort concept and IT is at
the heart of this development. We are seeing this
growth not only in Macau, but in Malaysia, China,
Japan and with our new development set to open
in Russia (Melco International signed a US$700m
deal in September 2013 to construct a new gaming
resort in the Russian Primorye regional administration in Vladivostok). We are seeing the sudden
mushroom growth of integrated casino resorts in
this marketplace and the fact is, technology is
bringing all the components together."
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Roger Seshadri has over 25 years of
industrial experience in management
consulting and information technology.
Prior to joining Melco Crown, Mr. Seshadri
held several leadership positions in
hospitality and gaming industry around 20
years, including Director of Technology for
Bally Gaming - managing offshore gaming
software development and developing new
electronic games (2006-07) and
Corporate VP of Information Technology for
Wyndham Hotels & Resorts (2000-05).

Having witnessed first-hand the growth of gaming in the US over two decades, Mr. Seshadri puts
into perspective very clearly the comparison
between past and present market expansion in
the US as opposed to Asia. "The growth I saw in
the 1990s in the US, having only previously
allowed gaming in Las Vegas and Atlantic City,

“Digital opportunities and
capabilities enable the creation
of truly integrated resorts, and at
the same time manage the
threats from the digital world.”
brought about great changes in the mid-South and
spread to the legalised Indian gaming reserves as
each state sought to legalising gaming," states Mr.
Seshadri. "Compare that continental growth to such
a small country as Macau seems ridiculous, but in
less than a decade Macau's 11 square miles now
generates US$36bn in annual gaming revenue, six
times that of Las Vegas."
"It's a transformation that's not only changed the
landscape, but it’s irrevocably altered the business
perspective too. The digital opportunities and
capabilities have enabled the creation of truly
integrated resorts, and at the same time managed
the threats from the digital world that can expose
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extending gaming beyond the limited live tables
number, but saving costs, creating efficiencies and
operating 24/7. "Electronic table gaming in Macau
is part of a digital transformation of our business,"
states Mr. Seshadri. "It's another new business
model and one that is also helping to educate
players as regards to new technology. Previously,
there had been a reluctance to adopt player loyalty cards in Macau, but we have now seen significant enrolment figures with between 40-60 per
cent of players across different casinos enrolling
themselves in the schemes. This pays dividends in
an integrated resort environment in which retail,
accommodation, theatres and entertainment facilities, F&B and gaming are all interconnected.
"There is a huge benefit to working upon greenfield sites here in Macau, unconstrained by the 20
year-old technology legacy issues that you see in
the US. When we build an integrated resort here
from scratch, all the elements of the offer is integrated from the outset," outlines Mr. Seshadri.
"Such a solution means that individual parties do
not have to consider investing their own solutions,
but connect to the systems that we provide to
them. Everyone is becoming familiar with cloudbased platforms, where in Macau we are operating
private cloud systems, providing ERP software
(Enterprise Resource Planning) as a service to the
retail outlets, to our partner hotels such a Hyatt,
who use my network infrastructure as a fee-paying service."

your business. It's these new business models that
have afforded the enormous business success in
Asia. In the past I used to be asked what functionalities can IT bring to the business model. Today,
IT is at the centre of the business model, part of
the integrated offer to the customer. IT is in the
front-seat driving business forward, aligning the
business with market opportunities, governing
metrics, strengthening the architecture of the
business and inherently determining how the
integrated resort is successful."
Asked for an example of how technology is helping to shape business opportunities in Macau, Mr.
Seshadri points to the dramatic adoption of electronic table gaming in recent years, a growth that
is changing the way that players view the live
gaming market. "One of the constraints we have
here in Macau is the number of live tables we are
able to operate at any one time," outlines Mr.
Seshadri. "We are only allowed to grow by three
per cent on the number of tables we operate,
which means that we can't just expand the number of tables as demand requires. It's a hugely
important issue as so much of our revenue is

“We utilise multi-terabytes of
storage using the same
technology as companies such
as Google to provide server
space without the investment.”
derived from gaming and table games in particular. Around 90 per cent of our revenue comes from
live baccarat, which is the core of the business
revenue. In a market like Vegas with a split of 54
per cent from non-gaming and the revenue from
tables shared with slots, the emphasis is very different, but in Macau it's a very biased model
towards live tables. Such a constraint, therefore, is
a major issue for us, which is why we have turned
to technology to help transform this sector of the
business with electronic table games."
Electronic table gaming has been hugely influential in Macau due to the tables limit, with banks of
120 interconnected electronic tables not only

The computing power necessary to provide these
solutions also falls under Mr. Seshadri's remit and
it's of equal importance that the same efficiencies
and state-of-the-art systems are applied to noncustomer facing systems as to those touch-points
with the resort's clients. "We use a specific platform to create our data-centre here in Macau,
which is the CISCO Unified Computing System,"
outlines Mr. Seshadri. "Without this system our
data-centre would probably consist of over 300
servers, but we can shrink that figure by 60 per
cent using the unified model for server and storage, which all sits on a small rack using a common
power source, which saves on space and cooling."
Not every location needs the performance of the
system powering an integrated resort such as the
City of Dreams in Macau, with scalable services
now available to provide hi-tech solutions at a
fraction of the infrastructure cost, as Mr. Seshadri
explains: "The integration of IT in smaller scale
locations is part of a current project in the
Philippines in which we are working with a local
service centre providing top of the line Tier 3 level
disaster recovery and state of the art performance
without the necessity of investing in our own
data-centre.
“We instead take dedicated shared space from a
third-party source who provides all the services
we need, from virtual servers that can scale down
and up depending on the surplus capacity available. We are talking about multi-terabytes of storage utilising the same technology used by companies such as Google to provide server space without the investment and obsolescence that ulti4 9
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01 One installation at the City of Dreams
Macau is the Vquarium. These four
video walls measure nearly 61 feet (19
m) wide and 22 feet (6.7 m) tall.
Constructed in the United States by
Reynolds Polymer Technology, Inc. in
several pieces for ease of
transportation and for on-site
installation. It weighs 11 tons (10,000
kg). Behind each of the four sections
sits a rear projector that displays
images on the acrylic. Water cascades
down the acrylic faces to enhance the
sub-sea ocean scene that is projected
on each wall. The Vquarium debuted
with the opening of the complex on 1
June 2009 with larger than life
mermaids that swim onscreen.

mately entails. We sign a maintenance contract in
which the fee includes the replacement of hardware as part of a continuous refreshment programme to ensure that our service remains the
latest technology."
Having been in the gaming sector for 33 years, Mr.
Seshadri has seen IT progress from 'necessary
requirement to compete with rivals' to a fundamental part of the business strategy and plan. IT
has become an integral part of every new development, is key in handling the legal processes,
running top and bottom line, is interconnected
with financial, marketing and growth strategy
plans - in short, it's the mesh the connects everything together and drives it all forward. "You can't
show a blind eye to technology and consider that
5 0

"You can't show a blind eye to
technology and consider the
data centre as something
squirrelled away in a corner, out
of sight, out of mind."
the data centre is something squirrelled away in a
corner somewhere, out of sight, out of mind,"
underlines Mr. Seshadri. "IT is an integral part of
creating the 'integrated' resort and having a business technology strategy is key to help efficiency
run and improve all aspects of the business. You
can see, for example, mobile devices, in the hands

of our restaurant customers as they select their
wine, choosing from the country, grape and vintage
of their choice; through to the secure tunnel that
delivers the thousands of documents and reports to
the Group's board members' tablet wherever and
whenever in the world.
“We see social media working in the same way,
from our customers as they interact on Twitter
with our promotions using Hong Kong celebrities to
drive millions of tweets; technology is creating
both connections and a buzz about our offer. We
call this the digital transformation that is happening within our integrated resorts. It's the born of
the digital needs and capabilities of new technology and it's creating new business models in the
gaming sector."
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The Emperor’s
new groove
The Emperor Resort & Casino in North
Korea’s remote Rason district has a
carpark full of Yanbian license plates,
indicating that increasing Chinese
investment in the Special Economic
Zone is reviving the fortunes of the
hotel after a troubled past. Most signs
indicate the trend is set to continue.
Asia Gambling Brief

“There were gamblers with plastic shopping bags
of 100 RMB (US$16.4) notes going into the casino it
was just crazy,” said a longtime North Korea
watcher who stayed at the hotel last month and
asked not to be named.
The resort, owned by Hong Kong’s Emperor Group,
first opened its doors in 2000, some nine years
after the insular Pyongyang regime designated the
northeastern province of Rason a special economic zone.
However, for years Rason languished with geopolitical tensions, international sanctions, and
domestic policies all serving to hobble North
Korea’s economy. Some 20 years later, the situation may be changing.
"I think Rason is making gradual progress. There
have been some fairly sizable construction proj5 2

01 Movie actor and celebrity Jackie Chan
is believed to be one of the major
investors in Emperor Resort & Casino
in North Korea, although he has never
visited the location. The Emperor
Group is owned by Albert Yeung who
has had a business relationship with
Mr. Chan for many years, having setup several charitable foundations that
bear their names. Mr. Chan is also a
partner in the Emperor group casino in
Macau.
02 This article was first published in the
November 2013 issue of Asia
Gambling Brief and has been
reproduced, including photographs,
with kind permission.

ects this year. If you compare it to the rest of North
Korea, then you have to say that things are going
pretty well," says Andray Abrahamian, Executive
Director of the Choson Exchange.
The North Korean economy returned to growth in
2011, expanding by 0.8 percent, with that trend
continuing last year with growth of 1.3 percent,
according to July estimates from The Bank of
Korea.
In Rason, legal changes made in 2010 served to
detach the SEZ from the regional government and
make it more autonomous. Further changes in 2012
helped harmonize Rason’s economic laws with
those of China.
Late last year a new 50km road linking Rajin with
Hunchun in neighbouring Jilin province opened,
funded by the Chinese government. There are also
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fic and transport office, made 27 trips to the casino
that year and lost all the money. He was expelled
from the Chinese Communist Party and went into
hiding.
The casino’s owner, Hong Kong tycoon Albert
Yeung, has also had runins with the law himself
and been the subject of insider trading investigations. In 1981 he served a sixmonth jail term for
intimidating witnesses and was arrested again in
2003 following a corruption probe into Hong
Kong’s entertainment industry.
“The Chinese put pressure on North Korea to close
down and for a long time it (the casino) wasn’t
running or rather, it relocated to another floor and
was being operated in secret,” said the longtime
North Korean watcher who asked not to be
named.
The casino reopened in 2007, but Chinese authorities warned that Chinese officials or party members should not be permitted to enter.
“You can only gamble at the Emperor if you have a
letter of invitation from the casino or else you
have to have your CV checked, to make sure
you’re not in government,” said Amanda Carr,
independent tour specialist at Koryo Tours.
North Koreans are not permitted to enter the casino. When the complex was first proposed, North
Korea opposed the word “casino” in its name
because it didn’t want North Koreans to know
what the word meant.
The gamblers are almost exclusively Chinese. It’s
much easier for foreigners to enter the special
economic zones than other parts of North Korea
and Chinese don’t even need a visa; they can enter
on a travel permit and Rason is only an hour’s
drive from the Chinese border.

moves in place to bring power over from Jilin
province to tackle the area’s chronic power failures. When that comes off, even more and bigger
Chinese businesses will want to invest, bringing
more Chinese and more potential gamblers to
Rason. Trade between China and Rason is currently estimated at about $6 billion.
Rason also held its third International Trade
Exhibition in August, attracting 120 entities and
securing a pledge from FAW Group Corp, a Chinese
stateowned automaker, to invest in a factory
there, according to North Korea’s Central News
Agency.
Estimates put the number of visitors to North
Korea at about 250,000 annually, with about 95
percent of those coming from China. Although the
numbers are relatively small, growth has been
robust, with a rise in Chinese visitor numbers of

The casino is open 24/7 and
has 52 slot machines and 16
tables, including Blackjack and
Roulette. The minimum bet on
all games is US$50, with a
minimum buy-in of US$500.
about 22.5 percent to 237,400 last year from the
year before, according to Chinese Ministry of
Tourism figures.
However, relations with the Chinese have not
always been smooth. The hotel was forced to
close in 2004 after a senior Chinese official
embezzled US$425,000 of public money to fund
his gambling sprees.
Cai Haowen, the former head of the Yanbian traf-

The casino is open around the clock and busy at
all hours. It has 52 gaming machines and 16 tables,
including Blackjack and Roulette. The minimum
bet on all games is US$50, with a minimum buy-in
of US$500.
The basic room rate at the hotel is 780 RMB
(US$128), rising to 1,680 RMB (US$276) for the top
suite but most guests don’t pay this and instead
come in on gambling packages.
The hotel’s other facilities include three restaurants, karaoke, saunas and a swimming pool. It
has an enviable location beside the sea with a private beach overlooking Pipa Island, but no one
comes for the beach. They come to gamble and the
beach is desolate, the sand littered with broken
bottles.
Rason is rapidly becoming a destination for
increasingly affluent Chinese and Emperor Hotel
& Casino is well positioned to make the most of
this, being one of two casinos in North Korea. The
other is in the basement of the Yanggakdo
International Hotel in Pyongyang.
5 3
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Capitalising on
Gangnam style
South Korea’s government, under
President Park Geun-Hye, may be
warming to the idea of integrated
resorts in the country, despite
reversing proposals put forward by
the previous administration on
foreigners’ only casinos.
Asia Gambling Brief

Planned moves to open up markets in neighbouring countries have generated a flurry of excitement and investment pledges, while capturing the
attention of policymakers in S. Korea.
Japan’s coalition government is considering a bill
to allow casinos, which could lead to the creation
of the world’s secondbiggest gaming market, with
some $8 billion to $10 billion in gross gaming revenue in the first year, according to Morgan Stanley
estimates. Meanwhile, Hong Konglisted Galaxy
Entertainment has said it would be prepared to
invest as much as $5 billion in Japan and Taiwan if
legislation gets the green light.
The same operators expressing interest in Japan
Sands, MGM, Wynn, Melco Crown have also made
the pilgrimage to S. Korea and made it clear they
would be prepared to invest billions of dollars if
“open” gaming were expanded beyond Kangwon
Land, the sole domestic casino in the country at
the moment. That kind of potential investment
has not escaped this administration’s notice, but it
acknowledges that the current regulatory framework does not support permitting local gaming to
foreign investors, with discussions around casinos
in the country traditionally having centred around
the social costs.
5 4

However, the possible financial benefits are being
welcomed by the Ministry of Strategy and Finance
(MOSF), which had supported the introduction of
a preapproval process implemented by former
President Lee Myungbak. In September 2012, the
former administration changed one of the Free
Economic Zone ordinance regulations to allow
foreign casino licenses after they had met
investor requirements.

The stakes are large and the
construction of luxury integrated
casino resorts is seen as key in
attracting a share of the rapidly
expanding Chinese market.

The Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism
(MCST) expressed reservations about the effectiveness of an ordinance change, preferring the
clarity of a law change, and this has become a
concern of the current administration. This is also
the reason behind MCST’s present move to
replace the preapproval system with a bidding
process.

ics, KPop celebrities and tourism experts, several
policy recommendations were made, the most
important of which was the possibility of introducing integrated resorts (IRs). Significantly, this was
the first time that President Park had used the term
IR, though she did not explicitly mention open
casinos.

Perhaps unsurprisingly, proposals put forward by
a consortium of Lippo Group and Caesars
Entertainment (LOCZ), and another from Japan’s
Universal Entertainment were rejected, ostensibly due to a failure to provide adequate financing
plans.
At an open interministry conference held in July
this year and attended by key ministers, academ-

It was decided that if IRs of a significant size were
to be introduced into the country, the current
domestic gaming situation should be studied in
depth, as well as the models of other jurisdictions
such as Las Vegas, Singapore and Macau to determine the pros and cons, assess public sentiment
and how they may be implemented in S. Korea.
Findings from the benchmarking study, being carried out by MCST, are likely to be reported early
next year.

G3-247 Report
souTh KorEa

01 Steve D. Park* is the Managing
Director of KORE Co., Ltd. and Policy
Advisor to the Saenuri Party, Senior
Consultant to the Korea Tourism
Organisation Advisory Board, and
Executive Director of the Korea
Integrated Resort Industry
Development Forum.
02 This article was first published in the
November 2013 issue of Asia
Gambling Brief and has been
reproduced with kind permission.

According to Steve Park*, Managing Director of
KORE Ltd. and Executive Director of Korea
Integrated Resort Industry Development Forum,
several legislators are interested in introducing a
bill in favour of IRs, and initiating a debate to
change existing laws to allow for foreign companies to own and operate integrated resorts in the
country. There is a chance that a bill could be put
forward early before the National Assembly in
light of the recent developments in Japan to permit
open casinos.

The stakes are large and the construction of luxury integrated casino resorts is seen as one key element in attracting a share of the rapidly expanding
Chinese outbound travel market. South Korea had
3.43 million visitors from Mainland China in the
first three quarters, up from 2.15 million in the
same period last year and 1.67 million in 2011,
according to figures from the China Outbound
Tourism Research Institute.
In South Korea, operators are already positioning
themselves. Paradise Co., the country’s longest
running and only major private casino operator,
appears to have stolen a march on rivals with
plans for a medium-sized $1.7bn integrated casino
resort with Japan’s Sega Sammy in the port city of
Incheon.
This is a major change when considering that
Paradise stuck to its business model of an urban
casino hotel for more than a decade, even with the
introduction of Kangwon Land, the country's only
domestic casino and three Seven Luck foreigners'
only operations, run by the government corporation, Grand Korea Leisure.
As a company, Paradise has to protect its backyard, and prepare for the opening up of the mar-

ket, which is the underlying driver for the partnership with Sega Sammy. “This deal secures a
prime location in Incheon for Paradise without
having to apply for a new foreigners' only license
as the company intends to move its existing
Incheon casino license, while at the same time
building up an image of a global operation,” commented a tourism industry expert. “This way the
company can be prepared with its own IR to compete with foreign operators when local gaming
expands and, should the deregulation process be
delayed, the company would still be a first mover
in the market.”
The commentator said that it’s also a win, win for
Sega Sammy, giving the Japanese gaming and
pachinko company a chance to experience casino
business on an indepth scale and thereby gaining
the legitimacy to compete for a license in Japan
when the country opens up. However, the current
venture is limited to South Korea and doesn’t
mean that Paradise would be the de facto partner
for Sega Sammy at home. “This deal structure
reflects Sega's perception that the Japanese
authorities are unlikely to accept Paradise when
there are more famous options (e.g. LVS, MGM), as
well as its intention to partner with a major global
operator.”
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Totally Gaming

3 was big, think bigger!
For free entry to the most SENSATIONAL gaming expo
in the world register at icetotallygaming.com
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icE proMisEs
sENsaTioNal
shoWcasE
A treat for all the senses, ICE Totally
Gaming 2014 offers the ultimate platform
to view everything gaming has to offer
Visitors to ICE 2014 will have the mouth-watering
prospect of seeing the entire world of gaming covering betting, bingo, casino, lottery, online, street
and social gaming in what is the world’s biggest
gaming space comprising some 55,000 sqm – bigger than in 2013.
ICE is the only business-to-business event to bring
together both the online and offline gaming worlds
under one roof and the only exhibition to provide a
truly global perspective on gaming trends with 65%
of exhibitors drawn from outside the UK. Alongside
gaming’s mega brands ICE will also feature a total
of 74 companies making their first appearance at
ICE. It’s credentials like this which prompted Jens
Halle, Managing Director of AGI to describe ICE as
the ‘world’s biggest and best event for the international gaming industry’.

Kate Chambers,
Portfolio Director
responsible for ICE
Totally Gaming.

The commitment we are making to our
stakeholders is to invest in the ICE brand
with a far reaching and truly 'sensational'
multi-media campaign which connects
with the 100+ nationalities who we
welcome to London each year.”

spent at February’s event to 40,267. The commitment we are making to our stakeholders is to invest
in the ICE brand with a far reaching and truly 'sensational' multi-media campaign which connects
with the 100+ nationalities who we welcome to
London each year.”

evenT on Course To seT new reCords

gate seamlessly around the 60,267sqm of floor
space occupied by ICE, as well as keeping stakeholders fully up-to-date with developments
through a link to the #ICE2014 social media tag.
Heralding the launch of the app, ICE Marketing
Director Jo Mayer said: “There’s more and more
evidence to demonstrate that the visitors who plan
their time at ICE get the most from what the exhibition has to offer. The event guide app is a dynamic,
mobile window on the world’s biggest gaming exhibition and an essential information tool for visitors
wanting to make appointments at show and generally keep connected with all of the latest developments both on and off the show floor.”
The ICE app will be available to download for free
from the iTunes App Store and the Google Play
Store in early December.

new blood brings inspiraTion To iCe
new app developed for world’s
biggesT gaming evenT

ICE Sensational, is the theme of the marketing
campaign which organisers are hoping will secure
the 4th consecutive year of growth at what is the
world’s biggest gaming expo. The experiential campaign will appear throughout international gaming
media, as well as in an extensive print and digital
direct marketing campaign and innovative social
media promotions.

Visitors, exhibitors and delegates attending ICE
Totally Gaming and the co-located ICE Conferences
will benefit from the launch of a new mobile event
guide app, which has been developed specifically
for what is the most complete business-to-business gaming event on the industry calendar.

Visitors attending the latest edition of ICE Totally
Gaming (4-6 February) will be treated to a record
67 debut exhibitors from across the international
gaming community. Taking place for the second
straight year at London ExCeL, ICE Totally Gaming
will be featuring multiple new exhibitors from
regions including China, the U.S., Malta, Austria,
and Cyprus, as well as 15 from Great Britain.

Kate Chambers, Portfolio Director responsible for
ICE Totally Gaming said: “The 2013 campaign succeeded in helping to attract a total of 22,247 unique
attendees, a 4.3% increase on 2012, 8.6% up on 2011
and a massive 17.8% uplift on 2010. The number of
visitor days - the average amount of time visitors
spent at the event - increased from 1.51 days (2012)
to 1.81 (2013) taking the total number of visitor days

The free app, which is going live in December, will
allow visitors to view the full event schedule,
browse the latest product launches and develop a
personal event planner that will remind users of
appointments, business meetings, conferences and
seminar sessions. Produced by leading app developer Genie Connect, it will also feature a detailed
interactive floor-plan that will help visitors navi-

Underlining the Importance of first time exhibitors,
Kate Chambers, Portfolio Director responsible for
ICE Totally Gaming, said: "First and foremost we
would like to extend a warm welcome to all our
new exhibitors at the 2014 show. We cannot understate the importance of these additions, and the
new inspiration, innovations and experience that
comes along with them.
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“Our returning exhibitors and visitors alike will get a
fresh look at the gaming world around them with
this new blood, with new exhibitors travelling from
as far afield as China, Korea, Israel and Brazil, each
bringing their own perspective on the sector” she
added.

iT’s all abouT business aT gaming’s
inTernaTional CommerCial CenTre
ICE visitors are being encouraged to pre-plan their
meetings with exhibitors to ensure that they don’t
miss out on the huge commercial opportunities
which are available at the London event. The
advice comes as research conducted by Vivid
Interface amongst exhibiting companies at the 2013
show, confirms that ICE London is the international
gaming industry’s commercial capital.
The Vivid Interface research showed that exhibitors
held on average 52 business meetings at ICE, a figure, which when applied across all 2013 exhibitors,
totals some 25,012 commercial gatherings.
Vivid’s Geoffrey Dixon said: “From my experience
gained researching across the exhibition industry,
such a level of commercial activity is near the very
top of the spectrum, with the aggregate value of the
deals agreed at ICE being worth many hundreds of
millions of dollars. ICE is unique in that it is both a
business and an information exchange event which
results in a very senior tranche of Chief Executives,
thought leaders and buyers with absolute authority.
The exhibitors told us in interviews that this is a
very potent audience profile and one that sets ICE
apart from other events in the gaming space”.
“ ICE is the meeting place of choice for the international gaming community and the challenge for vis-

itors is to ensure that they are able to meet with the
exhibitors they want to do business with and clearly the best way to achieve that is to arrange meetings in advance of the exhibition opening rather
than simply leaving it to chance on arrival. ICE is
simply too popular an event to risk missing out.”

agee direCTor looks forward To
london as iCe beComes The hub for
world influenCers
AGEM Director of Europe, Tracy Cohen, has
described February's ICE Totally Gaming expo, taking place at ExCeL London (4th/5th/6th February),
as being 'an ideal platform to spread the word about
what AGEM does and important to the future
growth of the Association'. Her comments come as
the international gaming community of developers,
suppliers, buyers, operators, thought leaders and
regulators prepares to meet in London, for what is
now widely regarded as being the most important
exhibition and conference programme in gaming.

Tracy Cohen,
AGEM Director of
Europe.

ICE Totally Gaming expo 2014, taking
place at ExCeL London (4th/5th/6th
February), is 'an ideal platform to spread
the word about what AGEM does and
important to the future growth of the
Association'.

Kate Chambers, Portfolio Director responsible for
ICE, said: "As well as being gaming's international
commercial centre, it is increasingly clear that ICE
has also become the hub or focal point for many of
the world's most important associations, regulators
and non-commercial organisations. For a long time
it's been widely accepted that the products
launched at ICE have and will shape the commercial future of gaming. In tandem with this, the policies and decisions made by the trade bodies and
non-commercial organisations at ICE will also help
direct the future of the international business and
determine how it adapts to the huge changes in the
markets and responds to the challenges ahead."
She added: "Wherever possible we work closely
with our trade association colleagues to help deliver their objectives from attending ICE. For 2014 we
have created a new high-level networking and
business programme in partnership with the
International Association of Gaming Advisors,
International Association of Gaming Regulators, the
European Casino Association and the National
Casino Forum. Christened the World Regulatory
Assembly at ICE, the free entry event will open
with a pre-show cocktail evening on the Monday
night at the Tower of London and will be followed
by the World Regulatory Briefing, which is a high
level, in-depth day focusing on regulation updates
in key jurisdictions.
“The Assembly will be completed by a Legal
Masterclass comprising free to attend, show floor
seminars and surgeries. By working in partnership
with our trade association partners we ensure that
ICE engages with the key issues of the day, remains
relevant and delivers on behalf of its stakeholders,"
she concluded
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soliDiTy aND
coNFiDENcE
Cammegh is excitedly looking forward to
showing its expanding range of rouletterelated products at ICE Totally Gaming
Cammegh - the makers of the world's finest
roulette wheels, will be showing its leading range
of wheels and wheel-related products at the ICE
Totally Gaming 2014 exhibition in London. From
the classic Connoisseur through to the state-ofthe-art Mercury 360, Mercury 360 RRS, Aurora
360 and Crystal wheels, Cammegh will put on a
dizzying display of beautiful craftsmanship and
engineering skill on booth S12-220
In addition to its world renowned wheels,
Cammegh's automatic Slingshot 2 will also take
pride of place at ICE 2014 alongside the EyeBall
camera (only recently installed in the Ritz Casino
in London as part of a complete table display
system), which will be showing Cammegh's range
of bonus numbers games and side bets generated
by the Mercury 360, Mercury 360 Aurora and
Slingshot 2 wheels. The UK company will also be
creating a dedicate card games zone on the booth,
highlighting Cammegh's card recognition
technology, with EyeCard scrutinising the results
from the dealer in conjunction with the BillBoard
to give real-time game results; while
EyeCardPlus can deliver feedback from every
single card played at the table. Building upon the
success of the original Billboard with the
Billboard 2, Cammegh has developed its own
media controller, MediaPro, which enables
content scheduling and TV streaming to be
controlled and scheduled directly by the operator
using an intuitive user-interface. Rounding out
the products on show at ICE will be Cammegh's
analysis tools, including PitBoss and Wheel
Manager, incorporating recent updates to enable
complete integration with third-party
management systems.
Discussing the importance of the show with
Andrew Cammegh, he explained that ICE is an
exhibition that presents both opportunities and
surprises. "I'd say that the split of visitors to ICE is
always unpredictable. While the show
unquestionably draws European customers,
year-on-year we welcome visitors from wildly
6 0

Andrew
Cammegh,
Cammegh.

“We make all the movements within our
roulette wheels ourselves, which is a
huge comfort to our customers and a
source of great confidence in our
products. When customers visit our
factory they appreciate both the depth of
knowledge and our ownership of that
product. From that confidence brings
partnership and solidity within a very
reassuring and comfortable business
environment - that's why our customers
keep returning to Cammegh."

diverse territories from around the world,
building our relationships with operators from
Australia, New Zealand and South Africa for
example, some of the farthest flung places from
London that you can imagine. The show has
certainly helped us to develop significant
marketshare in those markets. Equally, we also
see great numbers of third-party OEM developers
and a large proportion from the online sector
interested in the Mercury 360 RRS wheel and
Slingshot 2; with lots of interest in particular for
EyeCard as online players increasingly want to
see real cards, rather than the bar-coded variety
traditionally used online."
The year ending 2013 has been the most
successful so far for Cammegh, a company that
continues to expand its portfolio of products

within its very clearly defined niche. Everything
Cammegh creates stems from its world's finest
roulette wheel, interconnecting with the wheel to
provide the same level of precision-engineered
craftsmanship across its tightly focused product
range. "We took a conscious decision not to
overburden ourselves with an enormous range of
products," explained Mr. Cammegh. "We are
highly specialised with roulette and carry that
best-of-breed status into each of the products we
create in harmony with our wheels. And because
our products are grown organically here at
Cammegh, we know everything there is to know
about them. Our technical support is unrivalled
because we understand each and every product
inside out."
Cammegh's confidence in its products bleeds into
everything. It's customer interactions are
grounded upon partnership, trust and solidity,
with a warm reception greeting every visitor to
the ICE stand. It's an infectious passion that
customers respond to positively. "I believe that
the Cammegh brand represents solidity and
reassurance," states Mr. Cammegh. "Our decision
to bring all the precision engineering in-house
was a considered step in terms of our business
values, enabling us to take complete ownership of
the CNC tools that fabricate the roulette wheels.
We make all the movements within our roulette
wheels ourselves, which is a huge comfort to our
customers and a source of great confidence in our
products. When customers visit our factory they
appreciate both the depth of knowledge and our
ownership of that product. From that confidence
brings partnership and solidity within a very
reassuring and comfortable business
environment - that's why our customers keep
returning to Cammegh."
Cammegh looks forward to extending its warm
welcome to visitors to ICE Totally Gaming 2014.
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sETTiNG a sENsaTioNal sTaGE aT ThE icE shoW
It will be a family affair once again for the
Novomatic Group of Companies with a
host of new products spread across the
massive S8-150 stand at the ICE show
As has become traditional Novomatic will host
the largest booth at the upcoming ICE Totally
Gaming; the largest, most comprehensive and
international B2B gaming exhibition in the world.
Novomatic extends a warm welcome to visitors
to see and try for themselves the very latest
product and service innovations that mark new
horizons for the world of gaming.
From February 4th – 6th London’s Excel will, for
the second time, be the host venue for the event
that is the focus of the entire global gaming
industry, ICE Totally Gaming. With a new floor
layout this year (ICE now uses sections of both
the South and North halls of ExCel) Novomatic,
with a massive 4,500 sqm of booth space,
commands the show’s most prominent position
by taking up the central south hall from its visitor
entry points and along the entire depth of the
hall.
The space is, of course, necessary, as Novomatic
brings a wide range of its subsidiary companies to
London. The Astra Gaming Group (Astra Games,
Bell-Fruit Games, Empire Games, Gamestec and
Mazooma Games) welcome visitors at the
entrance, then Admiral Sportwetten, JVH
exploitatie, Eurocoin, Octavian and Novomatic
Gaming Spain stand shoulder to shoulder
alongside a dedicated Online gaming area that
features Greentube, iGaming2Go and the latest
member of the Novomatic family, Betware and
its online lottery solutions. The main booth
section features the full range of gaming
innovations from Austrian Gaming Industries,

GmbH (AGI), including an extended Roulette
area, new cabinet presentations as well as
jackpot, game and casino management as well as
cash handling system launches. One particularly
exciting display will be the first showing of NBS,
the Novomatic Biometric Systems. All in all, a
true celebration of world gaming at its highest
level that, coupled with Novomatic ’s warm
welcome and traditional Austrian hospitality,
make this a truly ‘must visit’ destination for ICE
visitors.
Jens Halle, Managing Director AGI, stated: “We
are eagerly looking forward to ICE once again as
this, in exhibition terms, is the absolute highlight

of the year for Novomatic. Last year’s ICE was
very much a transitional event, due to the change
of both date and venue, but it still managed to
deliver a great experience for us as exhibitors
and, most importantly, for visitors.
“With the changes to the show’s layout for this
year we confidently expect ICE to take another
major step forward and provide a spectacular
stage for Novomatic to present the new
innovations that I am certain will be an integral
part of tomorrow’s gaming landscape. I extend a
warm welcome to all our business partners,
friends and guests and I look forward to meeting
with you once again in London.”

prizEs WiThouT surprisEs
Promotional risk company, PIMSSCA, will be exhibiting its portfolio of
products at ICE on stand N12-126
In addition to presenting Jackpot Prize
Insurance at ICE 2014 PIMS-SCA will be
exhibiting both its PrizePad and 'The Prize
Software Development Kit'.
PrizePad is a live marketing data capture and
CRM tool that launched in 2013 and already
has been incorporated into a UK casino's CRM
programme. Casino visitors enter details on
the PrizePad for the chance to play an instant
win game for a cash prize.
The Prize SDK allows web, app and game
developers to integrate a prize draw or instant
win game while incentivising customers with
a high value prize to respond to a specific

‘call-to-action’; download an app, play a game
for longer or register on a site.
Both products allow you to embrace creativity
and big ideas for maximum impact, and for a
fraction of the total prize fund PIMS-SCA takes
on the financial risk of a winner.
So whether you are looking for a high impact
£10 million jackpot or simply protect yourself,
PIMS-SCA's Prize Insurance case studies show
in practice how budgets can be maximised and
balance sheets fixed, no matter how big the
jackpot / payout.
This year, PIMS-SCA became the only
promotional risk company to be a registered
Lloyd’s Broker. As well as continuing to work
with some of the largest, global A-rated
insurance companies, the best available
financial protection is guaranteed.
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FirsT siGNs oF
WiThDraWal

DouBlE hEaDEr
For JcM GloBal
JCM Global is to bring its award-winning
and ‘Better, Smarter, Faster’ transaction
technologies to ICE and IMA shows
This January and February, amusement and
gaming operators across Europe will find unique
ways to evolve their operations thanks to leading
transaction technologies from JCM Global. JCM is
bringing better, smarter, faster solutions to two
important gaming trade shows in Europe early next
year, IMA in Düsseldorf and ICE Totally Gaming in
London.
First is IMA, the International Trade Fair for
Amusement and Vending Machines, which takes
place 14-17 January at the Exhibition Centre in
Dϋsseldorf, Germany. JCM will be in booth
8a/H24. Next is ICE Totally Gaming, which will be
held 4-6 February in London’s ExCeL Centre. JCM
will be exhibiting on stand N8-120.
At each show, JCM will show its line of awardwinning products. Headlining each show is the
iVIZION bill validator, the reason that JCM has won
more than 80 percent of all new casino openings in
North America over the past 24 months. In Europe,
iVIZION is making an equally impressive impact
with both suppliers and operators. With iVIZION
leading the way, numerous customers on the OEM,
operator and casino side have trusted JCM Global
and have chosen a variety of different JCM Global
products and cooperate with JCM as their preferred
supplier.
JCM introduces the next generation EBA, or
European Bill Acceptor, at each show. The EBA-40
allows plug & play upgrade from the EBA-3x
series, one of the most widely used bill validators
in its class in central Europe.
The state-of-the-art sensor technology captures
10 times more precise data and twice more
numbers of data from each banknote, providing
the best security against counterfeits in its class.
The optional bar-sensor module allow TiTo
acceptance, which makes EBA-40 a perfect choice
for the VLT applications. In addition, the faster
processing speed and the industry’s best antifishing mechanism pof EBA-40 Bill Acceptor
ensure the unbeatable cost-performance ratio and
the long-lasting customer satisfaction.
Also showing is iPRO-RC™, UBA® and Vega-RC
bill validators. Each has outstanding anticounterfeit and anti-stringing technologies, and
iPRO and Vega have optional recycling technology
for an even higher uptime.
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Online cash transaction solutions
provider, Ukash, will be exhibiting its
innovative withdrawal service at ICE

For very highvolume applications,
JCM’s Transactional
Bill Validator (TBV) has
the same powerful anticounterfeit technology as
the iPRO combined with a
bulk note feed feature that
accepts up to 50 notes at a
time. TBV with Bulk Note
Feeder is becoming more
and more popular at casino tables, allowing realtime monitoring and the secure cash management
for the casino operators.

Since 2005, Ukash have enabled consumers
around the world to use cash to make safe and
secure transactions online, and is now
available at 465,000 retail locations across 57
countries and in 14 different local currencies.
Consumers simply exchange their cash at retail
outlets including shops, petrol/gas stations and
ATMs for a unique 19-digit Ukash code.
Consumers can then deposit their Ukash and
play online across thousands of websites.

JCM’s Intelligent Cash Box (ICB) gives operators
powerful web-enabled reporting combined with
impressive accuracy and technology that
eliminates potential for human error.

The recently launched Ukash Cash
Withdrawals service allows players in the UK
to pick up their cash withdrawal at more than
2,500 BankMachine ATMs or any of PayPoint’s
26,000 terminals. This innovative and
unrivalled service enables operators to provide
their players with a full payment solution from
deposit to easy withdrawal of cash winnings,
helping them to attract new cash customers,
maximise their profitability and increase player
loyalty. Following the success of Ukash Cash
Withdrawals in the UK, Ukash are looking to
replicate this model globally and will be
present at ICE Totally Gaming 2014 on stand
N14-324 to converse with operators worldwide
to expand this initiative.

JCM will also show its award-winning line of
better, smarter, faster printers, including the
amazingly flexible HSVL Transformer™ Thermal
Printer with adjustable spindle arms for the
ultimate in configuration flexibility. The PayCheck
4™ thermal printer lasts longer, prints faster and
has a high standard memory.
See the entire line of JCM Global’s award-winning
products and discover how you can evolve your
operations now at www.jcmglobal.com.

TaKiNG ThE plaTForM pluNGE
ComTrade Gaming is a leading
independent software supplier to the
gaming industry, delivering open
gaming platforms and professional
services to both the online and land
based gaming sectors.

supports central bonusing over all products
and allows the operator to choose best of
breed suppliers for their content.
l

ComTrade invites visitors to visit its ICE show
stand N9 – 131. The company’s strengths lie in
the development of enterprise software
solutions that are based on industry standards.
The following products will be presented at
ICE 2014:
l

iCore, The Enterprise Gaming Platform, is
built for premium operators that manage
very diverse environments often combined
with land based casino or retail outlets. It

l

sCore, The Gaming Systems Management,
technology is driving major change and
innovation in the land-based gaming
market. The sCore platform operates by
connecting terminals from all leading
gaming machine suppliers to a central
server, from where terminals are monitored
and configured in real time. It is based on
standard GSA protocols.
gCore, The Game Server, enables
distribution of casino content via online,
mobile, and server based gaming channels.
It is specially designed for easy migration of
existing land based content using flash and
HTML5 game development kits.
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EVoluTioN
plaNs spEcial
icE shoWcasE sETTiNG pulsEs raciNG aT icE
Evolution to showcase new Live Three
Card Poker, Live Blackjack side bets and
world-class mobile Live Casino at ICE
Evolution Gaming, the world leader in videostreamed Live Dealer gaming, will showcase
exciting additions to its ever-growing Live
Casino offering on stand S4 210 at ICE.
Making its exhibition premiere will be Live
Three Card Poker, created in partnership with
SHFL entertainment, Inc., and described as, “a
world-class Live Casino version of the most
popular casino speciality table game of all
time.” This latest release will be joined by an
enhanced release of Evolution’s world’s fastest
Live Blackjack, now with 21+3 and Perfect Pairs
side bets.
Further underlining Evolution’s commitment to
delivering a flawless multi-channel Live
Casino will be its recently extended iOS and
Android mobile offering. Visitors will see how
all Evolution core games – and all tables – can
be played on iPad and leading Android tablets,
with all Live Roulette games and tables also
accessible in world-class quality on iPhone and
key Android smartphones.
Also making their debut at ICE will be
Evolution’s Immersive Roulette – the world’s
most advanced online Live Roulette – and
Multi-Game Play. Immersive Roulette uses
multiple HD cameras to allow players to follow
every movement of the ball in close-up. MultiGame Play, meanwhile, enables players to play
up to four live games simultaneously in one
window.

Italy’s VNE is set to present a truly
international range of products,
including biometrics, at ICE 2014
The position of VNE at this year’s ICE reflects
the global stance of VNE in the market for
change machines. Set very near the centre (S5212) of the hall to the right of the main entrance
with direct access to entrance S3, VNE is rightly
positioned for business.
The extensive VNE product range will be on
display. This includes change solutions in
banknotes to coins, banknotes to banknotes
and coins, coins to coins and tickets to
banknotes and coins. These solutions cover all
gaming market segments – casino, VLT, AWP
and amusement.
The Viking change machine is the latest change
machine from VNE and has a host of features.
The integrated Bill-to-Bill 200 enables up to
200 bank notes (in two denominations, 100 of
each) to be recycled. Two heavy-duty hoppers
have a capacity of 2,500 each – so a total of
5,000 coins can be stored for change purposes.
The Viking change machine weighs 150 kg –
over almost three times the standard change
machine weight. The double steel protection in
the front door and the multitude of heavy-duty
locking hooks explain this additional weight. In
addition to this, VNE offers the possibility to
secure VNE change machines to a wall (using
the ‘Blindo’) or the floor (using the ‘Heavy’). The
biometrics reads and acknowledges the
fingerprint for access purposes. Furthermore,

the Viking is equipped with complete
technology for online, real time access – for
both commercial (accounting, etc) and
technical (monitoring, potential fault search,
etc). Operators thus have complete control of
the Viking at their fingertips.
The Viking change machine will be joined by a
whole host of further change machines – to
offer the right product for the right market
segment. Whether for bars, arcades, casinos,
VLT, AWPs or amusement machines – VNE has
the corresponding change machine. The Super
Change VLT accepts and dispenses coins and
banknotes and handles tickets and cards.
The bulk coin acceptance accepts coins at 20
coins per second – ideal for tipping in a pot of
coins. Another VLT solution is: The Queen
Change accepts and dispenses barcode tickets
and can be connected to all VLT platforms. The
coin and note capacity are very high – 4,500
coins (3 hoppers) and 3,000 notes (5 note
dispensers).
VNE change machines are designed and
manufactured in Italy – so can be optimally
positioned due to their attractiveness. VNE
change machines are also a way to
communicate with customers – a marketing
and advertising tool. The large screen on the
front door of the Maxi Changer allows operators
to portray messages, adverts – anything they
wish and have saved on a USB stick. The
loudspeakers with the change machine means
that the change machine can also function as a
juke box, the video then being shown on the
large monitor.
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GaMiNG iN BlacK aND WhiTE
Gaming Laboratories International’s
unrivaled levels of independence,
impartiality and integrity will be on display
at the ICE Totally Gaming event in London
For nearly 25 years, Gaming Laboratories
International (GLI), the world’s leading gaming
testing laboratory and technical consultancy, has
been bringing its strategic insights and testing
expertise to land-based and online gaming
jurisdictions worldwide.
Now GLI will be on stand N6-220 at ICE Totally
Gaming 2014, where the company will present its
independent testing, inspection and certification
services.
“Whether you’re an operator, supplier or
regulator, today’s gaming industry is like a global
chess game, and it takes a long-term strategy to
successfully navigate the nuances of regulations
in land-based, lottery and online gaming,” said
GLI Europe Managing Director Martin Britton.
“Because we have 21 locations around the world,
GLI is uniquely suited to assist companies and
government agencies successfully accomplish
their goals, with our unrivaled levels of
independence, impartiality and integrity.”

Martin Britton,
Managing
Director,
GLI Europe.

“Whether you’re an operator, supplier or
regulator, today’s gaming industry is like
a global chess game, and it takes a longterm strategy to successfully navigate
the nuances of regulations in land-based,
lottery and online gaming. Because we
have 21 locations around the world, GLI is
uniquely suited to assist companies and
government agencies successfully
accomplish their goals, with our unrivaled
levels of independence, impartiality and
integrity.”

Further, GLI’s Vice President of Government
Affairs and General Counsel Kevin Mullally will
address ICE attendees on common standards and
regulator harmonisation during the WrB in

Conference on Tuesday, 4 February. Mullally will
also appear on the panel “Gaming Convergence”
on 5 February as part of the International Masters
of Gaming Law Intensive Masters Class.
Center stage for GLI will be its global capabilities
in professional services, field services and lottery
consulting and testing. GLI offers an extensive
portfolio of professional services, including
project management; governance risk and
compliance; technical services; and training
through the company’s GLI University® program.
GLI’s field services help operators protect
themselves in today’s highly connected and
interconnected gaming world. Field services
include physical and system risk assessments;
communication testing; audit software; and
threat assessments from external and internal
sources.
GLI has been serving lotteries since 1989, and
today the company serves more than 65 lotteries
globally. GLI’s wide range of lottery services
includes auditing, compliance, consulting and
testing. GLI is a member of WLA, European
Lotteries, NASPL and CIBELAE.
For more information on Gaming Laboratories
International and its services, visit GLI at ICE
Totally Gaming stand N6-220 or anytime at
gaminglabs.com.

aiNsWorTh aDDs ThE iciNG To ThE caKE
Watch out London! Ainsworth plans to
dominate at this year’s ICE, with an
exciting display of cutting-edge products
that will deliver ‘A Winning Play’
Ainsworth’s booth at ICE 2014 will be the destination for the latest innovation-inspired
products, like Ainsworth’s Premium Plus titles:
Reels of Wheels, King Spin and Cash Challenge
all in the super-sized A560 Wide Boy cabinet.
Be enthralled by the high definition graphics
encased in a 32ins. LCD top box brilliantly displaying a unique multi wheel feature.
Linking 5 wheels to 5 reels the Reels of Wheels
feature wheels will spin to determine special
wild symbols linked to reels 1 through to 5.
Reels of Wheels builds anticipation with 8
exhilarating free games providing guaranteed
wild symbols and accumulating wild multipliers, multiplying wins up to 5 times on reel 3.
Reels of Wheels is sure to be a hit with players
as it continuously rewards with 4 levels of
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rapid triggering Standalone
Progressives featuring a $5,000
Grand Progressive Jackpot.
Ainsworth’s hottest new link
progressive releases are also
set to be unveiled; such as
Treasure Storm and Oriental
Fortune plus Mystery products:
Golden Goose Mystery, Big
Chief Mystery, Glitter Mystery,
Wolf King II Mystery and
Hummin Mystery along with
many other exciting new concept
brands due for release in 2014.
Premiering brand new titles at
ICE 2014 are some of
Ainsworth’s classics in the signature GamePlus library: Quad
Shot, Double Hit, Triple Shot, Play
100Lines/50Lines/40Lines and
High Denom. Look out for two new eye catching brands: Wheel Winner and Crazy Ways!

The exhilarating Multi Win multigame entertainer range brought
to you by Ainsworth is set to
light up the stage and includes
an exciting mix of titles from
the extensive GamePlus
library!
Scott Clarebrough, Group
General Manager Strategy and
Development commented:
“Ainsworth is excited to present
our latest additions to ICE, our
new games truly combine our premium math models with the
Ainsworth flare for entertainment
and fun”
Drop by the Ainsworth Booth N6120 and have the Ainsworth team
present their latest additions, it’s
sure to be the ‘icing’ on the cake at
ICE 2014. Visit www.ainsworth.com.au for
more details.
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TcsJohNhuxlEy TaKiNG cENTrE sTaGE aT icE
Supernova will form the centrepiece
attraction on a TCSJohnHuxley stand
that will deliver on the promise of
innovation and operator partnerships
TCSJohnHuxley, the global innovator of Live
Gaming Solutions, will showcase its leading edge
technology product portfolio at ICE. With a focus
on key products - Gaming Floor Live, Supernova
Progressive and electronic table games, the company will also feature industry leading products
including Traditional Gaming Tables and Roulette
Wheels, Chipper Champ 2, e-FX Displays and APlus shuffler, to name but a few.
“2013 saw a focus on customer driven innovation
and input on key products in our range”, said Cath
Burns TCSJohnHuxley Group CEO. “We have
invested in infrastructure, products and people,
creating teams to power innovation and further
strengthen business partnerships. We will be
showing these developments at ICE and demonstrating how this technology is already providing
solutions to our customers across the globe.”
Taking centre stage at ICE, the Supernova
Progressive Platform is a powerful Floor Wide
Event and Mystery Progressive platform that can
adapt to almost any table game and allows operators to configure as many different prizes and
jackpots as they want. Supernova delivers incremental profits and gives fast return on investment.
Over the past 10 months, TCSJohnHuxley has
installed over 70 tables in South Africa and
Australia, with some operators reporting side bet
revenues doubling within a matter of weeks.
Supernova was also awarded Best Table Game
Product Innovation at the 12th Annual Gaming &
Technology Awards – a further endorsement to
this great product.
Visitors to the show will also see the latest e-FX
Elite 2 winning number display systems.
Introducing a new aluminium case design it
builds on all the strengths of the original e-FX
Elite, with more added functionality and featuring
a new screen with higher resolution. e-FX Elite 2
brings fully integrated cable management and
improved camera fixing points with the option of
an additional promotional topper screen. Backlit
buttons with intelligent lighting modes deliver
improved usability; whist dual attendant / staff
call lights result in improved customer service.
The full TCSJohnHuxley portfolio will be showcased at ICE in the South Halls on Stand S11-155.

a cozy sET oF parTNErships
Cozy Games will showcase its latest
games from industry-leading designers
on its stand N12 245 at ICE 2014
At ICE 2014 Cozy Games will be showcasing
their latest HTML5 game releases, including
“Rubies and Sapphires,” “Treasures of King
Arthur” and “Bargainista” from their partnership
with Sigma Games. Sigma Games is run by
James Ramshaw and Kevin McGovern, both of
whom worked for Barcrest /IGT for many years,
designing some of the best performing games in
the industry like “Rainbow Riches”, “Cashino”
and many more.
Game focus: “Rubies and Sapphires” is a jewel
themed, 5 reel, 20 payline slot game with a 95
per cent RTP. The game has multiple second
screen bonus features, in the Rubies bonus three
concentric wheels spin in different directions to
decide the multiple the player will win. To top it
all this innovative and compelling game runs a
three level progressive jackpot.
In addition, Cozy will be showing “Queen of
Legends”, “Mystic Wilds” and “Five Pirates”
from their partnership with Lightning Box

Games. Based in Sydney, Australia, Lightning
Box have been supplying slot games to the
industry since 2004. Previously designers
exclusively for IGT, they have designed the
maths models behind some of IGT’s top performing games.
Game focus: “Queens of Legends” is a rich 5 reel,
40 payline slot with a 95 per cent RTP, with its
theme derived from Greek Mythology, the beautiful Queen is the “hero” symbol. This is an
exciting and volatile slot with players winning
up to 6 free games with up to a possible 16X
multiplier. Rich in graphics and with the interactive coin pick bonus navigation players are
guaranteed an engaging gaming experience.
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liViNG GaMiNG To ThE Full
Online live games developer, Ezugi, will
be showing its latest products at ICE
2014. G3 asked COO, Anton Bagel,
about Ezugi’s plans for the show

whaT do you Think are going To be
The mosT signifiCanT advanCemenTs
in online gaming in 2014?

whaT's been happening aT ezugi sinCe
your firsT appearanCe aT iCe 2013?
Since last ICE show Ezugi had integrated over
20 new operators and keeps getting new
orders. We have extended the product portfolio
by adding the Live Lottery and started
developing several new games that will come
out in 2014.
One of the major changes has been an upgrade
of the player’s user interface, which has
brought a new look and feel to the game.

solutions and first of all the new android
application. Also some of the new games
that are currently in development could be
presented at ICE. Most likely it will be Live
Keno – the first Live Keno product on the
market.

whaT are you looking To aChieve in
2014?

Besides that, Ezugi has developed and
launched a Facebook social gaming
application, providing social casino players
with the ability to enjoy our Live Games.

From the product point of view, first of all we
would like to make a major shift to mobile,
significantly extending the target audience
and market.

whaT new developmenTs are you
looking To bring To iCe 2014?

And, as it was mentioned earlier, we are
planning to bring more live games to our
customers (currently there are 6 new games

We are planning to present our new mobile

haND-iN-haND soluTioNs
Suzo-Happ continues to help service and
support OEMs and operators to get the
most from their gaming products
Suzo-Happ will be taking prime position at the
ICE – due to take place between 4th and 6th
February at the ExCel Centre in London. Stand
N8-110 is directly next to the N4 entrance on the
left hall when arriving by the main entrance.
As the global gaming’s greatest and most
significant provider of components and spare
parts – there are plenty of reasons to come and
see Suzo-Happ. The perfect mix of top products
from distribution partners and home-grown
solutions provides the gaming market with
unbeatable choice and quality.
The Suzo-Happ Group continues to grow. For the
first time gaming solutions from Australian
subsidiary Transcity will be on display, including
the ‘Multi-touch TV Table’. This large screen TV is
perfect for sports betting – as players can view
the chosen sport and bet at the same time. This is
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planned to be launched in 2014, including the
above mentioned Live Keno). Based on the
2013 year achievements and new coming
developments Ezugi plans to see more new
operators joining and markets extended.

made possible thanks to Transcity technology
that can separate the screen into four separate
sections – each with its own control functions.
Choose between a coffee stand size or table-top
version.
Choice is what it is all about at Suzo-Happ. That
is why Suzo-Happ works together with the bestin-class manufacturers. These include Transact
with its full range of printers. This new, exciting
partnership offers the gaming world the best
printers available. Innovative Technology is the
leader in re-defining the market for banknote
readers. All the latest and greatest Innovative
Technology products will be shown on the SuzoHapp stand. For touchscreens – look no further
than ELO. Once again, the ELO team will integrate
its stand within the Suzo-Happ stand –
underlying the very strong partnership between
the two companies.
All these solutions go hand-in-hand with SuzoHapp’s own products. Today Suzo-Happ’s own
brand can be identified with the new ‘PRO’ label.
‘Vision Pro’ = Suzo-Happ own-brand monitors,

More products will become mobile adjusted
extending the audience and players presence
online. Also the growing popularity of nontraditional/electronic currencies may
provide a lot of surprises and abilities to the
industry.

why should visiTors meeT wiTh ezugi
aT iCe ToTally gaming?
To see the new developments of Ezugi on
stand No. N14-211:
l
l
l
l
l

awesome Android application
new design of the Live Games (for those
who missed its launch in December)
new games
to get the information of the development
plans and, of course, to share opinions
at Ezugi we are always listening to the
customer and market needs to provide the
tailored solutions and the best services.

‘Printer Pro’ = Suzo-Happ own-brand printers,
‘Billiard Pro’ = Suzo-Happ own brand billiards,
etc.
As the master of hoppers and toppers – naturally
there will be a great range on display. This
includes the AES hopper solutions (Flow and
Cube) and the new version of the Celebration
topper. The AES electronic lock for the Italian
AWP market will take main stage for the AES
solutions.
Even more solutions can be expected for
pushbuttons. The unique market understanding
of the Suzo-Happ team has flowed into the new
LCD pushbuttons. Not only do they last longer
than OLED pushbuttons, the new Suzo-Happ
LCD push buttons are controlled individually. The
old problem of when one pushbutton fails, the
entire button deck needed replacing, now belongs
to the past!
Marcel Oelen, managing director of Suzo-Happ
EMEA, sums up, “We are making our contribution
to make ICE sensational. New companies, new
products from both ourselves and our partners
and brand new distribution partners alongside
this. This ICE promises to be the best yet.”
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MorE GaMEs
aND choicE
FroM apEx
APEX gaming is set to bring incredible
new gaming solutions to the global
gaming market at ICE Totally Gaming
Again, in prime position with a stand size of over
500 square metres, APEX gaming can be found at
stand number S5-150.

flexibility allows operators to choose just how
many terminals they require. Naturally this is
modular and can be expanded upon. Customers
can choose between four games – roulette,
baccarat, sic-bo or Quikker.
Quikker is a unique game and can be seen as a
mix between roulette and black jack. Betting on
the outcome of two cards – just like black jack –
yet having a great number of betting options to
choose from – just like roulette. Bet on the same
colour cards, the maximum added value of the
two cards, if one or both can be an ace.

inTroduCing apex mobile sloTs
The much-demanded revolution in true serverbased gaming on the casino floor has arrived.
Tablet gaming can now be integrated within the
slots floor. APEX has already integrated its top
fifteen games onto APEX MOBILE SLOTS. The
games are simple to integrate on any standard
(Android-based) tablet. Players can now
immediately be given more choice – slots games
are not just reduced to the slot machines
themselves. Players can continue their gaming
entertainment throughout the casino / gaming
location – for example in the restaurant or at the
bar. The APEX games ready for integration into
mobile tablet gaming include Leonardo’s Code,
Arriva, Ocean Tale and Red Hot Fruits.
Tablet gaming has thus been revolutionised.
Operators can now offer tablet gaming within
their own premises – this is now real gaming – in
other words, players stake money and can win
money just like they do on the slot machines. This
is a continuation of the slots and greatly expands
the possibilities of slots games within casinos.

If this were not enough: APEX gaming has
integrated its slots games into the APEX PLAYER
STATION. This is yet just another reason to see
this as a great new investment. Its quality and
design combined with its modularity and
flexibility are set to make this a great hit at ICE.

The pinnaCle gaming CabineT series
The latest and greatest gaming cabinet series will
once again be on display - the upright Pinnacle
and slant top cabinet Pinnacle SL. Pure gaming
luxury and wonderfully designed with lavishes of
chrome, the Pinnacle series remains a true gaming
reference in cabinet design, quality, longevity and
security.

shuffle king ii
The Shuffle King II is the perfect answer for
electronic, completely automatic single-deck card
shuffling. The shuffle time takes only around 35
seconds for one full deck of fifty-two cards. The
cards are shuffled in two cycles. The shuffle time
can be reduced to zero when working with two
separate decks of cards. During the game, a pack
can be shuffled and is then ready for the next
game. The croupier only needs to open the Shuffle
King II to take out the shuffled pack – meaning
zero waiting time. The croupier places the other
pack in the Shuffle King II for shuffling which is
then ready once the next game is over, etc.

idrop
The iDROP from APEX gaming brings even more
security and automation to the gaming floor. Built
into the live gaming table, croupiers can place the
banknotes in a bundle that are then individually
and automatically registered and securely stored.
There is even a slot for croupiers to enter into tips.
The iDROP can be linked with all SAS variants –
casino management now has the ability to receive
immediate information on the banknotes stored
at each individual live table.

furTher new games
The Multi Magic Classic, Multi Magic I until VI
series and Red Hot Fruits XXL games series
provides operators with a world of choice. APEX
gaming continues to place complete focus on new
games. Be prepared to be surprised about the new
games on show. The 3D games continue to
capture the imagination of players. Expect more
from APEX gaming here, too.

inTroduCing apex player sTaTion

apex sloT Challenge

A brand new multiplayer with all the fun of APEX
games and APEX’s unique QUIKKER game. The
APEX PLAYER STATION is fully electronic. The
fantastically designed roulette wheel is linked
with the APEX player terminals. The focus on

APEX gaming has further developed its ‘just-forfun’ mobile gaming section. Today a host of APEX
games can be played as a tournament –
increasing the fun and tension. Anyone can play
in a tournament within the given time. This unites
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friends around the globe, who can together bet for
fun on the APEX SLOT CHALLENGE. This is
available for both iOS and Android devices.

The whole team of APEX gaming is looking
forward to the ICE. Mr. Johannes Weissengruber,
founder and CEO of APEX gaming, notes: “We are
very proud of the solutions that we will be
showing. In particular, the APEX MOBILE SLOTS
and APEX PLAYER STATION are uniting
individual gaming elements, thus increasing
player satisfaction and enabling operators to offer
more choice in a very cost-effective way.”
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ThE TalK oF
ThE icE shoW
AMATIC NOW! promises to offer visitors
to the ICE Totally Gaming show in
London an unforgettable experience
Exciting times are ahead for gaming operators
around the world. Living in a digital world has
created a whole new set of expectations.
AMATIC Industries from Austria has benefited
from its extensive market research to introduce
AMATIC NOW! This is set to become the talk of
the ICE. AMATIC NOW! is all about enjoying
your gaming experience when you want it.
Whether it be at a casino, gaming arcade, bar or
at home – players can enjoy AMATIC games
when they wish – thanks to AMATIC NOW!
One example of AMATIC NOW! is the perfect
link between land-based and online / mobile
gaming. Players have access to their favourite
games on a host a different mediums – slot
machines, PC, tablet or smartphone. The
AMATIC online industry is growing fast and is
already approved in several jurisdictions. The
management team is placing great focus on
enabling more and more players to benefit from
online gaming.
AMATIC NOW! can be enjoyed at the AMATIC
electronic roulette multi-players. These multiplayers are traditionally focused on providing
players with electronic roulette. AMATIC has
much experience in offering their slot games on
the multi-players as well. Players have the
choice – they can enjoy roulette and then slot
games without having to vacate
that sought-after multi-player
seat. AMATIC NOW! makes this
gaming possibility reality.

iT’s Curved and jusT so
beauTiful – The
performer
Creating a new slot machine
that just stands out so much
and draws in visitors like a
magnet – that was the result
of the ICE 2013. Naturally, the
Performer gaming cabinet will
be on proud display on the
AMATIC stand. Its curved
design adds flair and fashion
to any gaming floor. Seeing is
believing. Seeing is the
Performer.

The Performer will be joined by a new AMATIC
cabinet friend – the X4000. The updated,
fresher version of the X3000, the X4000 offers
clearer, brighter gaming entertainment.

grand jeu eleCTroniC rouleTTe –
wiTh amaTiC now!
The jewel of electronic roulette – AMATIC
Industries has the right solutions for the right
markets. Whether casino or street gaming – the
Grand Jeu range is wonderful to look at, great to
play and enduring. When understanding just
how long these Austrian-made Grand Jeu
electronic roulette multi-players last, then the
cost of ownership is probably one of the lowest
in the entire industry.
The Grand Jeu 22WS and Grand Jeu Double
offer excellent choice. Also, an independent
electronic roulette wheel or a live wheel can be
linked to separate terminals – providing
operators with the greatest of flexibility to
expand on this solution to fit their own
investment plan.
The king of all the AMATIC roulettes is surely
the fully automatic dual-wheel Grand Jeu
Double that combines two individual electronic
roulette wheels. These can be set so that a
player may play on both at the same time –
creating double roulette entertainment.
The wide screen monitors show the player
graphics in high definition resolution –
providing for all the data players look for. The
Grand Jeu Double has ten player positions and
comes as standard with four large-screen
monitors.

exTensive games ChoiCe
The right games for the right cabinets – that is
AMATIC Industries. The games library is
a strong pillar within the enterprise and
this library continues to grow. Yet again
AMATIC Industries will be unveiling new
games to add to their greatest hits that
include Billy’s Gang, 80 Days, Casanova,
Aztec Secret, Baron Munchhausen, GrandX
and Pharao II.

foCus on online and mobile
gaming
AMATIC Industries continues to place
strong focus on the online side of
the business. Management at
AMATIC Industries recognises the
demand for their games in the internet.
The popularity of AMATIC games in landbased gaming locations can now be
transferred to internet gaming.

server –based gaming / vlT
soluTions
AMATIC Industries is perfectly at home in the
SBG and VLT world. This comes along with a
wide-ranging jackpot system to ensure the
complete benefits of server-based gaming can
come to fruition.

Casino floor managemenT sysTem
What a choice – the whole world of games,
cabinets, multi-players. And all these can be
linked by AMATIC themselves. The AMATIC
Casino Floor Management
System makes the gaming
solutions complete.
AMATIC Industries will be
exhibiting on stand number
S6-150 with a stand size of
over 500 square metres at
the ICE which will take
place at the ExCeL Centre
in London between
4th and 6 February
2014.
AMATIC NOW! – the ability
to provide AMATIC games
entertainment at any time,
anywhere – is ready and
waiting for you!
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arisTocraT priMEs icE
WiTh ExplosiVE liNE-up
Aristocrat Technologies promises to
deliver THE best collection of games at
the ICE exhibition in over a decade
Aristocrat Technologies is set to light up the
ExCeL show floor in February on stand S4-250
as the global games developer prepares to launch
the widest, most diverse and unreservedly innovative range of new gaming solutions ever seen
outside of its core US and Australian markets.
“Operators visiting September’s G2E in Las
Vegas were treated to what was widely
described as the company’s best showcase to
date,” began European Sales & Marketing
Director, Donal Maguire. “Since then we’ve
worked tirelessly to bring many of those concepts to the European market at a far greater
pace than has previously been possible, to such
an extent that we are now seeing significant
numbers released just weeks or even days after
their US debuts. Around 80 per cent of the games
at ICE 2014 will be instantly available.
“But it’s the quality, calibre and inspiration
behind the myriad new themes and gaming concepts being introduced to players in EMEA that
really sets the 2014 Aristocrat range apart,”
added Mr Maguire.
E*Series is a prime example of Aristocrat’s drive
into new market segments. Targeting entertainment-style play, this new generation of games
harnesses high-end graphics, syncopated sounds
and engrossing maths models to deliver enduring
and intriguing game play. Featuring Golden
Amulet and Silver Treasures, Sky Rider is the

first family of E*Series games recently
launched in Europe, with players reacting
to their enchanting charms immediately,
one of the first pilot venues recording midweek coin-in performance of over
€16,000 a day. A further four E*Series
families, each sporting two complementary game titles, will be launched at ICE.
Player’s Choice is another key introduction as Aristocrat’s first widescreen Multigame for European and African casinos.
Two starter packs will be available, each
incorporating some of Aristocrat’s most
proven and popular games, Player’s Choice
Diamond offering 5 Dragons, Big Red, Buffalo,
Dollar Bear, Lucky 88 and Super Bucks IV all
under a Triple Standalone Progressive Jackpot,
whilst the Deluxe model incorporates favourites
Queen of the Nile, Geisha, Choy Sun Doa and
Tiki Torch.
Aristocrat’s legendary games are also being
made more widely available in the Legends
series, with Buffalo, 5 Dragons and Timber Wolf
all joining Queen of the Nile in dual-game format, offering players the choice of Classic or
Deluxe versions of these iconic games.
From Multi-game to Multi-Play, Wonder 4 continues to go from strength to strength, with the
fourth instalment of this formidable series –
Wonder 4 Gold – lining up at ICE alongside its
successful forerunners Wonder 4, Wonder 4
Special Edition and the recently launched
Wonder 4 Stars. Aristocrat has led the way with
best execution in this unique gaming segment
where players spin up to four reel sets concurrently, with the new Gold incarnation featuring
four more Aristocrat classics in Timber Wolf,
Fortune King, Aztec Dream and 50 Dragons.
Standalone Progressive Jackpot games remain
high on the Aristocrat agenda with an abundance of new themes and stand-out names. The
Jackpot Reel Power series, combining popular
ways-to-win game play with 3-level symboldriven jackpots, has made a strong impression
in the first install venues with White Tiger leading the way to be joined by two stable mates,
Inca Fortune and Jade Mountain, for a strong
showing in London. Gold Coin Jackpots games
Lucky Strike and Wild Africa also offer symboldriven jackpots for 2-level jackpot prizes whilst
two further jackpot games reprise player-popular characters in Choy Sun Jackpots and
Where’s The Diamonds.
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“This line-up only begins to scratch the
surface of the iceberg that Aristocrat
has lined up for visitors to stand S4250 at ExCeL. We have not even
covered the phenomenal line-up of
licensed games or offerings to
operators in the online, downloadable,
server-based, social or street market
space. It all adds up to one unmissable
experience which will simply blow
customers away.” Donal Maguire,
European Sales and Marketing Director,
Aristocrat Technologies.
Progressive jackpots form a crucial component
of another of Aristocrat’s key gaming segments,
the Hybrid Stepper, with three new themes being
released with Cashman Live! hosting King 7 and I
♥ Diamonds, Power Hits games incorporating
Wall of the Dragons and Pyramid of the Nile and
the all-new Star Shot category featuring Life of
the Party and Too Hot to Handle.
The Jackpot theme continues into a brand new
Feature Top Box game being unveiled for the first
time globally at ICE, King Penguin Returns, as
well as being integral to the progressive link
games on show, Cash Express Gold Class and
Dragons on the Lake. Rounding off Aristocrat’s
core games display will be a brace of new standalone games under the new More Power segment, King’s Dynasty and Phoenix Riches, Fire
Boost titles Fire Stones and Fire Charmer and the
enchanting new White Wizard.
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aruzE GoEs ThE ExTra MilE aT loNDoN shoW
Aruze Gaming America, Inc. will display
its growing library of successful Stepper
and Video titles at ICE Totally Gaming
Aruze’s focus at ICE 2014 is on new titles that
build on its record of success. The G-SERIES
video products are led by the Ultra Stack series
of games. These themes are among the hottest
games in the industry. New Ultra Stack titles
include: Ultra Stack Diamond, Ultra Stack
Bison, Ultra Stack Vampire Night, and Ultra
Stack Feature Rose. Aruze will also introduce
the stand-alone progressive versions of Ultra
Stack Diamond Jackpot, Ultra Stack Panda
Jackpot, and Ultra Stack Vampire Night
Jackpot. Other G-SERIES games showcased
will include Wolf 500G, Dragon 500G, King
Eagle, and Hungry Bear.
Aruze is also proud to introduce the latest stepper titles that will be added to its Innovator
library of games. All Innovator models feature
Radiant Reels-a revolutionary spin on stepper

technology, designed with large
reels, dynamically illuminated
multi-coloured LED lights, and
variable spin speeds; all of which
combine to build player anticipation for winning combinations. The
Innovator Deluxe platform, with
eye-catching top boxes, expands
to include Ultimate Diamond,
Platinum Jackpot, and Mystical
Egypt. The standard Innovator
series with 5-Reels welcomes several new themes to the family such
as Circus Clown, Howling Wolf,
The Great Inca, and the new 4+1Reel game Golden Frontier featuring the EXTRA REEL. The 5th Reel
in Golden Frontier utilizes a multiaction EXTRA REEL that interacts
with the top monitor’s bonus event
to morph the reel display into and
out of various awards or bonuses
using creative lighting technology and innova-

tive play mechanics. Break the
Bank, Double Jackpot, Double Nutty
Jackpot, Red Eye Nickels, Rooster
Riches and Rose Chance will also be
on display in the 3-Reel Innovator
Series.
Rounding out Aruze’s booth will be
the G-STATION product line, of
which Aruze will showcase the
award winning Lucky Big Wheel.
Lucky Big Wheel is a multi-station
(5 to 50 stations), electronic table
game version of the Big 6 Wheel,
where players have the opportunity to spin the wheel to win. Each
Lucky Big Wheel is equipped with a
lever, by pulling it; players can spin
the giant wheel and determine their
own fate. Between the lever and the
big wheel, Lucky Big Wheel is an
extremely interactive product, unlike
any other game currently on casino floors.

rEliaBiliTy aND rElEVaNcE To ThE ForE aT icE
AstroSystems will present its established
currency validation solutions and a host
of new products at ICE Totally Gaming

Based in the UK, AstroSystems is the
European/UK regional office of Astrosys
International, which specialises in the design,
manufacture and distribution of currency
handling products, under the Microcoin and
Global Bill Acceptors (GBA) brands.
The ICE Totally Gaming event, where
AstroSystems will be exhibiting on stand no.
N6200, has long been greatly important for the
firm. At the 2014 show, currency validation
solutions – both new and established – will be on
display.
AstroSystems’ ethos is to ensure that all of their
customers, irrespective of which sector they trade
in, are provided with products of the highest

reliability and relevance. The core products for
the global gaming market begin with the GBA ST2
stackerless banknote validator – a device which
has been continually increasing in popularity
over the last few years in the betting and low-end
gaming markets in particular, a testament to the
cost-effectiveness of the product in a difficult
economic climate.
GBA ST2 offers an ideal solution for both machine
manufacturers and operators. The validator will
accept notes of up to 85mm width, and boasts a
wide range of features and benefits including
barcode reading functionality, an on-board push
button for simple field configuration,
straightforward modular design, and USB
connectivity. The latter allows both direct serial
communications and quick flash reprogramming.
Another main focus of AstroSystems’ ICE offering
will be the award-winning Microcoin QL coin
acceptor, which has a wide acceptance in global
gaming, with specification from a considerable
number of primary OEMs. Its success has been
based upon the unique capability to reliably
operate at up to 10 coins per second as a single or
multi-coin acceptor across a wide range of world
currencies, whilst maintaining a strong protective
barrier against fraud attempts.
With simple and intuitive self-programming, a

wide variety of supported protocols, and coin
sorter compatibility, Microcoin QL is truly
versatile. It is also at the forefront of new gaming
developments, particularly the Italian Comma
6a+ initiative. Having worked closely with ACMI,
a Italian gaming association, AstroSystems have
incorporated the AES encryption, which is the
default protocol for Comma 6a+ machines.
AstroSystems are also currently liaising with
manufacturers to prepare for the QL’s release into
this rejuvenated market in early 2014.
High cash security is a prerequisite within the
gaming industry, and is a recurring theme in the
solutions provided by the GBA and Microcoin
brands. The GBA GV1 note vault provides the
highest level possible, with fully lockable
cashbox and chassis, as well as a comprehensive
audit facility that allows close monitoring of note
input. GV1, as with all GBA products, is fully
modular and simple to service, and uses the
proven technology of the GBA ST2 as its
validation component. The solutions on show at
ICE don’t stop there; there is also the Microcoin SP
coin validator to discover, with its patented
parallel path reject system effectively eliminating
coin jams. SP has become an industry favourite in
the amusement sector, and has a strong
representation among FOBT suppliers. New
projects also make their maiden appearance, with
the ultra-compact
7 1
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a BlocKBusTEr
porTFolio oF
GaMiNG Thrills
Global gaming entertainment leader IGT
will bring its blockbuster portfolio of
gaming thrills and innovation to ICE
With bold new content and savvy systems, IGT
will demonstrate that more players, more
excitement and more solutions come from IGT,
“Out of the Blue” on stand N4-240.
IGT sets the standard for sizzling entertainment
with a lively line-up of fan-favourite Premium
titles. Making its world debut, IGT will cast a blue
spotlight on Venture to Never Isle. Inspired by the
tale of a land where no one ages inhabited by
some of literature’s most beloved characters,
Venture to Never Isle is housed on IGT’s Center
Stage Duo and allows players to fly into their
favourite fairytale for big win potential. IGT will
also unveil Jenga Tower of Money - inspired by
the fun-for-all classic game of tumbling block
towers. Bonus rounds afford players the
opportunity to pick the perfect piece of Jenga fun
with the hopes the trademark tower does not
topple over.
Continuing its world tour, James Cameron’s
AVATAR Video Slot and James
Cameron’s AVATAR Treasures of
Pandora will be impossible to miss
in IGT’s booth. Evoking a grand
journey to Pandora, these two
impressive titles are packed with
cinematic experiences and
industry-first innovation. In James
Cameron’s AVATAR Video Slots
players can customize their gaming
experience by picking music,
character and environment and
partake in immersive group
bonuses. As players advance in this
game, they unlock new, movieinspired bonus experiences. James
Cameron’s AVATAR Treasures of
Pandora is housed on IGT’s all-new
stunning CrystalCore cabinet. With
a 42” vertical LCD touch-screen
and dynamic player panel, this
exciting title brings the luminescent
forests of Pandora to life like never
before.
IGT is doubling down on Premium
entertainment with Back to the
Future – Back in Time, Bridesmaids
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and Sex and The City Platinum. These fanfavourite titles evolve with IGT’s Enhanced
Content, allowing operators to seamlessly
“unlock” new content over time and introduce an
all-new player experience without a change in
themes or cabinets.
Skill-based bonus gaming will be front and center
with IGT’s new Aladdin Prince of Adventure
Video Reel Edge (VRE) . This latest innovation
allows players to attempt to increase their bonus
winnings by soaring to new heights on a magic
carpet while dodging obstacles and collecting
coins along the way. Aladdin Prince of
Adventure joins Atari Centipede VRE – a stand
out game from G2E 2013.
Other much-anticipated Core games making
their European debut include: Prowling Panther,
Winner’s Choice and Sumatran Storm. In
Winners Choice, fans can choose
from six well-loved IGT legacy slots
such as Treasures of Troy, Cleopatra,
Wolf Run and more to create a 4way MultiPlay screen experience.
IGT’s innovations in interactive
games and technology will be
omnipresent at ICE. With more than
a decade of experience in online and
mobile casino gaming via the IGT
Casino Remote Game Server (rgs),
IGT is a proven leader in delivering
interactive experiences and
engaging cross-platform player
experiences. At ICE, IGT will
showcase how the Company brings
a seamless gaming experience to
players across all devices with rich
content, including universally
recognized brands.
IGT's latest online and mobile
release, BATTLESHIP, is an epic
voyage through the high seas based
on the timeless strategy game. This
game builds on a fantastic library of
cross-platform content that includes

recently licensed hits MONOPOLY Dream Life
and TRANSFORMERS Battle for Cybertron. These
thrilling licensed titles will join IGT’s, original
titles including Western Bells, Golden Goddess
and many more.
IGT will also highlight the Company’s ingenious,
collaborative customer-first system innovations
like never before. IGT Advantage, IGT Cloud and
newly launched Tournament Manager 3.0 will all
be on display in IGT’s booth.
IGT will clearly demonstrate what IGT Advantage
and IGT Cloud can do for their customers. IGT
Advantage gives casino operators the ‘best-inclass’ fully integrated casino management suite
including machine accounting and patron
management, marketing, cage, credit, and table
management tools, access to the largest casino
game theme library available and more. The IGT
Cloud generates real-time reporting, near-instant
game deployment, multi-site analytics and hosts
of additional functionality to help operators
significantly increase business agility and
improve player engagement.
IGT is game king with Tournament Manager 3.0,
the casino industry’s most exciting slot
tournament application - turning terminals into
tournaments. Tournament Manager has recently
entered the European market and can now
facilitate both slot and video poker tournaments.
The flexible tournament creation interface allows
casinos to easily setup both walkup and session
based formats.
Social gaming will come to ICE with IGT's
DoubleDown Casino. More than six million
people worldwide play on DoubleDown Casino
every month. Available on Facebook and for
mobile devices, DoubleDown Casino offers
authentic Vegas style games, including topperforming land-based games, like Cleopatra,
Wolf Run and MONOPOLY PLUS. IGT's
DoubleDown Casino Partner Program helps landbased casinos tap into social gaming.
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a pErFEcT prEscripTioN For your locaTioN
has brought DRGT to the forefront of systems
technology. The player has a complete
overview and control of his or her account on
the screen. The information flow is bi-directional. That means that operators can now
have practically personal communication with
each and every individual player. The screen
becomes alive, full of interesting information
for the player. What specialities does the casino restaurant offer? What shows are on in
town? How volatile is this slot machine? All
this and more is revealed on drScreen.

DR Gaming Technology continues to
build on its international success with a
diverse systems portfolio that offer
complete end-to-end solutions
Proven systems technology – perfectly functioning, linking up the complete slots floor.
Adding to that, serverless technology that
greatly reduces not only the start-up costs but
also the daily costs. Then the player-centric
software with a whole new world of possibilities to communicate individually with players.
This is DRGT. Systems technology has changed
for good – with its ultimate marketing opportunities that DRGT offers.

drScreen is one of many products from DRGT –
that all begin with the ‘dr’ acronym. drPlayer
Tracking, drJackpots, drCashless and drCarm
are just some examples. Fact is that more and
more gaming operators are turning to DRGT as
their systems partner. This young team offers
great, flexible systems solutions. Naturally the
complete accounting system from DRGT connects with all slots.

All this and more can be seen at the DRGT
stand at the forthcoming ICE between 4th and
6th February 2014 at the ExCeL Centre in
London. Look for stand number N4-141 where
the international team of DRGT is awaiting
your visit. CEO Jurgen De Munck, COO Michiel
van Dam alongside further key personnel from
the Belgian, Austrian and Peruvian offices will
be explaining just why drScreen is taking the
casino world by strom.

drJackpots is being celebrated as the ‘best performing product ever’ on the Sun International
floor in South Africa. Such a web-based WAP
is rightly seen as the best in the market with its
specifically designed WAP that has created a
real buzz at Sun International and plenty of
millionaire winners. The sheer fact that DRGT
systems can be operated regardless of online
challenges can be seen in Ghana where casinos

drScreen places all the player accounting communication on the video slot screen. Players
focus on the slot screens. This is where the
information belongs and this fundamental need

link their DRGT systems via satellite technology. Further references abound for drJackpots
such as MaxBet in Romania and Newport
Gaming in Peru.
DRGT offers complete systems solutions –
with complete flexibility. Accounting, cashless,
jackpots, bonusing, player tracking, tournaments – all these are examples of the world of
opportunities embedded in the drSMIB.
Straight-forward, clear and direct – this is how
DRGT works.
Jurgen De Munck, founder and CEO, comments,
“A sensational ICE can only come about when
sensational exhibitors are there. We at DRGT
are bringing sensational solutions to the systems market and are very proud to be the
fastest growing company in this segment.
Come and see us – it will be very worthwhile”

FrEsh oF ThE BlocKs aT icE
Interblock’s brand new G5 HD generation
of products to be revealed for the first
time at the ICE 2014 London exhibition

l
l

Interblock takes great pleasure in welcoming its
customers, business partners and friends in the
gaming industry to meet the team and watch the
presentation of company’s 17th visit to the
International Gaming Expo at booth S6 - 110.

l

l

NEW G5 HD Play Station

IB Multidata Terminal
G4 Organic Roulette FBS with 08 Play Stations
and NEW Horizontal LED sign

G5 HD Ball Generator with 10 G5 HD Play
Stations with Keno and Pop’n Poker Game: is a
newly developed electromechanical generator
which generates results for our Pop'N Poker and
Keno games.

All the products that will be displayed at ICE
London 2014 show will be the latest, newest and
most innovative designs Interblock has yet
shown to the industry, including:
l

08 G5 HD Play Stations with PID and LED sign
(Single Zero Game)

and Multihand BlackJack Game)
l

NEW G5 HD Ball Generator with 10 G5 HD Play
Stations (Keno and Pop’n Poker Game)

l

NEW G5 IB-HG 55" LCD with 05 G5 HD Play
Stations with NEW mini LED sign (Baccarat

l

NEW Content for IBHGL (Interblock Hologram
Gaming Lounge)
NEW Revolutionary G5 HD Mini Roulette with
08 G5 HD Play Stations (Double Zero Game)
NEW Revolutionary G5 HD Mini Roulette with

G5 IB-HG 55" LCD with 05 G5 HD Play Stations: is
based on 3D technology, which provides a new
way of projecting video to create the illusion of
life-size, full colour, 3D moving images.
G5 HD Mini Roulette with 08 G5 HD Play
Stations: is the smallest and best performing 8seat product available on the market from
Interblock’s newly launched G5-HD family of
gaming products. It is available with Single or
Double Zero roulette wheel.
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QuixaNT shoW ThE BalD-EaGlE

Windows Embedded and Linux Operating
Systems

Quixant is to demonstrate the latest
gaming platform technology at ICE
2014, including the new AMD next
generation ‘Bald-Eagle’ chipset

The long term availability of our range of
platforms is another essential factor with all of
our customers demanding a minimum 5 years
support. The roadmap of AMD Embedded
processors is on a 5 + 2 years basis showing its
commitment with embedded systems to the
gaming industry.

Quixant designs and manufactures all-in-one
gaming platforms for pay-to-play gaming
machines providing exclusive solutions tailored to
meet the requirements of the gaming industry.
This allows customers to accelerate time to
market for its new machines and offer the highest
performance available in the market and total
reliability.
Quixant continues to pioneer gaming board
solutions to accommodate the desire for multiscreen slot machines. The continued success of
the QX-40 has given our customers an ability to
innovate exciting new game features and present
their games in new ways, without limitation.
At ICE, Quixant will be previewing the new QX50; capable of driving up to ten independent HD
screens, including 4K Ultra HD and offers
outstanding improved graphic performance based

on the new AMD next generation “Bald-Eagle”
chipset. Also on show is the QXi-300, which was
launched at the G2E in October 2013. The QXi300 harnesses the AMD Embedded R-Series APU
with integrated AMD Radeon HD 7000G graphics
processor. Dual and quad core processor
configurations are available up to 1.6GHz (2.0GHz
with boost) and the platform supports up to 16GB
of DDR3 memory. Advanced PCI Express based
gaming logic and SRAM/MRAM is also integrated.
Our mid range product, the QXi-4000 computer
platform, introduces four-screen support at a very
cost effective price point. The innovative cooling
system integrated into the compact QXi-4000
enclosure enables the platform to be cooled
without the use of fans, ensuring
reliability and without the
trouble of noise and
dust issues.
Quixant delivers
unbeaten complete
solutions to its customers
alongside a comprehensive
software driver support for

Quixant’s terrific ideas and knowledge base
demonstrate our main competitive advantage
which is derived from the Quixant team as a
whole. This is why the firm strongly believes in
building strong partnerships with its customers
and ensuring that they have direct access to the
engineering team responsible for designing the
computer platforms which enables collegiate
work and a quick and thorough response to
customer queries. Quixant’s
philosophy also helps
customers to work without
distractions and focus on their
core business.
Quixant will be showcasing its
full product range, including the
new QX-50 at ICE, booth N3-120.
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GTEch BriNGs GaMiNG To liFE
The GTECH ICE line-up includes new
games and system solutions across
machine gaming, interactive, sports
betting, and lottery channels
Following its successful presentation at G2E Las
Vegas, SPHINX 3D, a thrilling Egyptian adventure
featuring glasses-free True 3D on the brand new
AXXIS cabinet, is being launched at GTECH’s ICE
booth N5-160. Sphinx 3D is the first title in
GTECH’s new True 3D product line, which uses a
glasses-free 3D display designed exclusively for
GTECH for the gaming industry by SeeFront. It
uses a unique, patented autostereoscopic
technology with integrated eye-tracking to make
images jump off the screen or stretch into infinity
in high resolution.
GTECH’s stand will also feature the global launch
of ACTION JACKPOTS, a unique novelty product,
offering 4 different progressive links tied into one
single gaming machine. Also on show will be the
new linked progressive Volcano Island and the
popular licensed games Bejeweled, Zuma, and
Plants vs. Zombies available on the MaXVusion
cabinet. Brand-new game suites will be on
display for the successful diversity multigame,
as well as a wide selection of new core games,
including Treasure Blast, which provides a
unique combination of a dominant stacked
symbol, activating wild symbols, and player
bonus control.
GTECH is also showcasing its comprehensive
range of interactive solutions, including its
library of mobile content, including favourites
from the popular SPIELO casino games library as
well as bingo, poker, lottery, and sports betting
products. With new games for desktop such as
The Wild Life, Sphinx Classic, Poseidon, Island
Quest, Decadence, and a selection of crosschannel titles including Book of the Sphinx,
Treasures of the Pyramids, The Big Easy and
Treasure Quest, GTECH will illustrate the player
journey and content convergence from landbased slots to desktop gaming, tablets and
smartphones. The new Poker platform will also
be displayed, along with its Mobile Poker for iPad
tablets, featuring ergonomic thumb-based play.
GTECH’s Player Account Management platform
has been built around player and operator needs
and is the power behind GTECH´s interactive
portfolio. Player Account Management facilitates
content convergence and is a comprehensive
integration and administrative system that
strengthens a gaming operator’s business agility.
Fully scalable, its open architecture connects all
systems and pulls all player, reward, and

GTECH is introducing two new Casino
Systems solutions in Europe at ICE, with
Rub4Riches providing an instant reward
scratch card directly at the slot on the
CRYSTAL.net player interface, and
JP2go, a standalone, turnkey jackpot
system developed to boost machine
play. The comprehensive range of
GALAXIS modules for all areas of casino
management will be showcased. It
includes the gameViz analytics solution,
in partnership with BIS2, presenting data
in advanced “Super Graphics” to
improve revenue and profit. The
SYSTEM2go™ all-inclusive, packaged
slot system with accounting, remote
monitoring, a jackpot system and
advanced cashless and player tracking
features, will also be demonstrated.
financial activity together in one place. It can
even integrate third-party offerings or required
regulatory systems, allowing full control so
operators can focus on their players – not their
technology.

GTECH’s Remote Game Server solution allows
new and existing customers to integrate GTECH’s
gaming content into their own or third-party
system and portal via a simple and fast one-time
integration. This gives operators the ability to
incorporate GTECH’s play-for-free and wagerbased games into their internet and mobile
offerings while having full control on gaming
sessions and related data.
GTECH has provided betting solutions to lotteries
since 1986 and to the private betting sector since
2000, offering extensive betting expertise and
comprehensive solutions that support all betting
channels and the vast majority of recognised
betting products. At ICE, the company will be
showing its full betting portfolio, including a wide
range of sports and game types, to fit any market
need at any time, such as Fixed Odds Sports,
Fixed Odds Racing, Fixed Odds numbers/ digits,
Fixed Odds virtual betting, Pools (Pari-mutuel)
sports and racing, Exchange and Spreads.
As the provider of the best-performing singleand multi-games in the Italian Amusement With
Prize (AWP) market, and the provider of
successful games to the AWP segments in the UK
and Spain, GTECH will showcase several
outstanding performers on the delite cabinet. In
addition, visitors will see some of the new game
releases planned for these markets.

sG GaMiNG’s BroaD horizoNs
Uniting WMS Gaming, Williams
Interactive and SG Gaming under one
umbrella is a winning ICE formula
SG Gaming will be showcasing its latest
innovations at the ICE Exhibition on booth N3140, including its exclusive content, platform
developments and specialist field-based
support service, SG Connect.
SG Gaming will preview a range of new
content and initiatives across a range of
platforms, as well as titles that are available
exclusively to SG Gaming customers.
Part of the exclusive content being previewed
for 2014 will feature proven titles from WMS
and Williams Interactive, which will soon be
available to SG Gaming customers following
Scientific Games’ acquisition of WMS
Industries in October 2013. The SG Gaming,
WMS and Williams Interactive stands will be
alongside each other this year, making it easy
to experience the expanded range of product
offerings.

SG Gaming will also be demonstrating its
self-service betting terminals (SSBTs)
developed in partnership with Best Gaming
Technology, as well as its wide range of
cabinets including the T8, Infinity and the
new Clarity terminal.
“We are constantly pushing the boundaries
of content innovation and redefining what is
thought of as possible in the gaming
industry. We’ll be showcasing our latest
range of innovative titles at ICE which
includes a sneak preview of our 2014 gaming
machine portfolio and our cross-platform
content offering, including some proven
WMS titles. We’ll also be showing off our
enhanced platform and cabinet innovations
for 2014,” said Phil Horne, Group Managing
Director of SG Gaming U.K. “ICE will be the
first time we are demonstrating our new
self-service betting terminals that we are
now offering to the LBO estate as an option.
SG Connect, our comprehensive field-based
support service, will also be at our stand in
force. With so much going on, it is an exciting
time for our business.”
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ThE cariBBEaN

Wishing you
were here?
We all associate the Caribbean with
sun-kissed beaches, idyllic holiday
retreats and clear oceans for the
scuba diving enthusiasts. It does,
however, also house a fairly lucrative
gambling market.

The Caribbean is a region which is essentially
made up of the Caribbean Sea, the islands located
in this sea and also the North Atlantic Ocean and
the surrounding coasts.
The region is located southeast off the Gulf of
Mexico and the North American mainland, east of
Central America and north of South America.
It is situated on the Caribbean Plate which is an
area made up of more than 700 islands, islets and
reefs and they are usually regarded as a sub
region of North America and divided into 30 territories which are: Anguilla, Antigua and
Barbuda, Aruba, The Bahamas, Barbados,
Bonaire, British Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands,
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01 Aruba is where Caribbean Stud Poker
was invented. Most of the casinos in
Aruba are located in the high-rise
resort hotels along Palm Beach, but
the Alhambra Casino is near the Divi
resort complex at Eagle Beach, while
the Crystal and Seaport casinos are in
downtown Oranjestad. A few of
Aruba's casinos are open 24/7, but in
general opening hours are 11 a.m. for
slots and 1 p.m. for table games. The
currency is the US dollar. Two of the
most spectacular casinos include the
island's largest, the Stellaris Casino at
the Aruba Marriott, and the
sophisticated Crystal Casino at the
Renaissance Aruba Resort.

Cuba, Curacao, Dominica, Dominican Republic,
Grenada, Guadeloupe, Haiti, Jamaica, Martinique,
Montserrat, Puerto Rico, Saba, Saint Barthelemy,
Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Martin,
Saint Vincent and the Grenadines, Saint Eustatius,
Saint Maarten, Trinidad and Tobago, Turks and
Caicos Islands and the United States Virgin Islands.
The population of the Caribbean at one time was
around 750,000 before the Europeans arrived. It
grew when the West African slaves arrived who
were later followed by immigrants from Britain,
Italy, Netherlands, Portugal and Denmark.
By the 1800s the population was round 2.2 million
and by the 19th century as the Atlantic Slave Trade
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as the region’s staple crop whilst Cuba and
Barbados were the main producers. Today textiles, electronics and clothing manufacturing are
key businesses plus oil production or refining for
several of the islands.
These days tourism is a key money spinner, and
even the smaller islands which have experienced
a slower growth, now welcome visitors to their
shores. In total the Caribbean saw around 25 million visitors as year, an increase of 5.4 per cent
from 2011 figures.
The region saw a sluggish 2008/09 during the
economic crisis but it is slowly returning back to
normal whilst visitor figures are the highest they
have been over the last five years. The overall
occupancy for the Caribbean increased by 7.1 per
cent whilst average daily rate went up 4.8 per
cent and total room revenues by 8.9 per cent.
A total of one million land based visitors came
from the UK to the Caribbean last year a drop of 10
per cent from the previous year due to weak
European economies and high air fares. However
visitor spending is creeping up and last year nearly $27.5bn was spent by visitors to the Caribbean.

The gambling industry is a huge
tourism pull for many of the
islands, however, only 15 of the
36 Caribbean nations have
provision for lawful gaming.
Some like the British Virgin Islands have become
a major offshore finance hub whilst Barbados is
noted for its highly trained workforce in the
financial world.

A total of one million land-based
visitors came from the UK to the
Caribbean last year, a drop of 10
per cent from the previous year.
was ended the population then began to grow with
immigrants arriving from China and Indian.
Today the Caribbean is a mixed bag of nations and
has diversified greatly under Westernised influences. By international standards the Caribbean is
not rich in natural resources and the main indus-

Caribbean: vital statistics
Population: 39,169,962
Land Area: 2,754,000 sq.km
Languages: Spanish, English, French,
Dutch, Haitian Creole and Papiamento.
Ethnic Groups: Afro Caribbean, European,
Indo-Caribbean, Chinese Caribbean,
Amerindians.
Government:
13 sovereign states and 17 dependent
territories.

tries comprise of fisheries, iron, nickel, petroleum
and timber. Agriculture today counts for less and
less of the GDP but does contribute to the domestic food supply and employment.
Tobacco was at one time an important crop during
the colonial era but was taken over by sugarcane

Today the current economic and political problems the islands face are common to all Caribbean
states.
The first political regionalism was created in the
Caribbean Basin back in 1973 through the
Caribbean Common Market and Community and
today this serves to make Caribbean states active
participants in international affairs.
The gambling industry is a huge tourism pull for
many of the islands however only 15 of the 36
Caribbean nations have lawful gaming including
Barbados, Anguilla, St Maarten, St Kitts and Nevis,
Antigua and Barbuda, US Virgin Islands,
Dominican Republic, Jamaica, Puerto Rico,
Trinidad and Tobago, Guyana, St Lucia, Grenada,
St Vincent and Belize.
Gambling in the Caribbean together with Central
and South America only makes up around 6.9 per
cent of the global gambling market. Typically
Caribbean casinos are part of a resort and reflect
the tourism objective. Here’s a brief overview of
four main gambling islands.
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United states
of mind
Part of the United States, but without
most of the perks, Puerto Rico has
attempted to control gaming through
various zoning policies, but has largely
failed to keep in check the issue of
illegal gaming on the islands.

01 The nature of Puerto Rico's political
relationship with the U.S. is the subject
of ongoing debate in Puerto Rico, the
United States Congress, and the
United Nations. Specifically, the basic
question is whether Puerto Rico
should remain a U.S. territory, become
a U.S. state, or become an
independent country.[96][97] After
several failed tries dating back to
1967, Puerto Ricans voted for the first
time to become a state in 2012. The
plebiscite was nonbinding.
02 The economy of Puerto Rico is
classified as a high income economy
by the World Bank and as the most
competitive economy in Latin America
by the World Economic Forum.
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Puerto Rico is an unincorporated territory of the
US and located in the north eastern part of the
Caribbean and found east of the Dominican
Republic and west of the US Virgin Islands and
British Virgin Islands.
The island is actually an archipelago which
includes the main island of Puerto Rico and some
smaller islands and is within the Greater Antilles
group which also includes Cuba, Hispaniola and
Jamaica.
It was originally inhabited by indigenous aboriginal people and claimed by Christopher Columbus
for Spain during his second voyage in 1493 and
under Spanish rule was colonised for 400 years.

In 1898 Spain ceded the archipelago to the US as a
result of its defeat in the Spanish American War.
Puerto Ricans have had US citizenship since 1917
and since 1948 have also elected their own governor, although the nature of Puerto Rico’s relationship with the US is an ongoing debate.
The islands have one of the most dynamic
economies in the Caribbean region and historically
relied on sugar cane. The last four years have been
slow and unemployment rose to 16 per cent and
now the economy is driven mainly by manufacturing and the industrial sector followed by a strong
service industry and tourism. It has a lack of natural resources and depends heavily on imports.
However although the island is poorer than the
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03 In August 2013 the proposal to
legalise slots outside of casinos was
defeated. The final version of the
House Bill 394 and 916 (Act 48) was
signed and this omitted any reference
to introducing VLTs and AEMs. The Bill
had been a heated discussion for
months.
The inauguration of the Condado Vanderbilt Hotel
in 1919 marked the beginning of upscale tourism
and today annually there are around 3.7 million
visitors who spend around $3.5bn.

gaming
All casinos must be located in hotels by Puerto
Rican law and are a huge pull for visitors to the
island although it is said 90 per cent of casino
clients are actually locals. There are 21 casinos in
total open at the moment and the main large casinos are found in San Juan and there are relatively
few in the south of the island.
The casinos are overseen by the Compañia de
Turismo and the Division de Juegos de Azar which
looks after the locations, taxes and regulates the
sector. Tourism is responsible for six per cent of
the island’s GDP.
The gaming law (Ley de Juegos de Azar Num. 221)
was initially introduced in 1948 and this states
that casinos can only be situated in hotels and the
specifics are then divided into three territorial
zones:
l Zone 1 – San Juan (not including the historical
zone), Carolina, Loiza and Rio Grande. In this zone
the hotel must have a minimum of 300 rooms and
total cost of project must not be less than $30m,
hotel must have a swimming pool or be near to the
beach.
l Zone 2 – Includes the rest of the geographical
area and territory not included in Zone 1 or 3. In
this zone the hotel must have a minimum of 200
rooms and investment cost of not less than $20m
It must have a beach or swimming pool facilities
and facilities can include golf.

Tourism has been a main
money making industry for
Puerto Rico for decades as no
passport is needed for American
visitors to the islands.
poorest state of the US compared to Latin America
it has the highest GDP per capita in the region.
Tourism has been a main money making industry
for Puerto Rico for decades and as no passport is
needed for American visitors it’s a big attraction
and easy for them to access.

l Zone 3 – This is the historical part of the city
and the international airport zones. In the historical zone hotels must have a minimum of 125
rooms and investment of not less than $10m.
Hotels in the airport must have 100 rooms minimum and investment of $5m minimum.

Each operator will pay a certain amount for the
gaming franchise based on earnings. So for example those with total gaming revenues of $25m pay
$50,000 annually for the franchise. Those with
$25-50m pay $100,000, those with $50m-100m
pay $150,000 and those over $100m revenues pay
$200,000.
Players must be over ages of 18 years.

Each casino can have 1.5 slots per player in proportion to the number of playing seats at the gaming tables up to maximum of six slots per player.
In August 2013 the proposal to legalise slots outside of casinos was defeated. The final version of
the House Bill 394 and 916 (Act 48) was signed
and this omitted any reference to introducing
VLTs and AEMs. The Bill had been a heated discussion for months.
The initial proposal was to introduce video lottery
slots in bars, shops and other areas in a bid to
stamp out illegal operations. If illegal machines
were eradicated the industry claims a further
$180m could be added to the revenues. The argument against however stated that if slots were
legally permitted outside of casinos this could
have a huge adverse affect on casino incomes.
Since 2005 casino revenues have dropped consistently.
In a bid to reduce the government’s deficit
(around $35bn) the possibility of introducing slots
(House Bill 916) outside of casinos was discussed
at length and EMPRECOM (Empresa
Puertorriqueña de Recreacion Comercial), which
is a company managing the business of entertainment machines on the island, fought against the
proposals. They claimed the bill, which would
permit a foreign company to operate the machine
halls, which would force many small and medium
businesses to close.
The idea was to regulate up to 20,000 slots in
small shops although some suggested an amendment to permit them in ports and airports only. As
an example some 300 slots are operated at Luis
Munoz Marin Airport in Isla Verde privatised
through Aerostar Airport Holdings and produce
the treasury $12m per year.
Casinos are a huge tourism pull in Puerto Rico and
last year the government received some $61m
from gambling taxes which represents 72 per cent
of its revenues.
At the moment illegal slots operate outside of the
gaming act rules and do not pay taxes or have
operating licences and also pay cash prizes which
is not permitted. Many players say they prefer
gambling in seedy bars on illegal video slots due to
the payout percentages which are substantially
higher than those in the casinos.

In a bid to reduce the
government’s deficit (around
$35bn) the possibility of
introducing slots outside of
casinos was discussed at length,
but EMPRECOM fought against
the proposals.
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The slot machine revenue
distribution formula has also
been altered and now after the
first $315m to $495m the
government will then retain 55
per cent of the funds whilst the
casinos retain 45 per cent.
Although in August the House Bill 916 did not permit slots outside of casinos it did however bring
some changes. Firstly the number of slots
machines allowed in casinos has been increased
to eight machines per player seated or standing in
proportion to the number of gaming tables.
The slot machine revenue distribution formula has
also been altered and now after the first $315m to
$495m the government will then retain 55 per
cent of the funds whilst the casinos retain 45 per
cent. The excess after the $495m is split 80-20 in
favour of the casino operator. Previously the casinos kept 80 per cent after the first $315m.
Last year funds to distribute only reached $296m,
a drop of $19m from funds back in 2008.
Meanwhile the Internal Revenue Code was signed
in Act 40 which means a B2B tax will not be introduced for the casino industry.
Ismael Vega of the PRHTA said: “Even though we
are satisfied with the accomplishment with the
intent to legalise slot machines outside of the casino, the law does not look after the issue of illegal
slot machines. Our intention was to block the
Department of Treasury from continuing to issue
licences to operate entertainment slot machines.
This is a subject that we continue to follow up.
“We need to eliminate illegal slot machines so that
the money flows through the casino’s regulated
system. We need more flexibility in our operations
and that a model is adopted where weight is given
to those who exceed long scrutiny.
“The government intervention should occur only
when something is wrong and a sanction applies.
The government should not enter in the daily
operation and its business strategies. It is necessary to promote strategies so the island could be
an ideal gaming destination and for more people to
travel to Puerto Rico to sponsor casinos.”
The PRHTA estimate there are 7,300 slots in casino hotels and 25,000 more illegally operated slots.
In 2012 slots generated revenues of $313m of
which hotels received $156m and government saw
$157 and the Universidad de Puerto Rico (UPR)
received $61m whilst the treasury received $24m.
This revenue is a drop of $1.8m from the previous
year which is attributed to the proliferation of illegal casinos or slot halls. Apparently this has

01 On July 25, 1898, during the Spanish–
American War, the U.S. invaded
Puerto Rico with a landing at Guánica.
As an outcome of the war, Spain
ceded Puerto Rico, along with the
Philippines and Guam, then under
Spanish sovereignty, to the U.S. under
the Treaty of Paris. Spain relinquished
sovereignty over Cuba, but did not
cede it to the US.
caused some casinos to close including the Hotel
El Conquistador in Fajardo and the Gran Melia in
Rio Grande and Pichi’s Convention Centre in
Guayanilla.. The closure of El Conquistador meant
a loss of $900,000 in income for the government
plus a loss in room tax. Hotels with casinos pay 11
per cent room tax whilst hotels without casinos
pay nine per cent.
Ismael Vega president of PRHTA and also finance
executive at the Ambassador Condado says they
have laid off 30 employees and the casino industry is going through one of its worst times with
lowest all time revenues of $19m.

Many illegal machines are made
by parts smuggled into the
island and whilst legal casinos
invest around $16,000 per slot
machines and also obtain
permits, illegal machines cost as
little as $2,500 each.
Many illegal machines are made by parts smuggled into the island and whilst legal casinos invest
around $16,000 per slot machines and also obtain
permits, illegal machines cost as little as $2,500
each and owners keep 60 per cent of the profit
whilst the establishments hold 40 per cent.
Meanwhile there is just one thoroughbred horse
racing track in Puerto Rico – El Commandante, or
Hipodromo Camarero, as it has since been
renamed. Horse racing has existed on the island
since 1882 when the first racetrack was built in
Ponce.
There are 2,500 slots operated at the racetrack
and they say illegal machines are to blame for a
$58m loss over the last four years at the racetrack.
Last year tote betting operator Sportech did a deal
with Camarero racetrack to operate the island’s
first online gambling site called
ganadondesea.com. Sportech has supplied the
track with pari-mutuel technology for the last 20
years.
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01 The cost of living in Puerto Rico,
specifically San Juan, is quite high
compared to most major cities in the
United States. One factor is housing
prices which are comparable to Miami
and Los Angeles, although property
taxes are considerably lower than
most places in the United States.
Statistics used for cost of living
sometimes do not take into account
certain costs, such as increased travel
costs for longer flights, additional
shipping fees, and the loss of
promotional opportunities for
customers "outside the US.”

Casinos
RADISSON AMBASSADOR PLAZA HOTEL &
CASINO is located in the heart of Condado. The
casino is large and has over 480 slots and table
games.
SAN JUAN MARIOTT RESORT & STELLARIS
CASINO is located in the heart of the hip Condado
district on Ashford Avenue and has 513 rooms. It is
situated right on the beach and has a beautiful
outdoor swimming pool and the hotel was renovated very recently. The Stellaris casino is 12,000
sq.ft and has 454 classic European with slots and
table games and is said to be one of San Juan’s best
casinos.
COURTYARD BY MARRIOTT ISLA VERDE BEACH
HOTEL is the sister hotel to the Marriott Resort &
Stellaris Casino. This one is located on the Isla
Verde Beach and has a 14,000 sq.ft casino with
400 plus slots and table games and is open 24
hours a day.
SHERATON OLD SAN JUAN is the largest hotel in
the old city and boasts its only casino. The casino
is 7,000 sq.ft and has over 350 slots and 10 table
games.
SHERATON PUERTO RICO HOTEL & CASINO is
the newest hotel located in the Convention Centre
District and also boasts a large casino which is
20,000 sq.ft in size with 423 slots and 16 table
games. Casino Metro is renowned for its entertainment nights with live bands and is located very
near to the cruise ship dock in the old town and is
the only casino within the old San Juan city walls.
(HILTON) EL SAN JUAN HOTEL & CASINO which
is the granddaddy of all the casinos and at one
time was frequented by the a-list celebrities and
the original Rat Pack. The hotel is a blend of the
1950s and modern luxury and it has a lavish lobby,
lounge and bar area and the casino is 13,000 sq.ft
with 300 slots and table games.
EMBASSY SUITES SAN JUAN is the closest hotel
to the major airport and right on the Isla Verde
8 2
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02 One of the most significant
contributors to the high cost of living in
Puerto Rico is the Merchant Marine Act
of 1920, also known as the Jones Act,
which prevents foreign-flagged ships
from carrying cargo between two
American ports. Puerto Rican
consumers bear the expense of
transporting goods again across the
Atlantic and Caribbean Sea on USflagged ships subject to high costs.

beach. The casino is small and is a chain of hotels
marketed by Hilton Worldwide and is the only allsuite hotel in San Juan. The casino is 7,800sq.ft
with bar and entertainment. There are 300 slots
and eight table games.
INTERCONTINENTAL SAN JUAN on the Isla Verde
strip in Carolina has a pool and beachfront access
alongside a casino with 241 slots and table games.
RITZ CARLTON SAN JUAN HOTEL is the Ritz’s first
casino and is very elegant. It is open 24 hours a day
and has 329 slots and several gaming tables.
FOUR POINTS BY SHERATON is located at Caguas
Real Hotel & Casino is a short drive from downtown San Juan and has mountain views and tropical outdoor pool. There are 126 rooms and the casino has 570 slots and 10 table games.
HOLIDAY INN & TROPICAL CASINO PONCE is
located near Mercedita Airport and is very budget
friendly. It has a small 9,900 sq.ft casino which has
332 slots and 10 table games plus bingo and raffles.
HILTON PONCE GOLF & CASINO RESORT is one of
the few casinos in the south of the island. It has a
golf course and beachfront hotel and is very close
to the city of Ponce. The casino has 347 slots and
table games.
MAYAGUEZ RESORT & CASINO is an independently operated deluxe hotel nestled in 20 acres on the
west coast town of Mayaguez. The casino is open
until 3am and has 364 slots and table games.
MAYAGUEZ HOLIDAY INN & TROPICAL CASINO
offers great attractions of the Porta del Sol region.
The 9,690sq.ft casino offers 372 slots and 11 table
games. It is open 24 hours a day.
WYNDHAM RIO MAR BEACH RESORT AND
COUNTRY CLUB is nestled between the El Yunque
Rainforest and the Atlantic Ocean and is a sprawling property with 600 guest rooms on 500 acres of
land which includes a stretch of beachfront, large
casino, and golf courses. The casino is 7,000 sq.ft
and open daily. There are 12 table games and over
150 slots.
EMBASSY SUITES DORADO DEL MAR BEACH &
GOLF RESORT is located in the small town of
Dorado and comes with a golf resort, spa and casi-

no. There are 174 rooms run by Hilton hotels. The
casino has 265 slots and table games.
LA CONCHA A RENAISSANCE RESORT is a luxury
resort located at the Condado oceanfront within
the district of Santurce in San Juan. The casino has
416 slots and two high-limit slot areas and 20 table
games.
RAMADA PONCE is located in the historic downtown area of Señorial city. The hotel has 70 rooms.
The casino has 260 slots and table games.
WYNDHAM GARDEN AT PALMAS DEL MAR is
located in Humacao. The hotel has 107 rooms and
the casino here has 256 slots and table games.
CONRAD SAN JUAN CONDADO PLAZA is a Hilton
hotel and is the only San Juan hotel overlooking
the Atlantic Ocean and Condado Lagoon. It has a
salt water pool, fitness centre and 24 hour
12,500sq.ft casino with 362 slots and variety of
tables.
COURTYARD BY MARRIOTT AGUADILLA is located on the west coast of the island and ideal for
business and leisure. The Ocean Casino features
321 slots and 12 table games and is open seven days
a week.
New developments include the Hyatt Place
Bayamon in Puerto Rico. Construction began in
March 2012 and it is due to open in January 2014. It
will be a 156 room hotel with an adjoining
11.500sq.ft Tropical Casino.
Meanwhile Hyatt Place Manati and Casino is a 104
room hotel with adjoining casino of 10,000 sq.ft
being built in Manati, and is due to open in January
2014. This is being constructed on five acres of land
and will include meeting areas, fitness centre and
swimming pool.

puerTo riCo: vital statistics
Capital: San Juan
Population: 3,674,209
Land Area: 13,790 sq.km
Median age: 38.2 years
Tourists 2012: 3.7 million
Currency: US dollar
Government:
Commonwealth
Chief of State:
President Barrack Obama
Head of Government: Governor Alejandro
Garcia Padilla
CASINOS: 21
SLOTS: 7,300
TABLE GAMES: Approx 300
ILLEGAL SLOTS: 25,000 estimated
REVENUE: $296m
RACETRACKS: 1
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The Las Vegas of
the Caribbean
Caribbean Stud Poker was invented
on Aruba and the island continues to
offer a rich diversity of gaming
opportunities and varied
environments.

Aruba is a fairly small island and is a self governing
member state of the Netherlands located in the southern part of the Lesser Antilles and just 15 miles from the
coastline of Venezuela.
It was discovered by the Spanish is 1499 and then
acquired by the Dutch in 1636. It has a fairly stable
economy and unlike many other of the Caribbean
islands was never part of the sugar cane production
boom in the 17th and 18th centuries. The Spanish
claimed the soil was inadequate and instead the island
became known for its gold resources discovered by the
Dutch.
Gold flourished until the 1916 when it ran out and the
country then faced tough economic times. Today, the
biggest contributor to the Aruban economy is tourism
and offshore banking and since the 1940s the government has tried to build the tourism sector and today
almost one million visitors come to the island each year
with 75 per cent from North and South America. Some
569,000 are cruise passenger arrivals.
The oil sector also played a huge part in Aruba’s past as
the island is very close to oil production hotspots and
the island was used as a base for refineries. Currently,
the main Aruban exports are animals, machinery, electrical equipment and art.
Aruba seceded from the Netherlands Antilles in 1986
and became a separate autonomous member of the
Kingdom of the Netherlands. Movement towards independence was halted in 1990.
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gaming
Gaming is legal in Aruba and is actually the island
where Caribbean Stud Poker was invented back in 1988
and today is often called the Las Vegas of the
Caribbean.

Casinos first opened in 1959
and today there are 12 casinos.
For a time gambling was the
island’s main attraction and the
casinos are elegant and large.
Casinos in this country first opened in 1959 and today
there are 12 casinos. For a time gambling was the
island’s main attraction and the casinos are elegant and
large and offer table games and slots whilst some also
offer bingo and sports betting.
The sector is governed by the Comision Nacional de
Juego (CNC) and governed by the law Hazardspelen AB
1990 no GT 44. In February 2013 Colonel Danny Ferrer
was appointed as National Casino Inspector of the
National Commission of Casinos
The law gives the Minister of the Justice and Public the
right to authorise casinos which must be located in
hotels with a minimum of 250 rooms. The fee is
AWG2,500,000. Casinos open around midday and can
stay open until dawn and the currency used is the US
dollar.

01 Aruba has an exceptionally diverse
population, with more than 90
nationalities present.
02 Aruba’s pristine, white-sand beaches
and calm turquoise waters are unlike
any others. TripAdvisor.com recently
named Eagle Beach one of the top ten
beaches in the world.
03 Aruba is at the forefront of the energy
revolution. Ten large windmills line the
rugged eastern coast. Within 10 years,
100% of the island’s energy will come
from renewable sources.
04 |Aruba has a dry climate, with an
average of 82 degrees. Located
outside the hurricane belt with
constant cooling trade winds, Aruba
has more sunny days than any other
Caribbean island.

Aruba is home to a family of five Divi Resorts which offer
accommodation along the beaches on the Aruba coastline. The island is also host for many professional poker
tournaments and houses slots from progressive jackpots
to nickel machines. The majority of casinos are located in
the Palm Beach area in the large resorts and also in
downtown Oranjestad.
Stellaris Casino at the Aruba Marriott Resort and Crystal
Casino at the Marina Hotel are the only two casinos open
24 hours a day. Players must be over 18 years.
The control of the market is said to be ‘shockingly bad’ in
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aruba: vital statistics
Capital: Oranjestad
Population: 109,000
Land Area: 180 sq.km
Median age: 38.6 years
Tourists 2012: 903,934
Currency: Arubian Florin
Government:
Parliamentary democracy
Chief of State:
King Willem-Alexander (Netherlands)
Head of Government:
Prime Minister Michiel Godfried Eman
CASINOS: 12
SLOTS: 3,394
TABLE GAMES: Approx 250
RACETRACKS: 0

some reports and there are certainly levels of corruption
and illegal gambling. Apparently the law states an
Aruban resident can only visit a casino eight times per
month maximum although whether this is actually
checked or implemented is another question.
Gaming tax is levied on the gross receipts from the gaming operations of a casino which is four per cent monthly and this resulted in tax revenues of around US$12m in
2006. Slot revenue is determined at a factor of 1.55 times
slot win and outcome then taxed at four per cent.

Casinos
ALHAMBRA CASINO is located in Oranjestad and was
opened 20 years ago and has been recently renovated
though remains under the same ownership. It is open
daily from 10am until 4am and there are 350 video
poker slots and multi game machines and traditional
reel slots and a range of table games. All games are TITO
operated and the casino is Moorish themed. It is managed by Treasure Bay Gaming and Resorts which has
five casinos in the Caribbean region.
AURA CASINO is located in Palm Beach and was
opened 34 years ago. It is located within the Occidental
Grand Aruba all inclusive resort which offers 368 rooms
and suites, six restaurants and five bars. The casino is
open from 12pm for slots and 5pm for table games has a
Las Vegas style showroom for entertainment.
COOL CASINO is the latest casino and is located at the
Hotel Riu Palace in Palm Beach. It is open 10am until
4am. The slots operate with TITO and there are 200 slots
and 10 table games.

CRYSTAL CASINO is in downtown Oranjestad located
inside the Renaissance Aruba Resort (alongside the
Seaport Casino) in the Marina Tower which runs in conjunction with the Seaport Casino. The resort offers 556
rooms whilst the Renaissance Mall and Marketplace has
over 100 stores. The casino has 420 slots and about 20
table games.

Gaming tax is levied on gross
receipts from the casino
operations which is four per cent
monthly and this results in tax
revenues of around US$12m.
SEAPORT CASINO is situated in the Aruba
Renaissance Marketplace overlooking the harbour. It
has 356 slots and 14 table games in a 743 sq.m gaming
area. The Seaport also features one of a handful of
Sportsbooks and with eight screens.
EXCELSIOR CASINO is housed in the Holiday Inn
Beach Resort in Palm Beach and has been open for 30
years and offers Las Vegas style gaming with TITO slot
machines and 32 table games plus poker tournaments.
The resort offers 382 rooms and the casino opens at 12
noon with live horse racing simulcasts and sports betting.
HYATT REGENCY CASINO at Eagle Beach is open
from 12 noon until 4am and the casino has 255 slots and

21 gaming tables. There are Carnival Rio style celebrations and themes. The casino is operated by HGMI
Gaming which also operates nine casinos in North and
South America and the Caribbean including the Niagara
Fallsview Casino Resort and Casino Niagara.
PALM BEACH CASINO is situated at the Western
Resort in Palm Beach and has recently undergone a
$1.5m renovation. It was formerly known as the
Casablanca Casino at the Wyndham Aruba Resort.
American company Starwood Hotels & Resorts took
over the management in 2006. The new casino houses
220 slots, five Hyperlink machines, and several table
games. The new bar area now offers live entertainment.
The Western Resort has 480 rooms.
STELLARIS CASINO is the largest casino in Aruba and
is open 24 hours a day and located at the Aruba Marriott
Resort in Palm Beach. The gaming floor is 1,672 sq.m and
there are 26 table games and 522 slots with live music
throughout the week. There are also race and sports
kiosk for betting on sporting events.
RADISSON CASINO is in Palm Beach and houses 200
slots and video poker machines and various table games
plus the highly popular Ultimate Bet Poker tournaments
and annual Aruba Poker Classic Tournament. The
Radisson is located on a 15 acre resort which underwent
a $30m renovation in 2012 with new facilities.
KEY LARGO CASINO BAR was opened in 2006 and is
the latest addition to the Gillmann Group and is located
in Oranjestad. It opens from 11am until 4am and has 100
slots and seven table games.
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Three’s a crowd
Three legal casinos must compete
with a host of illegal operations spread
across the islands, and while the
government was keen to expand
gaming with a national lottery, voters
in 2013 quashed the plans.
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01 The Bahamas is one of richest
countries of the Caribbean. The Bahamas
has a GDP of US$9.093bn and a real
growth rate of 0.95 per cent. 50 per cent
of its labor force is employed with the
tourism sector. The unemployment rate is
7.6 per cent. Tourism is vital to the
economy of the Bahamas as it contributes
about 60 per cent of its GDP. Financial
services sector follows next by
contributing 17 per cent to GDP. The
financial sector of the Bahamas is
dependent on offshore banking. The major
bank of the nation is The Central Bank of
The Bahamas. Large scale agricultural
practices are rare and 80 per cent of the
food is imported. Agriculture and fisheries
contribute a mere 5 per cent to the GDP.
The Bahamas consists of some 29 islands and 661 cays
and over 2,000 islets in the Atlantic Ocean north of
Cuba and Hispaniola and southeast of the US state of
Florida. It is part of the Greater Antilles along with
Hispaniola and Jamaica.
The capital Nassau is located on the island of New
Providence and the Bahamas territory actually incorporates some 180,000 square miles of ocean space.
Originally the Lucayan Indians inhabited the islands
when Christopher Columbus arrived in San Salvador in
1492. The Bahamas were Columbus’ first landfall in the
New World. The Spanish however never colonised the
area but they did ship the Lucayans to slavery in
Hispaniola. The islands were mainly deserted until
British settlements arrived on the islands in 1647 and
then they became a British crown colony in 1718.
Independence from the UK was achieved in 1973 and
the Bahamas have prospered through tourism, international banking and investment management. It is also a
major transit point for illegal drugs and smuggling illegal
migrants into the US.

Bahamas governs the gaming sector and operates under
the Lotteries and Gaming Act Chapter 387 and the
Accounting and Internal Controls Regulations 1993. It is
headed by Chairman Andre Rollins.
The gaming board was established in 1969 alongside the
gaming act and there have since been many amendments to the act including a 1978 amendment which
allowed the Hotel Corporation to be the only entity
allowed to grant a casino licence.
Today, casino gaming remains a special form of entertainment aimed at the tourism market and there are
three casinos currently open. Players must be aged 18
years.
There are several issues with gaming in the Bahamas.
Firstly it is only permitted for tourists. Locals, even residents with work permits, cannot gamble in casinos.
Many are calling for regulations which make it fair all
round and they want to bring all forms of gaming operations into conformity with the laws and this also
includes introducing a national lottery.
This has been talked about since the 1990s, but a referendum was held in January this year and was rejected
by voters despite reports it could bring the government
an extra $20m in tax revenues.

There are around 5.1 million
visitors to the Bahamas
annually of which almost 80 per
cent are Americans.
The law banning Bahamians from casino gaming was
made in 1965 when it was also illegal for locals to work
at casino tables. The government later reversed this latter decision.
If the casino industry is modernised it is said The
Bahamas could see anything between $17m and $30m
in additional tax revenue plus further employment
opportunities. The Bahamas has not updated its laws
since 1969.

01 There are 163 million Americans living
within 1,000 miles of the Bahamas
and the idea for a new gaming law
would cash in on those figures offering
visitors something more than sun and
sea. There are 276 flights to the
Bahamas each week and 18 of the 25
wealthiest US counties are within one
hours drive of an airport which has
direct flights to Lynden Pindling
Airport. The Bahamas could see a
minimum of 200,000 new tourists
annually if the casino law changes

Today the Bahamas is one of the richest countries in the
Americas. Tourism generates around half the jobs and
accounts for 60 per cent of the GDP.

At the moment there are a reported 45 odd illegal gambling houses in New Providence and 12 in Grand
Bahama, whilst is it said some $2m is gambled locally
and abroad weekly.

Prohibition in the US was a godsend for the Bahamian
economy years ago as thirsty Americans travelled to
Nassau in their thousands and once this ended the
desire to develop the region for tourism began. Around
the time the Hobby Horse Hall race track was built in
1934 which has since closed.

Meanwhile online gaming is not legally permitted
although Atlantis does offer mobile gaming and tourists
can play games on smart phones or tablet devices by
downloading Cantor Gaming’s application and inputting
a password and account information. This is the first
casino to offer such technology here.

There are around 5.1 million visitors to the Bahamas
annually of which almost 80 per cent are Americans
and the most visited islands are New Providence and
Grand Bahama which sees between them around four
million tourists each year.

The government has now drawn up a new legislation to
allow mobile gaming and sports betting in the Bahamas.
The Gaming Bill 2013 will replace the current 1969
Lotteries and Gaming Act and give the country a chance
to embrace tourism and take advantage of a very lucrative market.

ting, in-play betting and online gaming, incentives for
junket trips plus iron out several other issues such as
removing prohibition on non Bahamian residents to
gamble. The act should be enacted by the end of this
year.

The Gaming Act will permit casinos to offer sports bet-

The Bahamas currently nets around $146m each year

gaming
The Gaming Board for the Commonwealth of the
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from its gaming industry with annual revenues per casino reaching $48.6m on average. The government hopes
to now triple this figure and also increase the $15m the
government currently receives in taxes. Over the last
five years the Bahamian casino gaming gross revenues
had fallen by more than one third from $220m back in
2007. Although some of this is down to the recession the
bulk of the decline happened in 2008-09 when there
was a $50m drop.
The Bahamas is also still lacking an independent testing
laboratory, private salons for VIP gamers, liberalised
gaming credit and the enforcement of gaming debt.
There are 163 million Americans living within 1,000
miles of the Bahamas and the idea for a new gaming law
would cash in on those figures offering visitors something more than sun and sea. There are 276 flights to the
Bahamas each week and 18 of the 25 wealthiest US
counties are within one hours drive of an airport which
has direct flights to Lynden Pindling Airport. The
Bahamas could see a minimum of 200,000 new tourists
annually if the casino law changes
The first casino to open was in Nassau in the late 1920s

The Bahamas is still lacking an
independent testing laboratory,
private salons for VIP gamers,
liberalised gaming credit and the
enforcement of gaming debt.
called the Bahamian Club which was followed by the
opening of a small casino on the island of Cat Cay. At the
time they were seasonal and frequented by tourists.
In 1964 the first major casino opened called The Monte
Carlo at the Lucayan Beach Hotel until it later closed in
1974.
Meanwhile another casino called El Casino then opened
in Freeport in 1966 but then closed in 1978. It changed
ownership and until 1983 operated under the Grand
Bahama Management until Princess Casino Limited was
granted a licence to operate the facility. They changed
the name to Princess Casino and in 2000 it was purchased by DVI Freeport Casino Limited and renamed
the Casino at Bahamia.

Meanwhile in 1967 Paradise Island Casino opened and in
1987 it was purchased by Donald Trump then resold to
Merv Griffin in 1988. In 1994 it was acquired by Sun
International and the name was changed to Atlantis
Paradise Island Casino
The Cable Beach Casino opened in 1983 and in 1988
underwent renovations and was then renamed the
Crystal Palace Resort and Casino. Many other casinos
have opened and closed over the years and at the
moment there are only three resort casinos now open.
Casinos have seen revenues decline over the last few
years. Crystal Palace saw revenues down by 18.5 per
cent to $22m in 2011. The Bahamas charges between five
and 25 per cent tax on winnings and takes around $15m
from the sector in taxes annually.

Casinos
ATLANTIS PARADISE ISLAND RESORT AND
CASINO on Paradise Island is owned by Sun
International Hotels and is a mega resort with 2,300
rooms and also features a marine habitat with 14
lagoons and some 50,000 aquatic animals and underwater ruins of the legendary lost city of Atlantis. The
8 9
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casino has 850 slots and 80 table games. The casino is
open 24 hours a day. There is a Sportsbook and Race
Book and there is also a 67 foot long LED video wall plus
44 betting stations and six VIP betting stations.
WYNDHAM NASSAU RESORT AND CRYSTAL
PALACE CASINO in New Providence is owned by the
Ruffin Group and has 865 rooms and a 30,000 sq.ft casino on the Castle Beach Strip which has 300 slots and 16
table games. It is also the first to operate a Sportsbook
and Race Book facilities in the jurisdiction.
RESORTS WORLD BIMINI on the island of Bimini
opened a few months ago (July 2013) by Genting in partnership with RAV Bahamas Ltd. Bimini is a small island
just 50 miles off the coast of Miami and at one time was
a hard to reach fishing village. The Genting Group has
invested at least $300m on Resorts World Bimini whilst
is also launched the Bimini Superfast cruise ship brings
players and more tourists to the island in just two hours
and offers day or night trips. There is a casino onboard
so players can gamble en route once three miles from
the Miami shoreline.
The Bimini Casino opened in June 2013 whilst an adjoin9 0

The Bahamas Hotel Corporation
Tourism Services (Bimini) is a
new transportation company to
operate Resorts Worlds Bimini
Bay transportation activities.
ing 350 room Luxury Marina Hotel is expected to be finished by Christmas alongside 50 luxury villas a month
or so later. They are located on a 700 acre plot in North
Bimini. There are also plans for shopping, restaurants
and nightclubs and the possibility of a second hotel.
The Hotel Corporation’s announced business tie up with
the new Bimini Bay Resort has been seen as further
interference by the government in the private sector
according to some reports.
The agreement with the Genting Resorts project means
the government is allowing the corporation to own and
operate the resort’s transportation and water sport
amenities.

01 Queen Elizabeth II is the nominal head
of the Bahamas and is represented by
the Governor-General. The
government is a Parliamentary
Democracy headed by the Prime
Minister and his cabinet. There are 32
local governments in the districts
where elections are held every three
years. The Department of Lands and
Local Government formulates policies
for administration of the districts.
Individuals of the age of 18 and above
are allowed voting rights by the
Parliamentary Registration
Department. The Constitution of The
Bahamas was adopted on June 20,
1973 and enforced on July 10, 1973.

The Bahamas Hotel Corporation Tourism Services
(Bimini) ltd was formed by the government in July 2013
and is a new transportation company to operate Resorts
Worlds Bimini Bay transportation and water sports
activities.
Meanwhile Treasure Bay Casino (formerly known as the
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Isle of Capri) in Grand Bahama closed recently but
should reopen under new ownership early next year.
This casino has 35,000sq.ft of gaming area with 400
slots and 30 table games.
In 2009 the government selected Treasure Bay Casino
and Resorts as the replacement for Isle of Capri. This
company is based in Biloxi in Mississippi and has casinos also in Aruba, St Lucia and St Croix in the Virgin
Islands.
Meanwhile, the island has seen several failed projects
including the Ginn Versailles Sur Mer on Grand Bahama
island which came to a standstill. In 2008 Ginn, the previous developer, defaulted on a construction loan and
now leaves an infrastructure of utilities, canals, airport,
golf course and roads completed with no buildings. The
idea was to build a palatial $4.9bn development with
1,400 homes and 4,000 condo hotel units plus a 55,000
sq.ft casino.
However, on the plus side Baha Mar is a huge development due to open in December 2014 and includes a casino tower and as such will host the largest casino floor in
the Caribbean with 100,000 sq.ft of gaming area with

Baha Mar is a huge
development due to open in
December 2014 and includes a
tower that will host the largest
casino floor in the Caribbean.
more than 150 table games and 1,500 slot machines.
The $2.6m mega resort looks set to compete against the
likes of Macau. Baha Mar’s Chairman Sarkis Izmirlian
says the resort will include four new hotels under a
number of prominent brands and will provide 2,200
hotel rooms, will have a 3,000 ft stretch of beachfront,
eco water park, golf course and convention centre. The
Baha Mar Casino and Hotel will be managed by Global
Gaming Asset Management
In addition, the Grand Bahama Port Authority gave preliminary approval for a casino in May this year headed
by Bahamian investors. Lucaya Amusement Limited is a
group of three investors who want to build a $15m facility for slots, bingo parlour, food and drinks, nightclub,

The bahamas: vital statistics
Capital: Nassau
Population: 319,031
Land Area: 13,880 sq.km
Median age: 30. years
Tourists 2012: 5.1 million
Currency: Bahamian Dollars ($)
Government:
Constitutional parliamentary democracy
and Commonwealth realm
Chief of State:
Queen Elizabeth II
Head of Government:
Prime Minister Perry Christie
CASINOS: 3
SLOTS: 2,150
TABLE GAMES: Approx 200
Revenue: $146m
RACETRACKS: 0

beer garden and rooftop cinema. The investors hope the
facility will run in tandem with the reopening of Reef
Village which is run by Blue Diamond Hotels and
Resorts.
The casino would be 63,000 sq.ft and three floors with
400 seat bingo. The idea is to cater for locals if and when
the law changes to permit them entry. This government
meanwhile is also considering a casino license application from a group of Bahamians for a New Providence
casino
9 1
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Beachfront
real estate
Casinos have always been a huge part
of the island’s tourism industry and as
such they have been permitted to
open under fairly lax rules.

Sint Maarten is located in the Leeward Islands group
and in the southern part of the island of Saint Martin
(France) and lies east of the US Virgin Islands.
Although Christopher Columbus first came across St
Maarten back in 1493 and claimed it for Spain it was the
Dutch who occupied the island in 1631 and began to
exploit its salt deposits.

cruise ship and 500,000 via the airport with over 50 per
cent from the US.
All food is imported due to lack of agriculture and fishing. Sint Marteen, however, has the highest per capita
income among the five islands which were formerly
part of Netherlands Antilles.

gaming
The Spanish retook over the island in 1633 and then
relinquished it to the French and Dutch who after major
conflicts finally divided it amongst themselves in 1648
so the southern part of the island is Dutch and the north
French.

Casinos have always been a huge part of the island’s
tourism industry and as such they have been permitted
to open under fairly lax rules. There are casinos
attached to hotels and other stand alone sites primarily
in Philipsburg which also serves the cruise ship market.

Cotton, tobacco and sugar plantations became the core
elements and expanded African slavery during the 18th
and 19th centuries. The island’s economy declined until
1939 when it became a free port and tourism became in
the 1950s.

In 1995 when Hurricane Luis arrived there were 10 casinos of which three were stand alone. Today there are
currently 14 locations.

In 1954 St Maarten and several other Dutch Caribbean
islands became part of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
as the Netherlands Antilles. In 2000 a referendum voted
it was to become a self governing county within the
Netherlands. The change in status began in 2000.
Tourism is a key force in the economy with nearly four
fifths of the labour force engaged in this sector. The
island sees around 1.5 million visitors each year by
9 2

Although there is a mix of locals and tourists in the
casinos, back in the late 1990s there was a call to relook at the market and how best to proceed with new
gaming establishments.
A study was conducted and consultants focused on
issues such as capacity, expansion, fiscal impact,
licensing and internal controls. The study also called for
a Gaming Control Board to govern the sector after it
reported too many casinos and an uncontrolled sector.

The report showed that the government was not receiving its fair share of revenues compared to other competitive destinations and administration and financial control issues needed to be addressed.
Following the report the government then published its
casino policy in 2011 under the title Rules of the Game.
Today the casino sector is not really governed but operates under the Ministry of Finance’s Rules of the Game
policy.
This stated that casinos should restrict local player
access to just four times per month maximum. This was
not, however, enforced and has left the government
wondering if there is really now any need for this to be in
place. The paper also introduced a maximum number of
casinos on the island and limited it to three stand alone
casinos in the capital which would be permitted to run
alongside the two current establishments, bringing the
total to five in the Philipsburg area.
Plus a further three more stand alone casinos would be
allowed on the ‘strip’ (Simpson Bay) in addition to the
two existing casinos already there bringing the total to
five in Simpson Bay area. There is also ceiling limit of 10
stand alone casino in total.
Meanwhile casino in hotels, which are part of hotel
developments, will need to be linked to those with at
least 200 rooms. They cannot be located 50m near to
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Philipsburg and open daily until 3am.
SONESTA GREAT BAY BEACH RESORT is located in
Philipsburg and overlooks the Great Bay Harbour. The
Golden Casino is housed here which is a small casino
which has 84 slots and tables.
DUNES CASINO (Atlantis World Casino group) opened
in 2011 and is the latest of the Atlantis group’s casinos on
this island. It is located at Caravanserai Resort between
Maho Reef and Princess Juliana Airport and surrounded
by restaurants and night life. There are 200 slots and a
sportsbook.
PRINCESS CASINO PORT DE PLAISANCE is set in
tropical gardens in Cole Bay offering 88 suites spread
over three storey villas, yacht club, restaurants and a
12,000 sq.ft casino. It is one of the largest on the island
and has a second floor dedicated to nickel play, a private
VIP room and live shows.
WESTIN HOTEL is not far from the airport and located
at the Dawn Beach Resort and Spa and offers 310 luxurious rooms and 15 suites run by Starwood hotels. It is
located on beautiful beaches and has a casino on site.

sensitive buildings such as churches and schools.
Minimum age is 18 years. There is still no gaming board
set up despite consistent calls.
In March 2013 a draft budget was presented by the government and the 14 casinos now must contribute more
to the society and under consideration is a fixed fee per
table and per slot machine or a 10 per cent levy on payouts.
The draft budget assumes a fixed fee which means the
casino will contribute some G7.5m to the state. The government aims to collect G1.8m in arrears from the casinos.
Finance Minister Roland Tuitt is behind the plans whilst
the Casino Operators Association is emphatically
against the decision. Casinos do not pay turnover taxes
but monthly fees of G50,000 for tables and G10,000 for
slots.

Casinos
ATLANTIS CASINO is located in Cupecoy and is a destination casino with over 2,500sq.m of gaming and 400
slots and table games. It is open 24/7 and is run by the
Atlantis World Casino group which has four casinos on
this island. The group is a regional Caribbean operator
with eight casinos in total with four in St Maarten, three
in Dominican Republic and one in Curacao. They opened

sinT maarTen: vital statistics
Capital: Philipsburg
Population: 39,689
Land Area: 34 sq.km
Median age: 39.7 years
Tourists 2012: 2 million
Currency: Antillian Guilder
Government:
Parliamentary
Chief of State:
Willem-Alexander of the Netherlands
Head of Government:
Sarah Wesctott Williams
CASINOS: 14
SLOTS: Approx. 3,200
TABLE GAMES: Approx 160
RACETRACKS: 0

the Atlantis in 1991 and this has become their flagship.
BEACH PLAZA CASINO is owned by Atlantis World
Casino group and opened in 2001. It is located in
Philipsburg and has 150 slots and a sportsbook.
CASINO ROYALE is the largest casino on the island
and has 21,000 sq.ft of gaming with 21 tables including
roulette, black jack, craps and four varieties of poker
with an additional ‘high roller’ poker area and 413 slots.
It is located in Maho Bay opposite the Sonesta Maho
Beach Resort and opened 30 years ago and has around
350,000 visitors per year. For the last eight years the
casino has held a large poker tournament and this year
hosted the World Poker Tour.
COLISEUM is located on Front Street and has 11 table
games and over 300 slots and is operated by Princess
Casinos International.
DIAMOND CASINO is also located on Front Street in

In March 2013 a draft budget
was presented by the
government and the 14 casinos
now must contribute more to
the society and under
consideration is a fixed fee per
table and per slot machine.
ROUGE ET NOIR CASINO is found at St Maarten
Museum in Front Street, Philipsburg and has 130 slots
and 13 table games and open daily. It’s a small casino
with slots and table games and bingo.
JUMP UP CASINO is located at Emma Plein at the east
end of Front Street in Philipsburg. It opened in 2011 and
is themed after the annual St Maarten carnival called
Jump Up. It opens from 10am until 4am and has over 160
slots and video poker and bingo games.
PARADISE PLAZA CASINO (Atlantis World Casino
group) opened in 1998 and is situated in Simpson Bay
close to the large resorts and bars. It is open 11am until
3am and has slots and a sportsbook.
HOLLYWOOD CASINO is operated at the Simpson
Bay Resort. It is thought this will soon be closed and
replaced by hard rock casino. There is a Hard Rock Café
and Restaurant in St Maarten located in Front Street in
Philipsburg. Last year the Seminole Tribe owners of the
Hard Rock brand were talking with Simpson Bay Resort
in St Maarten about a takeover of the resort. There are
few details but it is thought Hard Rock will build a 150200 room hotel costs around $100m for the project.
TROPICANA CASINO in Cole Bay is open daily and is
12,000 sq.ft with 300 slots and table games, plus a 90
seat bingo area. It is operated by the Princess Casinos
International.
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saGsE BuENos airEs 2013

At SAGSE the mood remained positive
despite an increasingly challenging
gaming landscape. We talked to some of
the biggest players about their
impressions of the Latin American
market and the products they were
showcasing at this year’s show

casiNo TEchNoloGy’s sENsa
sTriDEs ahEaD iN arGENTiNa
exclusive branded cabinets enhancing the
attractiveness and bringing a special atmosphere
to every casino. GAMOPOLIS HIGHWAY,
including forty games in every single set, was a
real hit at the exhibition. The series was
presented in the hi-end line of slot machines
SENSA PLUS.

Following the latest expansion of the company in
a range of Latin American markets, Casino
Technology is coming back to SAGSE Argentina
in order to get close to a lot of potential customers
in this region. The company started its active
operations in Latin America by opening office in
Peru seven years ago, maintaining active
operations through local partners in other
countries, such as Panama and Mexico.
This year the company appointed a Business
Development Unit in Buenos Aires that is
responsible for the positioning of the Casino
Technology brand and products in Argentina,
Chile, Uruguay, Paraguay and Colombia. “At
present we have many installations in Peru with
excellent performing results and we trust that our
newer installations in Argentina, Chile and
Colombia, contracted this year, will be a success
among all players in these territories, said Liliana
A. Candelino, Sales & Business Development
Latin America, Casino Technology. “This year we
demonstrated at the show a range of new
certified products for the local market. As a result
of continuous analysis of the statistical data
received from many international operators, we
offer optimal selection of games in order to
appeal to wide variety of players, according to
different market preferences.”
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The Casino Technology team at SAGSE 2013
“Among the highlights of the showcase were
SENSA PLUS cabinets, accommodating the latest
multigame series: GAMOPOLIS23 and
GAMOPOLIS24, launched earlier during the year
with five packs of five games selected by the
operator; also the 15-game versions GAMOPOLIS25 and GAMOPOLIS26, collecting
games with a longstanding and proven
performance on a range of Latin American
markets,” stated Ms. Candelino.
“Starring at the stand was the premium product
line PENTHOUSE SLOTS introduced in a
multigame set of five games, completed in

“Based on many years research of casino markets
in all the parts of the world the Casino
Technology team is very experienced in
developing and targeting the right products to the
right market. The products we offer in Latin
America are responding very well to the taste and
preferences of the local players in many
countries here. Especially our multigame
products which have quickly become very
popular as they are made in a way to give the
players a large choice of themes, bonuses and
features along with the opportunity to switch
easily from one theme or game to another and
find exactly what they are looking for.
“We have established a presence in countries like
Mexico, Peru and Panama and other countries in
Central America. Recently we closed important
deals with major operators in Colombia and Chile.
Starting not long ago in Argentina, we now have
our first banks installed as well. Based on the
promising results from those installations our
main goal for 2014 will be to concentrate our
efforts to greater expansion in the rest of in
Central and Southern Latin America.”

Exhibition
saGsE BuENos airEs 2013
Aristocrat showed a globally diverse
collection of slot games to appeal to the
wide tastes of the L. American market
“I think what’s unique compared to our
contemporaries is that we have such a globally
diverse set of markets . . . we are very focused on
making sure that we meet regional market
requirements. We are very particular about
building games that align really well with
particular markets in that market be it Asia, Latin
America or Australia,” said Matt Wilson, Vice
President Marketing Americas, Aristocrat.
“For us we are on a bit of journey now here at
Aristocrat. We are a sixty year old gaming
company –that’s a very little known fact – and
we are one of the oldest gaming companies in the
industry. . . A lot of the product you see around
you today had their genesis in Aristocrat
products. We are very proud of that and we want
to continue to be the innovators and the pioneers
of different segments. We’ve put four years back
to back net profit growth which is a really strong
thing for us considering the market dynamics. So
we want to continue that and we know that the
only way to continue the trend is to invest and to
invest heavily. We’ve been fortunate enough to
have the CEO on board approve a large increase
in our designer development dollars year over
year.
“If you look at the number of dollars we’ve spent
building games this year as opposed to last year
we are up 20 per cent or just over 20 per cent
year on year. We’ve built better games by
bringing in new talent into the organisation so we
know that in order to build better games you
have to have better game designers.
“In our for sale model we have core product and
we’re the company which really pioneered those
types of games so think Buffalo. Timber Wolf,
Cash Man, or Sun and Moon and all these great
games which we’ve been making for years and
we remain committed to that. And on the other
side there’s the entertainment segment . . . for
which we have brought in Dan Marks who is the
industry expert in building those types of games.
So those games we think are really going to give
us a strong market position in Mexico, Argentina,
Chile and Colombia. These are the types of games
which work well in these markets.
“We know that in Latin America that not
everyone’s a gambler and not everyone’s an
entertainment player. So what we try to do is
bring out the best possible versions of
entertainment games, the best possible versions
of gambler games and design for both segments
of the market. So that’s what we are about. If you
segment out portfolio into three critical areas

Matt Wilson, Vice President Marketing Americas, Aristocrat.

BiGGEr, BETTEr aND BolDEr
there is the core gambler, that’s what we’ve been
doing for sixty years we remain committed to
that and we feel like we have got the industry’s
best game designers at building those types of
games. We’ve got the e series or entertainment
series so we’ve brought some talent into the

organisation . . . and the third area for us is
recurring revenue. It’s about bringing the best
licenced products to market, taking a lot of TLC in
the way we create the game and really putting
out what we feel are really entertaining games
which delight players.”

Bally GETs ThE parTy sTarTED
The latest premium games from Bally
Technologies hit the SAGSE show to
continue an impressive winning streak
“We have a tremendous presence in Latin
America and are continuing to grow. We
maintain offices throughout the region. We
were very excited about showing our latest Pro
Series Wave cabinet to the South American
market,” said Carolina Maresca St. John,
Marketing Coordinator, Bally Technologies.
“This product was very well received at the
recent G2E show in Las Vegas, where it won
first place for Best Slot Product in the 2014
Gaming & Technology Awards. Our latest
premium games, Michael Jackson Wanna Be
Startin’ Somethin’ and ZZ Top were also on
display, along with the highly anticipated
Asian Romance series link games, including
Zhi Nu and Liang Zu. We are releasing video
games compatible with the Cabinets Pro Series
V22/22, V32 and Wave.
“As our footprint in South America continues
to grow, we anticipate becoming more
involved in the region. We recently signed an
Interactive agreement with Enjoy for its casino
in Uruguay and the ability for Latin America

customers to utilise our iGaming Platform is
exciting for the company and the region.
“We were also very excited about showing our
latest Pro Series Wave cabinet to the Asian
market recently. This product was very well
received at the last G2E show in Las Vegas,
where it won first place for Best Slot Product in
the 2014 Gaming & Technology Awards. Our
newest Asian gaming innovations were
showcased in the Wave cabinet, including Fu
Dao Le and Fu Lion. Our latest premium games,
TITANIC and Michael Jackson Wanna Be
Startin’ Somethin’ were also on display, along
with the highly anticipated Asian Romance
series link games, including Zhi Nu and Liang
Zu. The first of the very impressive Reel Blast
series of games, Aztec Dawn made its debut in
Asia and drew a lot of attention.”
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iGT BriNGs ThE
sizzlE To saGsE
SAGSE continued EGT’s impressive run
of events and exhibtions in which the
latest range of EGMs out-performed all
expectations at the Buenos Aires show
Featuring a bold portfolio of fan-favourite
MegaJackpots titles and a vast variety of
compelling market-attuned games, designed to
resonate with the dynamic players of the region,
IGT made an unmistakable impact on the SAGSE
show in Buenos Aires. IGT also cast a blue
spotlight on the company’s latest industrychanging content and savvy systems solutions.
“IGT is diligent about always innovating and
evolving, and more importantly, in ways that
matter to our customers and their players,” said
Sabby Gill, IGT Senior Vice President of
International Sales. “We are introducing a lively
line-up of market-attuned content that will
create excitement and entertainment in this
region and should speak directly to IGT’s
commitment to cutting edge technology,
forward-thinking global vision and content that
resonates in all parts of the world.”
IGT’s new attention-grabbing logo and “Out of
the Blue” brand positioning made its South
American debut at SAGSE. Under the blue-lit
backdrop of the booth, IGT brought rich content
and thrilling play with new MegaJackpots titles:
James Cameron's AVATAR Video Slots evokes an
extraordinary multi-media surround-sound
journey to Pandora. Based on the highestgrossing film of all time, and created in
partnership with Twentieth Century Fox
Consumer Products and Lightstorm
Entertainment, on the Center Stage platform is
packed his game is packed with iconic film
imagery and industry-first innovation.
Seasoned players recognised the gripping
graphics from IGT fan-favourite titles including
100 Wolves, Siberian Storm and 100 Pandas in
multi-game, base play. Exciting, equally
weighted progressive triggers make for wild
jackpot potential and the chance for free games
will create frenzy on casino floors.
Based on the hit film franchise, Back to the
Future - Back in Time takes players on a blast to
the movie past. Loaded with familiar scenes and
audio from one of the most celebrated movie
trilogies of its time, players join Marty on a
journey for wilds, multipliers, scatter pays and
thrilling jackpots.
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IGT’s market-attuned Legend of the Gaucho also
appeared at SAGSE. Celebrating the life of the
iconic gaucho, this entertaining core game is full
of thematic symbols and big win potential.
IGT’s El Gran Festival brings the palpable energy
of carnival environment to the casino floor.
Boasting the fan-favoured, MultiWay Xtra
platform, while Huevocartoon, already a hit in
Mexico and US, rocked the show at SAGSE.

IGT’s enhanced the classic Core experience
further with Atari Centipede Video Reel Edge,
bringing the excitement of the cult-classic video
game to casino floors, while the addition of
progressive jackpots to fan-favourite core games
with the latest Game Changer titles - Plunder Bay
and Animal Adventure brought hot-off-thefactory floor titles affording operators added
optimisation flexibility and potential for
profitability.

TcsJh GoEs saGsE supErNoVa
SAGSE was an innovation showcase for
TCSJohnHuxley with leading edge
technology o the fore at the exhibition
TCSJohnHuxley showcased its Supernova
progressive platform at SAGSE. With an
emphasis on leading edge technology, these
new products underpin the company’s
commitment to business partnerships,
innovation and growth.
Cath Burns, TCSJohnHuxley Group CEO
comments, “We’ve spent the last 12 months
strengthening the team and expanding and
improving operational efficiencies across the
region. The continued investment in innovation
and people right across the business confirms
we are actively driving change and building for
the future.” She continues, “We see the
Americas as a key region and are focusing on
developing our presence with new products
and services.”
At SAGSE 2013, TCSJohnHuxley displayed
their industry leading products; Chipper
Champ2, traditional high quality gaming tables,
Roulette Wheels and Winning Number
Displays, in addition to new innovations such
as the Supernova Progressive Platform.
The Supernova Progressive Platform was
definitely the main focus generating a lot of
interest from visitors. Supernova is a powerful
Floor Wide Event and Mystery Progressive
platform that can adapt to almost any table

game and allows operators to configure as
many different prizes and jackpots as they
want. Supernova delivers incremental profits
and gives fast return on investment.
Since March 2013, TCSJohnHuxley have
installed over 60 tables in South Africa alone,
with some operators reporting side bet
revenues doubling within a matter of weeks
and one casino reporting an additional 10,000
side bets wagered over a weekend. Todd
Cravens, CEO for The Americas comments,
“Supernova is attracting players, creating great
excitement and increasing revenues. We had a
great response to the product when we
launched it recently at G2E in the US and we
expect the same success in Latin America
following SAGSE.”

Exhibition
saGsE BuENos airEs 2013

Taking pride of place at the show was the new
Dominator with NOVO LINE Interactive multigame mixes, the Super-V+ Gaminator with
Super-V+ and Premium-V+ Gaminator mixes as
well as the Novo-SuperVision and NOVOSTAR SL
machines. A range of Jackpots, signage and the
innovative Pinball Roulette presented extra
attractions for the region’s casino floors. Octavian
further showcased its modular casino management system ACP (Accounting – Control –
Progressives) as well as a range of Octo-Games
multi-game mixes.

NoVoMaTic crEaTEs a GaMiNG
hoTspoT aT ThE saGsE shoW
Novomatic showed its breadth and depth
of local market integration with a huge
array of products from its Latin American
subsidiary companies at SAGSE 2013
NOVOMATIC Group companies had prepared for
a legendary meet and greet with Latin America’s
top gaming experts and decision makers at the
continent’s major industry trade show and the
company didn’t disappoint with is emphatic display of gaming solutions at the SAGSE show.
The NOVOMATIC Booth, number 210, at the Costa

Salguero Exhibition Centre was the centre of
attention with best-performing games, the latest
cabinet innovations, electrifying jackpots and
sophisticated systems developed by the Group’s
numerous development teams from all over the
world – and with a new hospitality area in cooperation with one of Argentina’s most famous
artists and winemakers Helmut Ditsch, the
Novomatic booth proved the perfect spot to sample the latest gaming innovations and enjoy
world-class refreshments. Show visitors were
welcomed by the AGI sales team as well as colleagues from each of the Austria-based company’s Latin American subsidiaries.

A special highlight on the NOVOMATIC booth
was the cooperation with renowned AustrianArgentine artist and winemaker Helmut Ditsch.
In the special NOVOMATIC hospitality bar area
he presented his range of excellent Argentine
wines to the NOVOMATIC guests. Under the
name HDwines he and his brother Herbert produce sophisticated wines from the finest Malbec,
Bonarda and Terrontés grapes harvested on their
farm in Mendoza, superbly combining the characteristic intensity and opulence of the most
prestigious Argentine wines with a new elegance
and zest originating from their Austrian wine
heritage. Helmut Ditsch’s cooperation with
NOVOMATIC at the SAGSE Buenos Aires was a
very special event and a particular treat for the
show visitors.

EGT DEFiNEs laTaM prEsENcE
For the first time EGT displayed its very
latest gaming solutions at the SAGSE
exhibition through local channels
“SAGSE has been the next step in defining our
growing presence in the Latin American gaming
market,” stated Katerina Podymska, Director
EGT Argentina. “The visitors of SAGSE Buenos
Aires 2013 had the opportunity to experience
EGT’s newest gaming products, which comply
with the most modern technological
improvements on the international market.
This is the first time that the company has
introduced some of its most recent products on
the local market; with the sleek upright cabinet
P-24/24 from the Premier Series; the Cat 4 Cash
Multilevel Jackpot System and the STORK-8 (a
multiplayer system based on the STORK
terminal with innovative 32ins. four-sided
statistics display). In order to offer ultimate
experience to the players, EGT offers a wide
library of attractive games organized in various
multigame mixes. All EGT products feature

elegant and ergonomic design, advanced
technical characteristics, stability and excellent
performance. For these reasons EGT is one of
the top gaming machines manufacturers
preferred by both, casino operators and
players.”
“As a result of our expanding product portfolio,
new product lines and series, we are one of the
most preferred gaming equipment providers.
The players and operators are keen on our
entertaining games with high quality graphics
and various interesting themes.
SAGSE Buenos Aires 2013 was something of a
milestone for EGT at the local level. The
company presented its newest and most
advanced products to the company’s present
and future customers. “My opinion is that the
market has already fully recovered and 2014 is
going to one of the most successful years for
Latin American gaming industry and EGT,”
stated Ms. Podymska. “Furthermore, lately we
observe a growing tendency of the players
towards gaming experience of a new type with

Katerina Podymska, Director EGT
Argentina.
more advanced and innovative gaming
equipment. That is exactly what we have
shown at the SAGSE Buenos Aires 2013.”
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The new online gaming
battleground: Mobile
If one should summarise the trends highlighted by the recent EiG show in
Barcelona, the new battles to be fought in the gaming/gambling industry, only one
word would play as the perfect fit: MOBILE. There were also interesting
developments in the Sportsbook arena represented by companies such as Totel
Football and Veros Digital but that's another story…
All software vendors that matter presented their
mobile games at EIG. Most of them had a limited
selection of own-developed mobile games while
everyone was interested in integrating mobile
content of other vendors and shopping for new
and exciting mobile games. We received plenty of
requests to develop mobile content, requests
which didn’t come up empty-handed, but each
has a big challenge ahead of them: software vendors were not certain which technology to
choose… and as Bill Murray found himself in the
film “Lost in Translation,” they seemed a bit “lost
in technologies.”
This is indeed a very interesting problem. As we
all know, the mobile gaming vertical is being led
by the market – not by the software vendors.
More and more players want to consume their
content by using their smartphones and tablets
(it’s not long until you’ll l start seeing emerging
solutions for smart TVs too) and not their desktops. However, the technology is falling behind
the market demand. Add this to the trend of social
gaming, which is mostly consumed by players
using mobile devices, and you are face to face
with an explosion of players eager to use their
hand-held devices to gamble… but with vendors
who are not yet able to fulfill the demand.

hTml5 – a dream or a nighTmare?
The technology of choice for software vendors
creating mobile games is HTML5. HTML5 has been
around for a couple of years now, while all the
major browser providers for the various platforms
support it, and everyone is sure that this will be
the main technology for mobile content for the
next few years at least. However, HTML5 is far
from flawless and boasts two big problems:
l HTML5 is not really cross platform as one has to
develop the game more than once. And why is
that? In theory, if you write HTML5 code it should
run on all browsers, while in reality each browser
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vendor supports HTML5 a little differently. Once
you write a HTML5 based game, you need to
invest 20 per cent of the development effort to
adapt it to another browser!
l HTML5 is a very labour-intensive technology if
you want to produce impressive results. However,
that does not even come close to what you can do
in Flash, for example.

So, while HTML5 is the main technology of choice
as everybody believes it is the future winning
battle in online gaming, what about the present?
Well, for now, HTML5 requires significant development efforts in order to produce games that are
much less exciting and captivating in terms of the
user experience as compared to what you can do
with a dinosaur like Flash. I didn’t pick this word
randomly, ‘dinosaur’ is the right word to describe
Flash: it used to dominate the world, it is perfectly
adapted to its environment and time and it is
bound to extinct.
So what alternatives are there to developing
mobile games? It’s time for Adobe AIR and
Unity3D to come into play.
Both technologies are dominant in the gaming
vertical (I am talking about video gaming here –
not gambling) and provide both reach, user experience, ease of development and cross platform
capabilities. It's no wonder that software vendors
in the gaming vertical are placing at least some of
their chips on these technologies, although each
has its own disadvantages too.

adobe air - a misTy fuTure
Adobe is gambling on the gaming and gambling
verticals as a future growth engine. While Flash
seems to be doomed as a technology (and I think
it’s a real shame – it was and still is an excellent
technology), Adobe AIR allows the developers’
community to enjoy all the capabilities of Flash

Aviram Eisenberg,
Founder and CEO, Ignite
Entrepreneur and
acclaimed speaker, Aviram
Eisenberg is the Founder
and CEO of Ignite – a global
software development
company that specialises in
new technologies
development such as web,
mobile and social in a cost
effective models. Under his
leadership, Ignite is
recognised as an agile, lean
and mean leader in Israel
and Europe, introducing
innovative methodologies
and enhancing the R&D
excellence of industry
leaders such as Nokia,
Siemens Networks,
Microsoft, VMWare and
AT&T as well as high-tech
companies in the online
gaming and gambling
sectors.

Use Unity 3D to develop the
most exciting 3D and branded
mobile games as a means to
attracting the players, yet
make sure to invest most of
your current development
efforts in HTML 5!
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while enabling them to convert the game into a
native application that can run on both iOS and
Android. This is great, but that means your mobile
game is now a native app that should be downloaded from Apple's App Store or Google Play
Market and both vendors (especially Apple) are
putting barriers to block real money gambling
apps. There are solutions to bypass this problem,
but they make the development more complicated, while also extending the path to production.
The main problem with Adobe AIR, however, is its
uncertain future. On one hand, Adobe declares
that it will continue the support for Adobe AIR,
but on the other it is making a large investment
into HTML5 alternatives, such the acquisition of
Nitobi (the maker of PhoneGap), which offers a
cross-platform HTML5-based option.
Is Adobe AIR here to stay or will it follow in the
footstep of its older sister – Flash? Gambling on

uniTy 3d – from gaming To gambling?

question: will Unity make the move towards
HTML 5? If it does then it will become a very
interesting alternative. If not, it will remain within
a niche market for the gambling software vendors.

Unity 3D is becoming a de-facto standard in the
free-to -play gaming vertical. With real crossplatform functionality, ease of development and
rich user experience that generate the WOW factor, it is no wonder that software vendors in gambling sectors are also looking at this technology
with growing interest.

In conclusion, there is no easy choice these days.
If I take a look at our mobile gaming development
department, then HTML 5 comes first (the majority of the developers), then it’s Unity3D followed
by Adobe AIR and finally, plain native iOS and
Android development.

Adobe AIR as a single platform for new mobile
content is a risky move, in my opinion.

Unity 3D has also set its sights on this market and
seeking to develop it. Unity3D is, however, a bit of
overkill for what gambling software vendors need
and while the results may generate the WOW
effect, there is a counter effect: taking too much
time to load due to large memory needs or slow
CPUs on mobile devices.
The future being HTML 5 apps begs one further

In my opinion, until the dust settles and the technology choice emerges from its misty paths, my
professional advice to the typical gambling software vendor is to place a dual bet on HTML 5 and
Unity 3D. Use Unity 3D to develop the most exciting 3D and branded mobile games as a means to
attracting the players, yet make sure to invest
most of your current development efforts in
HTML 5!
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The vision behind the
hippodrome london

Simon Thomas will be one
of the speakers at the 6th
International Casino
Conference taking place in
London at the ExCeL
exhibition centre in
conjunction with the ICE
Totally Gaming Exhibition
2014. The Conference
takes place on Monday
February 3, 2014.

The Hippodrome’s CEO, Simon Thomas, on success in the multi-channel world and creating
a diverse entertainment proposition as the way forward for European Casinos. Speaking at
the ICC conference in February, G3 quizzes Mr. Thomas about his industry views
Do you see Social Gaming as an opportunity or
hindrance for the land-based sector in Europe?
Social Casino Gaming is a significant opportunity
for the sector. It engages potential customers by
introducing them to your brand within a safe and
regulated environment.
And while Social Casino players may buy an
enhanced user experience there is also a massive
opportunity to generate revenue through advertising and other revenue generators incorporated
within the games.

How do you see casino brands adopting mobile
channels and engaging customers through it?
As more consumers use their smart devices to surf
the web, online games (previous played on consoles_ are increasingly being played on mobile
phones and tablets, spending time familiarising
with your range of branded product.
The games are not subject to regulations that govern online gambling and we will see more casino
brands move into the social casino sector, because
it allows them to enter markets which were previously inaccessible due to tight anti-gambling
regulations.
Businesses such as the Hippodrome Casino can
also add a unique element to this sector – the ‘fun
factor’ of engaging with a real, bricks and mortar
experience at some level.

What partnerships does a European casino need
to look for in order to stay ahead of the competition – in the mobile space? In social gaming? Do
you solidifying your brand in the online space
alone or in partnership with existing online operators?
The prime partners are those that already have
established, relevant customer networks and solid
databases, ready-made communities and committed memberships.
1 0 0

The cannibalisation debate as regards
offline/online convergence is an ongoing concern
in the land-based sector. Where do you stand in
the convergence debate and is there any hard
data evidence regarding cannibalisation?
The reason this question exists is because no-one
has been successful in creating a seamless link
between their online offer and their bricks and
mortar venue… apart from, I would suggest, The
Hippodrome itself.
We have fully integrated our recruitment process,
wallet facilities and customer service alongside
incorporating many elements of the clubhouse in
the online offer.
Also, the customer base of the two differs –
sometimes significantly. So we see the two as
mutually compatible ways of generating more
Hippodrome fans.

We have fully integrated our
recruitment process, wallet
facilities and customer service
alongside incorporating many
elements of the clubhouse in
the online offer.
And as the clubhouse adds to its offer and services, so too will the online portal.

In your opinion, what features create a successful
entertainment proposition in a European casino
and on what factors does success depend?
One of the beauties of the casino is its safer-thanusual environment. Door policies, regulation and
care for our customers sees to that.

Simon Thomas,
CEO, Hippodrome.
Simon Thomas is Chief
Executive of Hippodrome
Casino Limited, the
extensive leisure casino
complex at the former
Hippodrome Theatre in
Leicester Square, which
opened in July 2012.
The investment of £40
million in the theatre
building and adjacent
Cranbourn Mansions has
created one of the West
End’s premier
entertainment venues, with
3 floors of casino, 6 bars,
restaurant, private dining
rooms, dedicated cabaret
and conference centre and
a Pokerstars live poker
deck. It employs more than
600 people and is the
biggest licensed premises
in the West End of London.
Simon is a Director of a
number of other
companies, including Next
Generation Australia (Health
and Tennis Clubs), World
Bingo Tech (who operate
Electronic Bingo terminals
in the UK), Pay By Mobile (a
mobile phone payments
company), EAG (a trade
exhibitions company) a
trustee of Gamcare, the
UK’s foremost problem
gambling charity, and was
instrumental in the creation
of the West End
Commission.
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Add a range of non-gaming elements and you
have the best place in town to go for a complete
evening’s entertainment, which is also great value
for money.
Entertainment can provide the excuse to visit a
venue, and in our case the building itself is a reason to go. Add special events – such as our current American football all-night screenings – and
you have an enticing proposition for an audience
that would not instantly consider a casino for
such an entertainment-led event.
Our entertainment is independently viable as a
revenue generator and mutually supportive to
bring in new audiences.
What I would like to see is the English casino
industry invest in more sites similar to ours to
extend the market and show what the sector can
bring to the entertainment industry of the UK for
both the domestic and tourist spend.

What can you reveal about the Hippodrome’s
plans for its customer proposition in the near
future? Can we expect any exciting developments
in 2014?
Our basic proposition is fundamentally solid and
unique – six bars, a theatre, poker rooms, a
restaurant, events space and private dining rooms,
plus three gaming floors. And our attendances are
staggering with our two millionth visitor predicted for January 2014.
There are some incredible opportunities, however, in consolidating what business we have, growing in key areas such as daytime conferences and
enhanced use of the common areas. We’re in the
heart of the West End of London and offer much,
much more than a traditional casino venue.

The launch of Barcelona World is a threat or
opportunity for the rest of the European industry?
It’s an amazing development and can only do the
industry good by introducing new ways of providing mass-audience entertainment– including of
course visiting casinos. Anything that keeps the
industry on its toes is welcome in my book.

Where do you see the European land-based
industry in 10 years’ time?
I see some inevitable consolidation within the
casino sector – some of the smaller ones will go
as the industry realises the potential for venues
such as The Hippodrome and invest in providing
the ‘Casino + Experience’ and not focus solely on
gaming.
I predict the betting industry will reduce its number of shops while increasing some outlets in size
as the drift to online continues.
And bingo halls will see a resurgence as more
people return to a traditional, soft-gaming environments.
1 0 1
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The quality and
caring commission

Harrie Temmink will be one
of the speakers at the 6th
International Casino
Conference taking place in
London at the ExCeL
exhibition centre in
conjunction with the ICE
Totally Gaming Exhibition
2014. The Conference
takes place on Monday
February 3, 2014.

At the ICC Conference in February, delegates will have the opportunity to discuss
the forthcoming changes taken place in Europe and how it will affect the gaming
sector with a member of the European Commission, Harrie Temmink.
One of the most important topics at the forthcoming ICC 2014 is the impact of the Anti-Money
Laundering Directive (AMLD) on the gambling sector. Could you outline for our readers the key
issues for the gambling sector and the message
you're looking to deliver at the ICC?
The revision of the AMLD is one of the key initiatives announced in the Online Gambling Action
Plan. In February 2013 the Commission launched
a proposal to revise the current Third AMLD,
which is now being negotiated in the Council and
the European Parliament. Whereas the present
AMLD covers only casinos (without a definition),
the Commission's proposal has broadened the
scope to include all gambling services.
Two main reasons justify such approach: the creation of a level playing field and the fact that
money laundering risks in the gambling sector are
not limited to casinos.

How far along is the creation of a roadmap for the
future convergence of national systems on common requirements for licensing, technical and
consumer safety across Europe? Are we still at
the planning stage and is there a consensus
among the member countries to create common
policies?
This question refers to several elements. First, I
think it is common knowledge by now that in the
Online Gambling Action Plan the European
Commission concluded that it does not appear
appropriate at this stage to propose sector-specific EU legislation for gambling. There is simply not
sufficient support for binding measures in the
Council and in the European Parliament.
When it comes to common requirements for
licensing, we are at this stage also not planning
any "roadmap" for non-binding recommendations.
1 0 2

However, in view of the strong support for such
measures, the Commission is preparing recommendations on common principles for the protection of consumers of online gambling services,
and for responsible advertising.
We hope that the Commission will issue these
recommendations in the spring of 2014. The
Commission services are also exploring the merits
of introducing EU standards on gambling equipment certification. Such standardisation would
not only reduce costs for gambling operators, they
would also reduce the administrative burdens for
the Member States' competent authorities.

The Online Gambling Action
Plan the European
Commission concluded that it
does not appear appropriate
at this stage to propose
sector-specific EU legislation
for gambling.
What are the measures that specifically relate to
gambling from the 4th EU AMLD and what should
our readers be carefully considering in relation to
their own operations? What are the new systems
casinos need to consider to comply with the new
AMLD requirements and what are the timescales
to which they need to adhere?
As the European Commission proposes to broaden
the scope of the AMLD to the entire gambling sector, in principle all provisions of the AMLD would
apply. However the European Commission understands that the degree of money laundering risk

Harrie Temmink,
Harrie Temmink is currently
Deputy Head of the Online
and Postal Unit at DG
Internal Market and
Services, European
Commission. His main
responsibilities include
online gambling, "noticeand-action" procedures,
e-commerce policy, media
services and legal issues
related to the postal acquis.
Harrie has a Dutch Law
Degree and a Spanish
Language and Literature
Degree from the University
of Utrecht (The
Netherlands). After his
studies he became a
lecturer in Public Economic
Law at the same university
while working part-time at
the Netherlands
Competition Authority.
From 2000-2003, he
served as a Legal Secretary
to the Court of Justice of the
European Communities
(Luxembourg). In the period
2003-2008 he was
employed at the Industrial
Property Unit of DG Internal
Market and Services. From
2008 - 2010, Harrie was
Member of Cabinet of Mrs
Meglena Kuneva, European
Commissioner for
Consumer Affairs.
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will vary according to a number of different factors. The risk-based approach in the
Commission's proposal will allow sufficient flexibility to recognise lower risk where they exist,
and allow for a tailored response at national level.
Furthermore, the EUR 2,000 threshold for customer due diligence should eliminate the need to
identify a significant proportion of gambling customers.

Are there any examples that you could share
relating to the success or otherwise of the
enforcement measures to limit illegal operations
in Europe?
Effective enforcement of national regulations –
provided these national rules are compliant with
EU law – is absolutely vital for the attainment of
the public policy objectives of national gambling
policies. National compliance policy is primarily
the responsibility of the Member States.
For national enforcement measures to be effective, a Member State should have a sound organisational structure with full competences for the
(independent) national gambling authorities,
proper administrative cooperation with other relevant regulators as well as suitable enforcement
tools of course.
The Expert Group on Online Gambling, set up by
the European Commission in December 2013, is
discussing on a regular basis "best practices" of
the Member States in their application of preventive and responsive enforcement measures. These
tools range from awareness campaigns to websites and payment blocking.
It is not easy to give an overall picture of what is
most successful and what is less effective. For
instance, the blocking of unauthorised gambling
websites or the blocking of payments between

players and unauthorised websites do have benefits but also possible shortcomings.

One of the topics for discussion in the panel session at ICC 2014 is the thorny issue of taxation
models in European jurisdictions and the effects
on the casino sector. What can you say on this
topic that hasn't been said before as the calls for a
level playing field between land-based and online
operators is a perennial one?
The issue of taxation is primary the competence
of the Member States, subject to compliance with
EU law (VAT legislation, non-discrimination principle, state aid rules). The European Commission
is aware of the debate about the "level playing

Effective enforcement of
national regulations –
provided these national rules
are compliant with EU law – is
absolutely vital for the
attainment of the public policy
objectives of national
gambling policies.
field" between land-based and online economic
activities - which is not only an item in the field
of gambling. In October 2013 the European
Commission created a High Level Expert Group
on Taxation of the Digital Economy. The task of
the group will be to identify improvements in the
current way of taxing the digital economy in the
EU.
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peeking at the figures
driving social gaming
IGT DoubleDown Casino has made public its Social Gaming Index; the collective data
gathered across the US in 2013 from over six million players of its social casino games
International Game Technology and DoubleDown
Casino have released the first-ever Social Casino
Index. The US Social Casino Index is based on more
than six million people who play DoubleDown
Casino games on Facebook online or on a mobile
device every month. The Index reveals that social
casino players in the US are mostly women
between the ages of 45 and 55 and women played
30 per cent more virtual chips than men per social
gaming session. Women were willing to take a
chance with up to 10 million virtual chips per session while men did not venture past 7.6 million.
“As the world’s largest virtual social casino, we are
always seeking to better understand our players
and their preferences,” said John Clelland, Vice
President of Global Marketing at IGT Interactive
Group. “The Social Casino Index gives the gaming
industry a truly detailed look at social casino player preferences for the first time. It’s also fascinating
to look into the similarities and differences in our
players from coast to coast.”
IGT Interactive has gone public with the Social
Casino Index as a means to educate the market
regarding the dynamics of social gaming. “This is a
real opportunity to provide first-hand information
as a leader in the social gaming space,” stated Mr.
Clelland. “We are presenting a window into the
interactions players have with social gaming as the
provider of the largest social virtual casino in the
world. We have the data and in trying to understand the preferences of our players, we think it’s
an interesting resource to share with the industry.”
It’s the first time a provider has been forthcoming
about player data in the social gaming environment, which hitherto has been quite opaque, operating as it does is a largely unregulated virtual
space. “We are providing this information to help
improve the category and the experience of players
around the world,” states Mr. Clelland. “We collect
data from six million monthly users through their
interactions on Facebook and mobile devices.
There were a few myths we overcame too. It’s
interesting to us, that while the perception is that
men would be the ones to go all-in and make big
bets, it is in fact women who play more aggres1 0 4

sively and who played more chips per session. It’s
intriguing when measured against the demographic sweet-spot of 40-55 year old female players,
which is the biggest group of players, as you compare this group geographically, looking at the luckiest states as compared to the unluckiest players
by region.
“Overwhelmingly, the West Coast was luckier in
the first half of the year, wining 1.7bn in jackpots,
whereas the East Coast won 790m in the same
period,” outlines Mr. Clelland. “The top five states,
in terms of percentage of players, saw North
Dakota, Washington, Oregon, Nevada and
Wyoming with the largest proportion of players as
regards the population. One of the really fascinating statistics is the breakdown of preferred platforms. Hawaii has proved to be the most mobileorientated, with 20 per cent more play on mobile
devices than the average. Whereas, Maine is the
least mobile state, much prefering desktop play.”

“As the world’s largest virtual
social casino, we are always
seeking to better understand
our players and their
preferences.”
The figures that IGT DoubleDown has gathered
from its player-base give an insight into the preferences of its users, which ultimately will shape
the next generation of games. The Social Index has
given DoubleDown and its games designers a dramatically richer view of who their players are,
enabling them to focus on features and game
design elements to specifically appeal to different
audiences.
“Gathering information for the Index is all about
knowing how, where and when people play, so
that we can understand the players and improve
the experience for them,” explains Mr. Clelland.

John Clelland,
Vice President of Global
Marketing at IGT Interactive
Group.
John leads the marketing
and business development
teams and is on a mission
to make DoubleDown
Casino famous around the
globe and the next great
consumer brand. He is a
consumer marketer with a
track record of building
brands and businesses
from the customer up.

From fabric softener to fried
chicken to wireless, John
Clelland has created and
developed new brands like
Sidekick and T-Mobile, while
revitalizing tired but
venerable brand names
such as KFC. With over 25
years of experience in
multiple categories and
countries, John has built and
led marketing,
communication and
innovation teams at
Pepsico, Colgate-Palmolive,
YUM Brands and T-Mobile.
Joining Voicestream, a
small regional wireless
carrier, he led the effort that
rebranded and built
T-Mobile into a household
name and one of the 'Big 4'
wireless carriers.
John has a Bachelor of
Commerce in Marketing
and Finance from Queen's
University.
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players per day are generally playing for a half
hour session, which yields billions of statistical
records for DoubleDown to sift through. When
asked about the storage of personal details from
millions of US users (a hot potato in the US right
now with national and state agencies accused of
spying on citizens, both foreign and domestic), Mr.
Clelland is very clear that DoubleDown does not
gather or store personal details about players. “All
the names are stripped out of the data,” he confirms. “This is the information that Facebook
receives about its users and we analyse the trends
on a monthly basis. We do have international data,
but the figures are not yet as robust, but in future
we will be able to discuss global trends too.”

The winners & losers

l

l

l

l

l

“It’s also important, when it comes to big data (and
we have a lot of data) to make sure that it’s useful
and consumable. In terms of going public with the
information, we’re looking to provide an insight
into this segment. As the leader in the social gaming sector, we are incumbent to show and evangelise our particular category, highlighting the positives of play and the sheer number of people we
entertain and who really enjoy the experience we
provide. It’s about the public perception of social
gaming and DoubleDown Casino as being a very
positive experience for millions of players.”

“I was really surprised to learn
that Nevada made the top five. I
had presumed, because of
access to land-based casinos
and now real-money online
gaming, that social gaming
wouldn’t be as popular.”

IGT DoubleDown Casino’s core player demographic has been established for some time as overwhelmingly the middle-aged female player, with
the Index serving to reinforce that fact across all
geographies. The largest female player-base, however, did prove surprising, coming as it did from
North Dakota, with additional shocks in store for
DoubleDown Casino. “I was really surprised to
learn that Nevada made the top five,” states Mr.
Clelland. “I had presumed, because of access to
land-based casinos and now real-money online
gaming, that social gaming wouldn’t be as popular,

but it seems the reverse is true. The awareness of
DoubleDown is very high in states with landbased casinos and in fact, the social casino concept
is actually something that more people are playing
in those states.”

l

iT’s play Time

l

l
l

l

It’s not surprising, in relation to the core demographic, that DoubleDown players are most active
between 4-6pm and that most who prefer playing
on a mobile device do so after work, while commuting home on a bus or train. The 1.7 million

l

Players on the West Coast were luckier in the
first half of the year winning more than 1.7 billion virtual chips in jackpots, while those on
the East Coast won 790 million virtual chips.
The top five states with players most willing to
take their chances were North Dakota,
Washington, Oregon, Nevada and Wyoming.
Those states had the highest concentration of
players across the US.
Hawaii wins the title of Most Mobile State as
players there were up to 20 per cent more
likely to play on a mobile device than average.
Maine players were almost 25 per cent less
likely to play on a mobile device.
Women in Nevada were on a winning streak
as more than 60 per cent of players from the
state were female. Men in West Virginia
showed the highest percentage per state of
male players, with more than 40 per cent
enjoying DoubleDown Casino games.
DoubleDown Casino, which provides engaging
social casino style games to more than six million players monthly, celebrated a successful
2013. In addition to the Social Casino Index,
the company launched the world’s first crossplatform video poker tournament and largest
social poker tournament ever this year.
The five states that played the most virtual
chips overall on a desktop were California,
Texas, New York, Florida and Maine.
The top slot games played by both men and
women are nearly identical.
In order of popularity:
Monopoly Plus
Kitty Glitter (Kitty Glitter is the second
most popular game played by men).
Treasure of Troy
Crown of Egypt
On average, women play 10 million virtual
chips per session while men play 7.6 million
virtual chips per session.
Players were evenly distributed across the US.
The five states with the highest concentration
of players were North Dakota, Washington,
Oregon, Nevada and Wyoming.
California is the luckiest state in the nation; it
contains the highest number of winners. By
comparison, Wyoming and Idaho are very
unlucky.
The majority of players were ages 50 to 59
years old, followed by 60 to 69 and 40 to 49.
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can Europe harmonise its
licensing requirements?
Juan Espinosa, Deputy Director General for Gambling Regulation, DGOJ, will be speaking at
the ICC Conference in February regarding harmonisation of national systems and the future
impact of the fourth EU Anti-Money Laundering Directive. G3 interviewed Mr. Espinosa to
find out ahead of the conference some of his views on the topics to be discussed.
One of the most important topics at the forthcoming ICC 2014 is the impact of the Anti-Money
Laundering Directive (AMLD) on the gambling sector. Could you outline for our readers the key
issues for the gambling sector and the message
you're looking to deliver at the ICC?
In my view, from a public policy perspective it is
understandable that the 4th AMLD extends
explicitly to gambling for many reasons. From a
Euro-wide standpoint, a common set of rules must
be welcome, and I find the one included in the
Directive to be justified to the AML objective and
in general proportionate. From an online gambling
perspective, the first idea to stress for those who
now become affected and were not previously is
that, differentially, the new set of rules does not
necessarily have to suppose an increased burden
–in particular in those countries, such as Spain,
that already have developed measures in place in
the e-gambling sphere.
l

l

First, it allows for Member States to carry out
their own risk assessments, to further determine specific areas of intensified measures and
implement those measures from a “risk-sensitive” approach.
Second, some of the most obvious direct implications from the due diligence measures in the
broader sense, comprising player identification,
reporting, record keeping, internal control,
scrutiny of transactions, compliance management, are already in place in online regulated
environments. Again, Spain´s 2011 online
Gambling Act perfectly covers most of these
issues already.

All in all I would say, following the Spanish example, that these measures are in general reasonable
and should not lead to complications from the
operators´ perspective, if operating in a regulated
environment is to be considered. And that the
measures should lessen the risk of fraud in transactions, increase the guarantees for game integrity
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(with positive spillover effects for other public
policy objectives such as the fight against matchfixing) and boosting the reputation of gambling
environments as secure, neat and consumerfriendly entertainment spaces.
From a land-based perspective, while the application of the general AML objectives laid down in
the Directive are to be shared, obviously the
question of proportionality can be raised- a concern that is well evident in the Directive´s layout,
particular as regards its applicability over a cer-

The work of the European
Expert Group on Gambling is
promising, but the particular
issue of convergence on
licensing, standards and
consumer safety is still a good
way to come forward – if
such is the outcome to be
reached at all.
tain transaction threshold. It is in this regard that
the provision of “risk-sensitiveness” when implementing the intensity of particular measures,
which the Directive explicitly recognises to
Member States, may be of use at the transpositional stage.

How far along is the creation of a roadmap for the
future convergence of national systems on common requirements for licensing, technical and
consumer safety across Europe? Are we still at
the planning stage and is there a consensus
among the member countries to create common
policies?
No doubt that lately there has been some action

Juan Espinosa García,
Deputy Director General for
Gambling Regulation, DGOJ.
Juan Espinosa Garcîa is
currently working as Deputy
Gernal Director for
Gambling Regulation at the
Directorate General for
Gambling Regulation, DGOJ,
within the Ministry of
Finance at the Spanish
Government, being
responsible for regulatory
matters since July 2013.
He holds a Law Degree
form the Univeristy of
Granada, a Master’s Degree
(MA) in Economics for
Competition Law, from the
Univertiy of London, King’s
College and, a Master’s
Degree, MSC European and
International Politics from
the University of Edinburgh.
Besides working as an
Associate Professor of
Administrative Law at IE
Univeristy in Madrid, he is a
Member of the Board of
Directors of SEGITTIR
(State-owned Company for
the management of
Innovation and Tourist
Technologies).

NB - throughout the Q&A
Mr. Espinosa mainly refers
to online gambling as this is
the main area the Spanish
Gambling Regulator (DGOJ)
deals with.

Juan Espinosa Garcia
will be one of the
speakers at the 6th
International Casino
Conference taking
place in London at the
ExCeL exhibition
centre in conjunction
with the ICE Totally
Gaming Exhibition
2014. The
Conference takes
place on Monday
February 3, 2014.
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going on at the European level – the ongoing dialogue between the European Expert Group on
Gambling hosted by the European Commission
and the so-called Fox report from the European
Parliament to mention but a few initiatives. It has
to be borne in mind however that gambling is a
sphere where national jurisdictions carry the
main weight vis à vis European rules (unlike, for
instance, the services subject to the Services
Directive) on the grounds of subsidiarity. This
looser accommodation of national rules within
the Treaty’s freedoms of movement and establishment enables Member States to shape the regulation of gambling, both land-based and online,
according to diverging philosophies and different
levels of intensity in restriction to access and
operations, and any move into convergence has to
be appraised respecting the aforementioned principle.

There are other grounds of
cooperation going on
(exchange of information
mechanisms) that can be of
help in fostering common
views and lead to a certain
kind of lighter convergence.
As regards the online sector, perspectives from
the work of the European Expert Group on
Gambling are promising but the particular issue of
convergence on licensing, standards and consumer safety (bear in mind though that there may
be other European rules outside the strict gam-

bling realm that can be applicable however to
gambling) is still a good way to come forward – if
such is the outcome to be reached at all. The study
on such matters that the Commission has
appointed, due in 2014, is expected to shed some
light on the real degree of differentiation already
existing and after it is published some conclusions
as to where to proceed will be drawn.
This said, there are other grounds of cooperation
going on (such as exchange of information mechanisms) that can be of help in fostering common
views and so leading to a certain kind of lighter
convergence and such initiatives are already
going on at a bilateral level, with greater possibility to scale Euro-wide.

What are the measures that specifically relate to
gambling from the 4th EU AMLD and what should
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our readers be carefully considering in relation to
their own operations? What are the new systems
casinos need to consider to comply with the new
AMLD requirements and what are the timescales
to which they need to adhere?

Chasing illegal gambling is always tough and
when it comes to the online world there are some
specific difficulties due to extra-territoriality – so
one can never be fully satisfied. However, this is
not to deny progress on the matter.

I would underline the following:

Once the operating licenses have granted in 2012,
there is a major focus on fighting illegal online
gambling within the DGOJ’s action plan –with a

l

l

l

The need for providers of gambling services to
apply customer due diligence measures when
carrying out occasional transactions amounting
to EUR 2 000 or more, whether the transaction
is carried out in a single operation or in several
operations which appear to be linked;
The need for providers of gambling services to
be authorised.
The enhanced supervisory powers, notably the
possibility to conduct on-site inspections.

As stated earlier, I would restate that such measures are already in place by national/infranational
legislation in the case of Spain regarding either
both land-based and online gambling or online
gambling exclusively.

Are there any examples that you could share
relating to the success or otherwise of the
enforcement measures to limit illegal operations
in Spain?
Of course, a healthy legal online environment,
capable of reconducting the illegal offer to the
regulated world –both from a demand and a supply perspective-, is the first tool against illegal
gambling. This apart, obviously fighting illegal
gambling is at the core of any gambling enforcement agency and the Spanish regulator is no
exception.
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The main emphasis should in
my opinion be put on
coherence between the
different elements affecting
taxation to gambling
operators and the relation of
the particular regulatory
solutions adopted.
powerful fining scheme for such offences ranging
from 1 to €50m. Whilst official data on offenders
and fine amounts will be disclosed via the relevant channels, here we can highlight the fact that
we have noticed remarkable willingness from
operators to comply with our cease-and-desist
orders previous to the resolution of the file, as
regards access from Spanish territory, in particular from those operators within the EEE space.
Something which of course is borne in mind as
regards the final fined to be determined.
Some key issues remain possible measures to
offenders via payment operators and the general
deterrence effect of an active enforcement policy,

something for which we will still have to wait
some time to draw conclusions.

One of the topics for discussion in the panel session at ICC 2014 is the thorny issue of taxation
models in European jurisdictions and the effects
on the casino sector. What can you say on this
topic that hasn't been said before as the calls for a
level playing field between land-based and online
operators is a perennial one?
The issue of a coherent legal framework tax-wise
is a recurrent one and not only between the landbased/online segments, but also regarding gambling activities which are located geographically
close to each other.
At this point in time it seems reasonable to await
the resolution of some key rulings by the
European Court such as the one relating to the
Danish Casino decision and the development of
some other undergoing State Aid investigations
which touch upon this issue.
In any case, the key things to bear in mind here
are the depth of competition distortions and the
true nature of the very competitive constraints
between land-based and online casino activities,
and the elements that determine a coherent legal
framework or that make up for, conversely, fiscal
selectivity, which may make national measures
qualify as illegal State Aid.
Until more light is shed, the main emphasis
should in my opinion be put on coherence
between the different elements affecting taxation
to gambling operators and the relation of the particular regulatory solutions adopted and the
objective of public interest underlying such
measures.

Interactive
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Mountain deep, Vallée high
G3 quizzes Luca Frigerio, CEO, Casino de la Vallée s.p.a ahead of the ICC conference in
London, regarding his panel session in which he discusses the latest gaming technology
In the case of Casino de la Vallée, how do you adapt a legacy
floor to be able to integrate technological developments and
thus maximise revenues when you're dealing with existing systems that may not be compatible with those already installed?
The just completed restoration of our Casino has also included
the whole restyling of our gambling rooms and their technological equipments. The latter are therefore able to support the
most up-to-dated technologies today.

How do you prioritise which product innovations to install what field-testing do you conduct and does the final decision
always come down to the ROI?
We only rely on experienced suppliers, known for being leaders
into the market. They must be able to continuously offer new
games and help us in keeping our clients’ interest on our gaming offer alive. Those companies also guarantee their product’s
quality (hardware and design) and the due help desk.
The slot machines we choose are tested for a period between 4
and six months and our final decisions are based either on the
economic results and on the expression of our customer's satisfaction. Obviously these two data will coincide in the long term.

What are the innovations in gameplay mechanics that you
believe will bring a new generation of players into your location?
Our customers are revealing a particular predilection for those
slot machines that allow a more interactive participation to the
game, through the possibility to select bonuses and play
sequences. Aware of this, the new games makers are developing these features and today we can yet envisage that, in the
future, this kind of technology will grow up more and more to
higher levels and it will enable players to interact with the slot
machine as with a videogame.

Casino de la Vallée was an early adopter of IGT's sbX serverbased solution - could you share with us your views on the
technology, it's impact on players and slots revenues, and
describe how your experience of using the system has evolved?
The predilection of our customers for the use of this new technology, that allows to offer a diversified selection of games,
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including the latest market trends, on the same machine, is the
better crosscheck to the fact that being among the first to
believe and therefore to invest money in this project it has been
a far-seeing and well-aimed choice. In fact we started three
years ago connecting 100 slot machines to IGT’s sbX and today
we have nearly half (600 slots) of our fleet of machines connected to the system. Thanks to this choice our IGT slot
machines are now performing much better and absolutely
above any rival product, with a coin-in between 50 and 80 per
cent higher.

One of the panel topics relates to virtual casinos - could you
share your thoughts and opinions in regards to the links
between virtual and 'real' gaming experiences and how you
combine both environments into an integrated offer to the customer?

Thanks to this choice [sbX] our IGT slot
machines are now performing much
better and absolutely above any rival
product, with a coin-in between 50 and
80 per cent higher.
Virtual casinos replicate real casinos’ games, and yet they
remain two very different worlds as the online will never be
able to replicate the atmosphere, the excitement and the glamour of a real gambling room. Therefore, the virtual casino is just
for us an important marketing medium to approach new customers to promote our real casino.

What changes and challenges do you envision that you will face
in the next 10 years and how are you positioning Casino de la
Vallée now to meet and exceed your potential in the next
decade?
We just realised a new large high standard services Resort. I do
believe that this is the way to face the new changes and challenges. Casinos based outside the urban centres are called to
offer 360° services, wellbeing and entertainment. We will keep
following this direction.

Luca Frigerio,
Director of CAVA SpA
(Public Limited Company)
with seat in Saint-Vincent
(Aosta-Italy). The company
runs the Saint-Vincent
Resort & Casino leisure
centre that includes
gambling rooms, five
restaurants, two hotels, a
large spa and a congress
centre. The new leisure
centre has been created in
2011 around the SaintVincent Casino and the
Grand Hotel Billia, two
worlds bounded up with the
internationally-renowned
mythical Saint-Vincent
Baths. The Resort
represents today the
leading project of the Aosta
Valley to relaunch the area,
ahead for the 2015 Expo
too. For this reason CAVA
SpA has been designated
as regional referent for the
excellence project “Mice in
Italy”.

Luca Frigerio will be
one of the speakers at
the 6th International
Casino Conference
taking place in
London at the ExCeL
exhibition centre in
conjunction with the
ICE Totally Gaming
Exhibition 2014. The
Conference takes
place on Monday
February 3, 2014.
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The year of playing
dangerously
2014 promises to be another major year for our industry in many ways. Many of
the big conversations that we will be having have been rehearsed in previous years
at conferences around the world, but still continue to tax the brains of regulators,
operators, lawyers, accountants, sports bodies and consultants.
Some of those conversations however, will be
coming to conclusions during a year when the day
after ICE finishes in London, the ice and snow of
Sochi in Russia will welcome the Winter Olympics
and Paralympics. Then, in June and July, the
world's attention will switch to Brazil for a World
Cup which we all trust will be free of the shadow
of match fixing allegations.

those funds. Anything less than this could raise
questions about whether UK players that have
been used to a gold standard from their current
jurisdiction could in fact be less protected after the
UK legislation comes in. There are a number of
solutions available to deliver the required protection level ranging from a standard segregated bank
account to more innovative approaches that deliver a higher level of flexibility for the operator.

plaCe of ConsumpTion
Firstly, the much hyped and heralded UK Place of
Consumption legislation, which many refer to as
“Point” of Consumption, will doubtless come into
operation before the summer along with the start
of the collection of the taxation planned for
December 2014. Many details are still to be ironed
out (at the time of writing this article) especially in
the practical implementation of the new act, the
nature and length of the interim licence period and
the quality and the nature of player protection
provisions and safeguards.
Another debate surrounds whether those operators who specifically do not take UK players but
advertise at UK sports grounds will need to have a
UK licence and if so why. Many observers still
question whether the Gambling Commission (GC)
will be able to cope with the large expected additional workload from non “white-list” licensed
applicants in a reasonable time frame without
additional resources. This could therefore lead to
the interim licence period for white-list licensees
having to last for much longer than the GC had
hoped for. The knock on effect of this could be that
GC staff may be so tied up with new applicants
that their role in on-going supervision and investigation would be diminished in the early stages.

player proTeCTion
The debate surrounding Player Protection, which
is stated to be one of the primary principles for any
jurisdiction, needs to progress. The implication
given by some operators that “the player has
nothing to fear because we are a large well known
company” is nothing more than a “caveat emptor”
approach. It has to be replaced with a solution that
absolutely ensures that in the event of any failure,
players are quickly and efficiently refunded all of
their deposits BEFORE any liquidator has access to
1
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The approach that the UK has taken in the implementation of its new regulations in respect to
UK/non UK players (along with other economic
and political factors) has opened up conversations
between some operators and their lawyers and
accountants about optimising their corporate
structures. Most operators have not reviewed
where’s best to place parts of their organisations
since their original decision on where to set up.
The UK legislation could therefore provide the catalyst for change in 2014.

european union
Moving further afield, EU member states still pursue a splintered approach with individual countries insisting on keeping their own regulation.
Whilst the conversations will continue with panel
sessions and presentations at every trade show in
2014, we are unlikely to see a major shift from this
position. National interests still continue to take
precedence over the goal of a “common market”.
Progress can, and will, be made with a number of
European regulators (including non EU members)
working well together on specific areas such as
common testing standards, co-operation on sharing information and preventing sports match fixing. Unfortunately, some countries have not been
as active as they could in these working groups
and the eventual solutions may not be implemented throughout Europe.

uniTed sTaTes
Similarly, every conference in 2014 will no doubt
have sessions dedicated to the evolving position in
the US. Inevitably, more states will open up to online gaming during the year, whilst the possibility
of a Federal solution seems just as far away as it
always has.

Operators are likely to look very carefully at each
state and what they are required to have in place
before being granted a licence. Just as we have
seen in Europe, operators could well be driven
away from smaller states that require too much
local infrastructure, employment and testing to
concentrate their efforts on the larger more profitable states. Naturally, if the potential income
from a state does not outweigh the costs of obtaining a licence, setting up and operating in that state,
then operators will simply not bother. If smaller
states were to allow servers and operations to be
provided from outside the state, and relied on
gambling duty/taxes for their income stream, then
they could see a better overall return.
We can expect that the on-line debate in 2014 will
include Tribal Gaming interests coming more to
the fore as well as a number of states continuing
conversations about pooling liquidity.

wider global markeT
On the wider global stage, conversations will be
more advanced in 2014 regarding the evolution of
on-line gaming around the world.
Many countries recognise their regulatory frameworks have no specific legislation to cover online
gambling and are moving to correct that. The typical position being adopted in many of these countries is one of prohibition as evidenced recently in
Singapore. The populous countries of Central and
South American also appear to be adopting this
position. As these new regulatory frameworks
develop, it is hoped that the policy makers and
regulators in these countries do cast their eyes
over to Europe and benefit from their experiences
of the futility of prohibition.

binary opTions
2014 may well see regulators re-evaluating the
whole area of financial markets betting and Binary
Options. There seems to be a wide consensus that
spread betting-where potential player losses could
be uncapped and certain hedging or position tak-
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ing transactions that are based on a real, physical
underlying financial instrument- should be controlled by a country's financial regulator. The situation relating to short term Binary Option trading
is however, much less clear.

in, say, country A that has decided that Binary
Options are gaming, will act if an operator regulated in an EU country that sees them as financial
products offers their products in country A.

In October 2011, the European Commission
released its proposal to amend and extend the
Markets in Financial Instrument Directive (MiFID),
referred to as MIFID II. Some interpretations of
that directive are that such Binary Options are
covered by the directive, arguing that they require
knowledge of the underlying market and therefore
should also be regulated by the financial regulator.
If they are, then operators could offer services
anywhere across the EU. Malta and Cyprus have
jumped the gun, embracing this interpretation, and
have licensed a number of operators.

Another area that could provoke a large amount of
discussion in 2014 will be that of the place of
Bitcoins in gaming. Many regulators already
include wording that a bet involves “money or
money's worth” and therefore means that any bets
placed in virtual currencies such as Bitcoins definitely fall under their control. Financial regulators
will also, no doubt become involved in the debate
and then the gaming operators themselves will
need to decide if they are willing to accept the currency into wallets. The price of Bitcoins continues
its meteoric upward curve (with the occasional
corrective dip) caused simply by a heavy excess of
demand over supply, rather than of course any
government fiscal policy decisions. This rise in
demand correlates with the stellar rise in media
coverage that has been seen, so watch this space!

biTCoins

Other jurisdictions are not convinced and either
continue to control the market through their
Gambling regulator or have banned such trading
altogether. They believe it is difficult to make a
convincing argument for betting that a particular
stock will be a higher price in five minutes time, is
any different from betting that a team will score in
a football match in the next five minutes. Both
require a knowledge of the underlying events that
affect the result. The fact that one relates to a
stock rather than a sport does not mean that what
is actually happening is a real financial transaction. Those regulators see the activity simply as a
bet with two possible outcomes, and indeed see no
real difference between such short term Binary
Options to betting on red or black in roulette or
even which raindrop will reach the bottom of a
window first!
At the International Masters of Gaming Law 2013
Autumn Conference in Oslo, the assembled audience of gaming regulators and lawyers (perhaps
predictably) overwhelmingly concluded that
Binary Options were gambling transactions and
needed to be controlled by gaming regulators.
What is not clear is how an EU gaming regulator

nance. Members will be able to display a “kitemark” on their web-sites to indicate their adherence to these standards. Whether this code will be
sufficiently robust however, to head off the growing concerns of regulators and the Office of Fair
Trading (or its equivalent in other countries) is yet
to be seen.

ConClusion
In summary, 2014 will surely see a number of old
conversations go through yet more iterations. The
pace of change in Gaming never seems to wane
however, and so no doubt there will be some new
issues that see the light of day to fill the panel sessions and late night bar discussions at our conferences. The Isle of Man supports firm and fair regulation and adopts the gold standard in measures to
protect players and their funds. It is extremely
well placed and prepared to navigate this changing
industry landscape.

soCial gaming
Finally, 2014 could well be the year when the
issues surrounding Social Gaming mean that governments start to take a much stricter approach to
this market. In early November 2013, a conference
was held in London entitled “Social Gambling”.
This juxtaposition of two words never normally
uttered together has caused some raised eyebrows
in the industry. Speakers and participants at that
conference explained how they add features to
make players “crave” their games; how there were
no age checks performed and even how RNGs
were adapted so that players on “play for fun”
versions of casino games were delivered more
winning hands than they should have. The
International Social Games Association are looking to introduce a self-imposed, socially responsible set of standards to promote responsible gaming, the protection of minors and the vulnerable
and to ensure that their members conduct their
business operations with probity and good gover-

Peter Greenhill,
CEO of e-Gaming Development, Department of Economic
Development, Isle of Man Government.
Peter Greenhill moved to the Isle of Man in July 2013 to take
up the position of CEO of e-Gaming Development in the Isle of
Man Government’s Department of Economic Development.
Following a very successful career in banking and banking
systems with Credit Lyonnais, GE and Unisys, Peter has spent
over 17 years in executive management positions in the
gaming sector. He has provided solutions to lotteries
worldwide whilst with EssNet AB and Betex and to the major
European casino and betting operators whilst MD of both
Cyberview UK and TCS John Huxley Europe.
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challenges of geo-location
validation on mobile devices
Knowing the location of online users in the US is mandated into many of the new laws,
but the technology to effectively determine and geo-locate players isn’t as nailed down.
US States, Delaware and New Jersey went live with regulated
egaming on 31 October 2013 and 26 November 2013 respectively. These states followed on from Nevada which was the first
state to go live (with online poker).
These online gaming launches bring to the forefront discussion
about the key issue of ‘geo-location’: the ability to locate where
players are physically placed when they’re interacting with
egaming services. It is often prescribed in law that players
must be physically located within the relevant jurisdiction
when they interact with the services.
Get geo-location right on mobile and you give your egaming
product a key market advantage. It will pass through the
approvals processes more smoothly in the more stringently
regulated jurisdictions, facilitating both speed-to-market and
the acquisition of a broader client base. Accurate geo-location
tools can also significantly support marketing and product
development disciplines through the supply of sophisticated
customer behaviour intelligence.
Getting mobile and location right also avoids the risks, both
reputational and commercial, that would be incurred if local or
jurisdictional requirements are transgressed. Where jurisdictions proscribe, in law, that players must be ‘in jurisdiction’ in
order to legally interact with the service, there is significant
potential 'harm' if gaming services are consumed by users outside of that jurisdiction; non-compliance can affect operators’
current gaming licences and can go as far as criminal conviction
for company executives. Getting geo-location right on mobile
devices (as with any other distribution channel) is, therefore,
critical for both operators and payment partners.
Geo-location through IP-checking and validation for the desktop channel is well-established. For mobile devices however,
this (IP) method alone is insufficient due to the nature of IProuting within mobile networks - a mobile network can - and
does -route its web traffic through just a few (or even a single)
1
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data centre and IP-location. So, all users could appear to be in
the same area regardless of their actual location.
There are multiple options of location ascertainment on the
mobile channel - from using a location provided by the mobile
device itself (e.g. GPS), to the cellular mast location, to wifi network ID. The key challenge is configuring these options in an
appropriate manner to enable the most accurate results for
each mobile device. This is particularly important given mobile
devices apply various location look-up processes, some in a
non-standard manner.
After the location has been determined, there is a further challenge facing the gaming operators, their accreditation partners
and the relevant regulatory bodies: the validation process.
Geo-location checking (on a very high-level view) goes
through two steps:
l

Step 1: determine the location

l

Step 2: check that location is in a valid area.

Step 2 can be achieved by sending information off to a 3rd party
that performs an IP-location check. This, however, may return
just a Yes/No response as to whether the IP-location is an
allowed location. Some accreditation bodies/regulators require
more transparent, more auditable information such as
latitude/longitude coordinates.
In conclusion, if you are offering online gaming, then a significant number of your players will access your services from a
mobile device whether or not you have promoted a ‘mobile’
specific service. It is important to your marketing efforts, your
organisation as a whole, and potentially to the executives of
your organisation personally, that the mobile channel is given
specific consideration when it comes to the geo-location
process.

Mark Gibson,
Business Development
Director, mkodo
Mark Gibson is a specialist
in mobile communications
and mobile's convergence
and relationship with other
'new media'. His focus is on
devising and bringing to
market interactive,
accessible applications that
deliver customer-focused
solutions across the mobile,
social and digital
environment.
Mark is also Chair of the
AIME Mobile Betting
Gaming Forum, a working
group designed to discuss
and represent the mobile
gaming industry and further
the cause and reach of
mobile gaming.
mkodo provides practical
and creative solutions in all
aspects of mobile. mkodo
has been enabling clients to
develop their mobile
interactivity since 2001.
www.mkodo.com
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WORMS
UK Category B3
Playnation/Blueprint Gaming

Playnation has teamed up with Blueprint to offer
‘Worms’, one of the longest standing retro
games still in operation, across its B3 gaming
platform in the UK. Available to customers
operating Inspired Gaming Storm terminals
supplied by Playnation, the arcade version of
‘Worms’ has a fresh new look but retains the
charm of the original artillery strategy game
launched in 1995.
The game is available as a multi-line slot game
and can be found at motorway service areas
(MSAs) and family entertainment centres across
the UK.
Ryan Collinge, sales director at Playnation said:
“We are very excited to be able to offer ‘Worms’
to our customers. It is a world-renowned arcade
game with excellent brand recognition and we’re
pleased to be able to team up with Blueprint to
offer fantastic licensed content such as this.”
Darren Breese, CEO at Blueprint Gaming said:
“We are excited to launch another exciting title
with Playnation. We have made sure that the
features and characteristics of the original game
have been utilised to create something special
that fans and new players alike will enjoy.”

02 UK LBO HITS
UK Category B3
SG Gaming

SG Gaming, a division of Scientific Games
Corporation, has launched three new games
recently as it continues to grow its multi-channel
content portfolio.
Barkin’ Mad, The Big Cheese and Money Mad
Martians have all been successfully launched
across the arcade, bingo and LBO sectors, with
Money Mad Martians also released online. All
three games are currently among the top
performing LBO titles.
The Big Cheese is a new category B3 five-reel
slot game, which operates in the arcade, bingo
and LBO sectors. Notable features include free
spins, a pots bonus and a megaspins game.
Barkin’ Mad, which launched in August, has
quickly become one of the company’s top
performing slots in the LBO sector and features
on over 18,000 machines.
The third game, Money Mad Martians, launched
into the LBO and interactive sectors in October
following its success in the arcade and bingo
sectors earlier in the year. The game utilises the
well-liked and popular Money Mad Martians
theme found on the ever-popular and original
community game widely play across arcade and
bingo since 2010.

03 BRILLIANT FRUITS
UK Category B2/B3
SPIELO

GTECH’s gaming product brand,
SPIELO, has expanded in the British
B2/B3 gaming market through the
launch of its popular Brilliant Fruits
game in Coral Betting Shops. The
game has been available on Coral’s
7,000-plus gaming terminals since
late September.
“Brilliant Fruits is off to a strong start at
Coral Betting Shops, and initial results
suggest that performance will only
continue to grow,” said Richard Barr,
Head of Content, Coral Betting Shops.
“Brilliant Fruits is significantly
enhancing our multigame line-up, providing our
players with an internationally-proven game
that’s tailored to their preferences.”
Brilliant Fruits is one of the first games being
ported from GTECH’s SPIELO-branded casino
game portfolio to British B2/B3 gaming
platforms. A fruit-themed slot game with
stacked symbols, Brilliant Fruits has a strong
math model that has led to its excellent track
record in international markets.
GTECH is turning the challenges of the British
B2/B3 market into growth opportunities

through its extensive library of
internationally proven games, and is
collaborating with supplier Betdigital to
port Brilliant Fruits to the UK market.
This version of the game is based on
GTECH’s proven international
knowhow, as well as Betdigital’s local
knowledge of British players’
preferences.

Digital Signage
Advantech-Innocore

Advantech is well known
as the leader in X86
embedded computing for the gaming industry, but
the company’s growing range of RISC-based
products is finding more and more applications in
gaming. Leveraging the low cost and high
performance of today’s RISC technology, the
products bring new levels of cost effective and
highly embeddable computing power.
Advantech’s RISC-based products use the same
technology that is behind the revolution in mobile
and embedded connected computing: Technology
that is used in applications from smartphones and
tablets to set top boxes, home media players, auto
infotainment and residential gateways.
Advantech’s products widely use the ARM CortexA9 processors which are some of the latest and
highest performance ARM processors from
Freescale implementing the full richness of the
widely supported ARMv7 architecture. A9
processors deliver an unprecedented package of
features.

PERFECT PAIRS & 21+3
Video-Streaming Live Dealer
Evolution Gaming

Evolution Gaming has announced that it has added
Perfect Pairs and 21+3, two of the most popular
Blackjack side bets, to what is already the world’s
fastest online Live Blackjack game.
The new enhanced version of the game will go live to
Evolution licensees at the end of November. Players
will have the option to turn these side bets on or off
each time they enter the table and stand to win up to
100 times their side bet.

“We are happy to provide a top-performing
game from our extensive game library to Coral
Betting Shops. Coral represents one of the
biggest companies in this market, and is an
important partner,” said Marcel Heutmekers,
GTECH Vice President, Commercial Gaming.

The new Perfect Pairs and 21+3 side bets further
extend Evolution’s growing portfolio and will be
added to the company’s existing 75-plus Live
Blackjack tables. The move reinforces Evolution
Blackjack’s position as, “the fastest, most realistic
and most endlessly engaging live dealer Blackjack
game available online,” said Fredrik Bjurle,
Evolution’s Director of Products. “With our state-ofthe-art live studio set-up, our live dealers can see
and react to online players’ betting decisions in realtime. This means that the cards are dealt at the
same high speeds as in a real casino. Now, by
integrating the most popular side bets as
unobtrusive but easy to access extra betting
options, we’ve added even more layers of interest
for players.”

“All parties involved have benefited from
developing and marketing Brilliant Fruits in the
UK. We are now planning to extend the
partnership with Coral and Betdigital, with more
games in the pipeline.”

In short, the player’s objective with Perfect Pairs is to
make a Mixed, Coloured or Perfect Pair with their
first two cards. In 21+3 the player combines his or
her first two cards with the dealer’s up-card to win
with a range of Poker-style card combinations.

“Being selected as GTECH’s
development partner for the UK market
was a real honour for us and ratified all
our hard work and success in the UK
B2/B3 market to date,” said Heath
Samples, CEO, Betdigital.
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www.G3Newswire.com

www.G3-247.com

Social Networking

The international gaming industry’s
daily portal for news

The G3-247.com website is a
gaming media vault

Connect with G3 across every type
of social networking tool

A dynamic daily news website that
simplifies the reading of news by
headline, region and industry;
thumbnails of every story
encapsulate the content of the article
for a focused user-friendly
experience. The result is the fastest
delivery mechanism for both
'relevant' gaming news items.

The newly launched G3-237.com
website is a repository of every
magazine feature and report G3 has
covered over the last decade, with
digital magazines and articles
available to download directly from
the website. Subscribers can
purchase reports, buy printed copies
and commission bespoke reports
from the team behind G3. Access
any report from 2003 to the present,
review all the back issues of the
magazine and read the latest 'yet to
be published' G3 magazine reports.

Readers can follow G3 on Twitter
@G3imagazine, find us on facebook
at Gaming Publishing G3, connect
with us at Google+ and join the G3
Network on LinkedIn. In addition,
every story created on the
G3Newswire is shared daily across
every social networking platform,
connecting to users across the world.
Links are also distributed for the
latest gaming reports launched by G3
with www.G3-247.com blogs and
pushed to the 8,000+ database of
industry connections via email.
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Gaming Publishing launched its G3i
App in August 2011. The first to
launch a magazine App, the response
has been overwhelming, as the App
now provides readers with instant
access to their favourite gaming
magazine wherever and whenever
they want. We have now added
Android to this functionality, allowing
readers to download magazines for
free from the Apple App Store and
their Android Marketplaces.
Download back-issues or the latest
magazines today.
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